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Are we there yet?
A field watcher's guide to the economic crash
• By Wayne Curtis

Getting a feel for what the local economy's up to is a
bit like getting a feel for the weather. First you listen to
the radio. Then you remember how wrong the forecasters
were the last time. So you stick your head out the
window and look at the clouds. You check the temperature. You think back to what happened last time it
looked like this. And you plan accordingly.
For many of us, the last time it looked like this was
about 1981. The U.s. economy was slipping backwards.
Workers were losing jobs. Wages were steadil y eroding.
State and federal budget problems were deepening.

And the real estate market was moribund .
Some moved away to sunnier climes. The rest
hunkered down and waited. Before we knew it the sun
broke through and an extended economic summer
came back to Maine and New England.
That's bound to happen again. Economic cycles are
only slightly less reliable than the change of seasons.
But unlike the seasons, the timing of economic cycles is
never predictable.
So the most vexing questions remain: How long will
this recession last? How much worse will it get? When
can we go outside again and play?
"Economists have always had a hell of a time pre-

dicting change," admits Robert Doucette, a forensic
economist with Veritas Associates in Portland. "They
can predict rates of change when things are going up or
down. But they have a hard time calling the turning
points."
And in this recession they might have a harder time
than usual. Despite some outward similarities, this is a
much different downturn than any in the past. Which
means that instead oflistening to the rad io, you might be
best off opening the window, looking at the clouds, and
deciding for yourself when it will end.

Casco Bay Weekly would
like to hear your opinions
on what makes Greater
Portland a great (or not so
great) place to live, work
and play.
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Dr. Bernie Wall with. pigeon he Is rehabilitating.

Biting back: animal activists are a dog's best friend
• By Paul Karr

Ever since European explorers first touched
American shores, Western ideas about the relationship between people and animals have persisted: that
the animals are property, that they are slaves for our
temporary use and diSposal.
The perpetuation of this view has been justified by
various religions and, later, the larger force of the
Industrial Revolution. This "progress" - in the form of
increasingly efficient firearms, traps, meatpacking
plants, breeding facilities, and research laboratories-

restaurants and stores are refUSing to stock certain
has not lessened the suffering of animals, but
products, educators are broadening their curricula.
increased it.
In Maine, such a patchwork has passed laws,
During the past decade, however, an opposing
changed
people's attitudes and has indeed lessened
view has fermented. The animal rights and animal
welfare movements are feeling their oats, becoming a the suffering and cruelty experienced by animals
"used" for food, entertainment, or animal testing.
majority instead of appealing to it.
A Significant number of these groups and activists
Years of grass-roots initiatives are blossoming into
live
in the Casco Bay bioregion. Their concerns
a broad-based coalition of people. A network of
naturally
take different forms, and spring from their
groups, individual activists and concerned citizens
own
unique
roots. But all share a basic regard for life are working in every kind of arena to quilt together
and
the
desire
to extend the right of life to animals.
their thoughts and actions. Activists are writing and
Continued on'page 12
signing petitions, legislators are passing laws,
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Portland attomey
pleads guilty to
embezzlement
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A revl_ of the top n_s stories lIffectlng
Grellt_ Portl...d: February 26 through March 5,1991.

Third slaying In '91 Jars Portland
The Feb, 24 slaying of a Portland man was the city's third
homicide during the first two months of 1991, an unsettling
start for Portland, which police say averages two or three
homicides a year,
The latest homicide was discovered when Portland police
officers approached a man trying to stuff a body wrapped in a
clothesline rope and a green plastic trash bag into his car,
According to authorities, when the man was approached by
police, he said, "I'm under arrest, It's a body,"
The man, identified as James R Slaughter, 33, was charged
Feb, 28 with murdering John W, Gaffney, a 25-year-old Portland
bartender who had been missing for three days, police said,
Slaughter told investigators he killed Gaffney by hitting him
on the head with weights and cutting his throat with a knife,
according to a police affidavit filed in District Court,
Portland Deputy Chief Steven Roberts said that Slaughter
and Gaffney knew each other and investigators think they
know the motives for the slaying, but that he wasn't "at liberty
to release them,"
Slaughter told police the killing took place Sunday night
when Gaffney visited his apartment, according to the affidavit
by Detective Daniel L Young, It quoted Slaughter as saying he
had washed Gaffney's body in the bathtub, later purchasing
sponges and cleaning materials with which to wash the apartment and a shovel to bury the body in an unspecified location.

Six arrested In alleged LSD ring
STERUNGI!l
JUMBO MULTI
FILE
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10" • 12"
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MILK OF MAGNESIA
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ENZYMATIC
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Maine Youth Center protests cuts
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Styling Gel
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Four local people and two from California have been
charged in what authorities are calling the state's largest LSD
drug bust in several years,
The six were part of an or~tion that formed at a Grateful Dead concert and obtained t):le drug from a West Coast
laboratory before distributing itin Maine, U,S. Attorney
Richard S. Cohen said.
'''This is the culmination of the initial phase of an extensi ve,
three-month investigation into the activities of an interstate LSD
manufacturing and trafficking organization which is believed to
have distributed more than 60,000 dosage units of LSD in the
Portland area," Cohen said. He said the case represented the
area's largest LSD bust since the seizure of 120,000 "hits" of the
drug at Portland International Jetport in September 1989.
Arrested Feb, 27 was Thomas P. Atwood, 28, of South
Portland, who faces a federal charge of conspiracy to distribute
more than 10 grams of LSD.
Emil B, Dill, 25, of Portland, was arrested Jan. 25 at the
Portland Post Office when he tried to retrieve an envelope
containing about 3,000 "hits" of LSD from a postal box, authorities said,
The investigation, initially developed by Portland police
detectives, also led to the arrests of Christopher N, Sia, 24, and
John D. Harrison, 35, at their home in Santa Cruz, Calif., where
10,000 units of LSD and quantities of the drug Ecstasy were
seized, Cohen said,

Rebate
FINAL
COST

MURINEI!l OR
MURINE PWSI!l

1.00
·1.00 Mail·ln Rebate

2.39
·1.50 MaR-In Rebate

FREE!

89C

Soz.

More than 40 staff members of the Maine Youth Center in
South Portland staged a picket line on Feb. 26 to protest cuts at
the juvenile detention facility,
Jeff Campbell, a training school counselor, said conditions at
the facility continue to worsen because of cuts resulting from
the state budget crisis.
So far, 22 staff members have been laid off and another 14
positions remain vacant, Campbell said the cuts have "pushed
an already overburdened system to the breaking point,"
Richard Wise, superintendent of the Maine Youth Center,
said he suppOrts the workers and hopes the Legislature will
adopt a spending plan to restore the cuts,
"ti we don't provide the resources to rehabilitate the young
people entrusted to us, then we're going to increase the chance
of those young people becoming adults who could become
convicts," Wise said,
"In the long run, you're going to pay a lot more to keep a
person in jail... than dealing with them when they're kids," he
said.

On March 1, a Portland
attorney admitted to stealing
more than $28,000 from
companies he represented
during bankruptcy proceedings,
Harvey Puterbaugh
pleaded guilty to two counts
of embezzling - $22,604 from
Meadowbrook Realty Trust
and $6,057 from Hampton
Strawberry Field - between
May 1988 and July 1989,
according to U.S. District
Court documents,
Puterbaugh faces up to
fi ve years in prison and
$250,000 in fines. His sentencing is scheduled for April 15.

Future brightens
for time-temp sign
The businesspeople and
landowners who are raising
money to restore and maintain the time and temperature
sign over Monument Square
have raised more than $4,000
- enough to replace most of
the sign's light bulbs,
Penelope Carson, who
chairs the Downtown
Business Committee, said
individual citizen donations
are primarily what have
enabled the group to replace
the light bulbs on the sign.
"We just now are beginning to get donations from
businesses - and hope to raise
between $17,000 and $20,000
by May 1," Carson said,
The committee wants to
raise enough money to keep
the sign working for a year
and ultimately to find a longterm sponsor, The owners of
the building at 477-481
Congress St" where the sign
is located, say they can no
longer afford to maintain it
The sign was erected in 1964,
Donations can be sent to
Save Our Sign, 567 Congress
St., Portland, Maine 04101.

Owner of sunken
boat blames It on
Coast Guard
The owner of a $500,000
fishing boat that sank in its
Portland Harbor berth said
the Coast Guard was too
slow in responding to his
distress call. The 65-foot
trawler Jamie & Ashley went
down Feb. 26 within site of
the Coast Guard station in
South Portland, said Thomas
Bayley of Scarborough, He
said the vessel could have
been saved if the Coast
Guard had reacted faster.
'''This wasn't a hoax call "
Bayley said, '"This was a '
distress call - we were
Sinking. This is a disgrace,"
Coast Guard Lt. Neil
Buschman said guardsmen
responded quickly but that
nothing could be done when
they arrived. "We took the
call seriously," Buschman
said, "We did our best to help
him, But it didn't work out."
Bayley said one of the
crew called the Coast Guard
at about 5:15 a.m. 'They
• Continued on page 4

MAKE A STATEMENT

AUspeed Bicycles

and let others know why you've chosen to
Ute a cloth grocery bag. These sturdy
Maine·made 100% Cotton Grocery Bap
provide the environmental alternative to
plastic and paper. Send $H;'93'"'1 'f.'1S

Fuji, GT, Jamis
Guaranleed repairs on all makes

Through March-Fr.. bicycle maintenance
seminar every Sunday at 12:00 noon

& $2 S/Hto Design. for Earth, P.O.

Box 1371, Scarborough, ME 04070-1371.
(ME re.. add 5% ...Ie. tax)
A _Ion dd.. pn>/Iq dona'"" ., .... _

ExtenSive riding schedule in conjuncHon with Sotlhern Maine
OIf·Rooa Bocycling Associalion (S.M.O.R.B.A.)

..1.......

LET US SHOW YOU
100 WAYS 10 DISCOVER
THE OUTDOORS.

1041 Washington Ave., Portland, ME, 878.8741

LEVINSKY'S ATHLETIC

FOOTWEAR CLEARANCE

Introducing the L.L.Bean Outdoor Discoyery Program,
"The Outdoor Discovery Program- is
made up of talks, slide shows, workshops
and symposiums-some free, some for a
fee. Most are led by people from our staff
who have a real passion for being outdoors
and who like to pass that on."
Our Outdoor Discovery Program Spring I
Summer 1991 Guide conrains a complete
Mike Peny oj/he
liSting of these enjoyable, informative events.
L.L.BeuN Ou/door VISit our store on Main Street in Freepon
DIJCQv~ry Program
all
'
. or c 1-800·221-4221 , to get a free copy.

SAVE

50%

OFF LIST ON ENTIRE STOCK OF
DISCONTINUED NIKE, AVIA, REEBOK,
SAUCONY, TRETORN, NEW BALANCE,
L.A. GEAR AND KEDS ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR.

"'Include! progranlJ prelJiOJH/y knoUtn (IJ our "PublIC Clinics."

,"''i":.cs For Childrcli And Adults

Outdoor Discovery

OUT New 1991 ~pring Shoes Are Arriving Daily
So We Are Cleanng Out All Of OUT Discontinued
Styles At TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

PROGRAM

A Guide

({J

Tulks. Workshops and Sl'm/m!iillms

for Pe(){Jle Wbo UII'f! The Outdoors

Shop Daily 9-9 /11 A II Storc,\'
Opeu Sunday 10 AilJ-5 PAl
PORTLAND, 278 Congress Street
FREEPORT, US Route I
NO. WINDHAM, Rte. 302, Windham Mall
BREWER, Rte. lA, 564 Wilson Street

Personal
ChICles

Unlimited Haircuts

$1 49

per year

clea~si~g, basic ~onditioning
and fl111shed stylmg included!

NO MORE putting it off until it's in the budgetl
NO MORE going to important functions a little
shaggy because irs not quite time for a haircutl
When you need us we'll be here, You've got
nothing to lose except some unwanted hair because
our program is backed by a

30 Day Unconditional,
Money-back Guarantee!

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
12 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, ME 04092

854-1365

y...".

a.o,..,

KING
QUEEN

5.5.

=e~iiI

THE
ECONO

$149.95

HEBEDWORK
299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
(Formerly at Comer Brook Mall)
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LAST CALL

We're ~avin8

ALL TOPCOATS

ALL
CALENDARS
29

50% OFF

1/2 PRICE
os low as $147 value $295

AH. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle st. - In the Old Port.
Portland. Maine

a Party!

o·
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~ Qefreshments &rved~

38 Excbange Street
In tbe Old Port· 774·0626
Mon .. Sat. 1
Sun. 12·5

all spri

20% offday 10
(f5

summer fashions all

APPLES to ZUCCHINI
Best fresh vegetables,
fruits and herbs in Maine .
Plus
bread, coffee, flowers & morel

.'

"'EI:IIIII!:'''I1Ii'-'

~"

d.

FUN ITALIAN SPORTSWEAR
FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN

UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

t@g

56 main st-freeport. me
865-6369

88 main st-freeport. me
865-1215

COME IN
AFTER
WORK
You want all
the details to be
just right.

~

5;;~~s~'~~RTS~~s_
Portland

Westbrook

77 4·5 946 Free parking aJ both locaJions. 854·2518
All

credit cards

on phone OI'ders.

That special moment
will last a nfetime
with handmade
wedding rings from
d. cole jewelers.

d. cole jewe

,r,....., . .

10 Exchange 51. Portland 772·5119 . Hours: Sun. 12-5 Mon.-Sot. 106,

OPEN 5
NIGHTS
A WEEK

------~========~------

ut us prollide the

service and qUllliry in
floral arrangement you
deserot; on Jour
wedding day.

LibertyIGendron
property faces
foreclosure

'0

6PEClAL OffEQ Wffil TIIl6 COUPON

1

$3 Off Shampoo & Cut
10 Off Spiral Wave
$2 Off Hair Cut
5 Off All Penns
5 Off Frost & Highlight $2 Off Shampoo & Dry
expiration: March 14, 1991
Fr"" Tan Sc"ion \dth any of our package !'urcha,",.
SeA Wolfe Tanning EquipnU'nt.

didn't show up until an hour
after they were first called,"
he said. '1 guess it was
because we didn't have dope
on the boat."
Buschman said the Guard
got the first call at 5:26 a.m.
and immediately sent two
guardsmen. He said they
arrived at 5:55 a.m., but were
unable to help because the
boat was unsafe to board.
"By the time the pump got
there it was too late,"
Buschman said. "He has to
realize that his boat sank in a
very short amount of time."

Lambert draws
fire for donations
to Democrats
Republican legislative
candidate Robin Lambert's
cash contributions to three
Democratic office seekers
were morally correct but
politically inappropriate, his
campaign manager says.
Lambert, a District 30 Senate
candidate who lost to Karen
Evans in last june's prima·
ries, said he gave money to
the Democrats because they
"are long-term personal
friends who previously
supported my campaign."
"Our party has a major
embarrassment on its hands,"
began the letter Signed by
Terry Pangburn, advisor to
Paul Volle, the chairman of
the Cumberland County
GOP. Pangburn's letter said
Lambert's donations were "to
defeat key Republicans."
Lambert gave $300 to Sive
Neilan and $200 to state Sen.
Dale McCormick, who ran
against Republican Sens.
Linda Brawn and Norm
Weymouth. He said the
contributions don't indicate
he is anti-Republican, adding
that he gave about $800 to
various Republican candidates and worked on the
campaigns of Gov. John
McKernan and U.S. Sen.
William Cohen, both Republicans. '1 find it kind of an
affront to somehow insinuate
I'm not a Republican who has
worked with the party,"
Lambert said.
Anthony Payne, Lambert's
campaign manager, said the
contributions were "not
politically appropriate, but
morally and personally they
were the right thing to do."
Payne said McCormick, who
beat incumbent Weymouth,
and Nielan, who lost to
Brawn, were strong support·
ers of Lambert.
Lambert and Payne said
the letter illustrated the
rampant infighting in the
Cumberland County GOP.
"Offering a counterpoint to
the Democrats... is what
we're supposed to be doing,"
Payne said.

Coastal Savings Bank filed
a lawsuit March 1 to foreclose
on the Portland North
Business Park in Falmouth,
an office park owned by
Michael Liberty, David Cope,
John Gendron and Richard
Gendron.
In its foreclosure suit filed
in Cumberland County
Superior Court, the bank
claims the owners, known as
Exit Ten Associates, have
been in default of a $2.4
million loan since September
of 1990.
According to the suit,
Coastal Savings sent a
"demand notice" on Dec. 21
notifying the owners of the
default and requesting that
the entire balance be paid by
Feb. 1, 1991.
But that balance, along
with interest and late charges,
has still not been paid,
according to Portland
attorney Andrew Cadot, who
is representing Coastal
Savings.
In its suit, the bank is
asking for a receiver to be
appointed to collect the rents
and manage the 50,000square-foot office park on
Route 100. The Boulos Co. is
presently collecting the rents.
"At the moment we are
still going ahead with the
suit," said Cadot. "However,
negotiations are still going on
between the partners and
Coastal Savings as far as
resolving this situation."

Let's all get
ready for
St. Patrick's Day!
... including Big Daddy!
Now offering sizes up to XXL.
Our popular sweatshirts in choice of
white with green shamrocks, or kelly
with white shamrocks.

Sizes M, L, XL, XXI..,
(XXI. in white only)

Now

• Continued on page 6

414 Fore Street, Old Port
Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 773-8372

reg. $19.95

Open Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

• Please give street address
and add $3.00 for UPS delivery.

I

VISA - MASlERCARD • AMEX • CHECK

I

ARE YOU
FIRING ON
ALL 4
CYLINDERS?
/

Bistro
Atmosphere
Kindred
Experience
Reliable
Service
Tonights
Affordable
Best
Luscious
Entrees

SPIRIT'

.... ~

We

Define
Dining

Entr•• s from

$3 95

*

434 Fore Street, Portland
775·0303

_{Rt............ ' ••

Fun Town frowns
at DEP fines
Fun Town USA, the Saco
amusement park, could be
slapped with $200,000 in
fines by the state Department
of Environmental Protection,
for illegally dumping fill into
a nearby stream.
The DEP has charged
Kenneth Cormier and Andre
Dallaire, co-owners of Fun
Town, with violating state
laws requiring approval for
projects that disturb streams,
brooks and other environmentally sensitive areas.
But according to Cormier,
the stream is not a stream but
a man· made gully that was
used by Fun Town last Fall as
a depository for clay from a
construction site.
"We have not damaged
the environment in any way,"
said Cormier. "And we went
out of our way to get approval from the city of Saco
before we put the clay in the
gully."
Cormier said Fun Town
stopped dumping the clay in
the area when they received a
letter from the DEP on Feb.
12. In that letter, James
Cassida of the DEP wrote
that "no work should be
conducted in the area of the
stream until cleared by the
department."
"At this point I think
there's a big misunderstanding about the sensitivity of
the area and the amounts of

$16.95

"
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COME IN FOR
A TUNE-UP:

at the sandV/\~h \S~oPl13-2211
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BECOME A

PBH LUNCH CLUB

• Folk-style Worship Circle
& Fellowship Hour.
child care providea
• Sunday School
• Theology & Scripture Study
• Men's Spiritual Growth
Group
• Living' Gentle Values Project
• Walking Meditation
• Yoga

MEMBER TODAY!
Who says there's no

FREE LUNCH?

<

<

~\$~\.

Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue, Portland, ME 04103
(207) 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley
Worship: lOam Sunday

Ogdiel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our FuU Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Q'_'s___

Celebrating the Life a/the Spirit in
Worship, the Arts & Community Service

r

5 Portland Pier

I

<

772·4828

<

(J
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CMP shocks
customers with
rate hike

u.sro Bay Weekly

Interested In
Transforming
That Old Piece
of Furniture?

OL D 1'0 1\T

CY1RTISANS
FitJC H(11Jdcrafts

~

=='

CRAfT
Try a loaf of our
featured bread &.
get a second loaf
of your choice
for only 99¢.

• Continued from page 5

DEMONSTRATIONS

We'U be giving
classes in Decorative
Painting, Marbeling
and Painted Finishes
at the Hardenbrook
Studio in Biddeford.

EVERY SATURDAY
1 P.M.

March 9
GLASS BLOWING
with

WALTER HASENFUS
fram
Hasenfus Glass Shop

, ·Wednesday Evening & .'
:i Saturday Starting in March.;
.'
Classes limited to 10. '
'(:a11 for further Information;:

t
Port
Bake

26}St. }ohnSt.

77H466
20S Commercial St.

House

77}-Z217

caU for details
1B Exchange Street
Portland, ME

871·1090

RORY

BLOCK
"ACOUSTIC
BLUFS
QUEEN"

Thursday,

March 7
tix $7

* **

UPcOMIN~
CONCERT

282-0399

3/8 .. The Toaslers
3/9 .. Port Cily Allslars
3/12 .. The Tubes
3/19 .. Terrance Simien
3/21 .. Koko Taylor

Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Dayl

OUR FOUL WEATHER
GEAR WILL

BRIGHTEN
YOUR DAYI
For Bildng,
running,
walking ...
Dermoftex by Louis
Garneau. Tough,
lightweight.
colorful all
weather
protection
that will keep
you warm and
dry when the
weather Isn't.

Portlander wants
"religious pipe"
back from cops
A Portland man has filed a
lawsuit in Cumberland
County Superior Court in
Portland claiming that a pipe
Portland police seized from
him when they charged him
with marijuana possession is
a religious artifact.
Erwin L. Rupert II, 36, says
he wants the pipe returned to
him because it is important to
his religious beliefs.
In his suit, Rupert says the
pipe "is a registered religiOUS
pipe No. 87-2 of the New
World Church Inc." Rupert
also says in the suit that
police took the pipe in
December of 1990 when they
issued a civil complaint
charging him with drug
possession. The charge was
dropped Feb. 14 when no
police officer appeared to
testify, the sui t says.
In the suit, Rupert asks the
judge to issue a restraining
order to keep Portland police
from destroying the pipe
until the case is decided.

Trailways wants
commuter lot,
terminal on
Marginal Way

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support. us
in our endeavor to proVlde
you with an alternative tathe daily news.

• Nubody, Portland
• Celtic Designs, Old Port,
Portland
• Levinsky's, Portland
• Mack's Discount Beauty Supply,
Portland
• Bedworks, Portland
• Fabriganza, Portland
• Ram Island Dance
• Hardenbrook Studio, Biddeford
• Maine Powerliftlng
Championships, So. Portland
• Bull Moose Music, Brunswick
• L.L. Bean, Freeport
• Little Willies, Portland

clay we put in the gully," said
Cormier.
The DEP has scheduled a
meeting with the Fun Town
owners for March 8.

in stock now

$279

reg. S3~

Sale Ends 3/30/91

800 Antelope ••. the Perfect Bike for Portland
The 800 is ideal for both town and trail riding. This value priced bicycle,

with its ero·moly frame and easy rolling wheel system, is ideal for riding
around town and then taking a few off-road shoncuts home.

Value packed ATE fun.
Designed by Trek, the Antelope series
offen both comfortable multi-purpose
and aggressive trail riding bikes. We kept
an eye 00 value so you can keep your eye
01\ the fun.
\e~an/<?

~0
59 Federal Street,

Portland, ME 04101
774-2933

C&:J Trailways, a Dover,
N .H. bus company that offers
bus service between Portland
and Boston, met with Portland city officials Feb. 26 to
pitch building a bus terminal
and a 477-space parking lot
on city land along Marginal
Way.
The proposal would allow
the city to set up a downtown
park-and-shuttle service,
something the city has been
planning to build for over a
decade, said Deputy City
Manager Mark Green,
According to the bus
company's plan, Trailways
would use the terminal for
bus service and the city
would use the parking lot as
a commuter lot from which a
Metro bus shuttle system
could transport workers and
shoppers downtown.
The terminal would cost
between $200,000 and
$250,000 to build, according
to Green, who added that
Trailways would foot the bill
for the right to build on the
city's land.
"It's all very preliminary
right now," said Green. "If
Trailways were willing to
build the terminal and the
parking lot, we would be
willing to give them a longterm lease of between 10 and
20 years."

Fine Handmade
Wedding Bands
and
Engagement Rings

Central Maine Power Co.
jolted its residential customers March 1 with a rate
increase. The Public Utilities
Commission approved a 5
percent hike that would raise
$34.2 million a year, about
half the amount CMP
requested.
The utility, which serves
482,000 customers in southern Maine, asked for a rate
increase of $64.6 million, said
PUC spokesman Charles
Jacobs.
The hike will raise the
average residential
customer's monthly bill from
$46 to $48.30. It includes $9.5
million in temporary hikes
already approved in January,
Jacobs said.
Cutting CMF's request in
half means that stockholders,
not customers, will pay for
some of the utility's recent
expenses. CMP had hoped to
pay for a $2.1 million computerized information system
with its rate hike, as well as
$683,000 in homes owned by
transferred managers and
about $290,000 of a loan on a
foreclosed paper mill.
The PUC also prohibited
the utility from passing off to
customers the cost of hiring
32 new employees.
Customers will pay the
$7.6 million expense incurred
during CMF's pursuit of a
Hydro-Quebec power
contract. The PUC also
allowed a 12.3 percent return
on capital to CMP shareholders.
Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Rosalie Mulligan, Andy Neumum
and lhe Associated Press.

I t Dr. Oliver Sacks, 57, the
neurologist whose book
inspired the movie "Awakenings," has been laid off from
his job. He is being laid off
from Bronx Psychiatric
Center, where he has worked
since 1966, the victim of
budget cuts at New York
state mental hospitals.

Watch & Clock

~ngra~ ;,
Plaques~

14kJlnd 18k Gold

Mokum~

& Awards

G.-.e B.1Inds by George Slwyer Design

abacus

18k Gold Milky Way Band
with 7 Dlimonds
by 8arb.1r. Heinrich

american crafts

... Exchange Street. Portland, Millne 04101 • (207) n2-4880

Classic
I 11!;fxr~;~!e~nS
Old Port

DESIGNER fABRICS
fOR LESS!
A NEW STORE
AT A FAMILIAR LOCATION.
Come in and choose from a wide selection
of beautifully designed quality fabrics,
all priced well below retail Ii!

VISIT OUR NEW STORE AT 2 MILK STREET
IN PORTLAND'S OLD PORT AREA.
Open Monday - Friday 10 - 5
Saturday 10' 5
(207) 761- 2711

874-6980

BOOKSTORE

.

...* ..-.,...,.-.,...,..

~.~ .,.-.,.-~

WINTER HOURS
Thurs. - Sat. 10-5
Sunday 12·5

Still buying books
after all these years.
House calls.
Fair prices and
that's a promise.
241 Congress St.
773-4200
Portland BooksellelS since 1974

Community
Cable Network

Reprints & Enlargements Sale!

weak 013/8/91

~-..",...,

20 l11.()
-/( O.f!.f!our
low
~J

LIving Tapestries: Adult
Children Caretakers (1/2 hr)
A Year of Art: Sculpture
(1/2 hr)
Ireland Today:
A discussion with Portland's
Longshoremen (1 hr)
USM Close-ups:
Pluralism(1/2 hr)
Power & Steele on Theater:
A review of local theater
productions (112 hr)

Everyday
Pnces!

Sale applies to 3YS" reprints from 35mm , Disc, 110 & 126 color negatiw!s un/\I
and to 5x7 &. &10 enlargements from color negatives o r slides.
Can not be combined wirh any other sale offer.

Offer good thru April 7th
• • • • •• • •• • • •• • • • • • •• • ••••• •
Trust your memories with the Pros at
llPfi: PUIlTIl VVDDV(,;'(,;'

Two Convellielll Locations:

•I!fI!!l!fI!!Jfll1!!tlIBI!!130

883·7363

CilY Cenler, Port/and · 772-72 96
71 US Rowe I. Smrbort)uRh •

~

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

Maine's Largest Collection of Classic and Contemporary Furniture

Cultural authorities in
Sweden won't allow King
Carl Gustaf XVI to set up a
satellite dish on the roof of
his castle so he can receive
more programs than just the
two non-commercial stations
he now gets. They said the
castle is a major tourist
attraction and a dish would
spoil its appearance. Carl
Gustaf could receive foreign
shows by installing an
underground cable, but that
would cost $175,000, which
the kings spokesperson said
is "not realistic."
Roland Sweet/AllerNd

for

~epair ~
.~7
. '~('~

weird news
I t Even though it was a
sweltering day at school field
day activities in Mansfield,
Texas, last summer, PTA
embers charged children 25
cents a cup for water. Thirteen kids ended up being
treated for heat exposure.

Your Old Port
Headquarters

30~FF

It

by BAUHAUS
Build an original wall system in your
home or offfce!
available in black and white melamine with a
natural ash trim (while supplies last)
major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

POlULAND

BANGOR

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street •

774-1322

942-6880

ELLSWORTH

High Street

667.3615

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

Programs premiere Fri. 7·10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam· noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth &Scarborough. Channel varies in Goiham.
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KING Of

Nfl YORK

Continued from front page

Stop staring at
my bottom
"If all economists were laid end to end, they
wouldn't reach a conclusion," George Bernard
Shaw reputedly said. Well, that's not always true. In
fact, we haven't registered any dissenters regarding
the current direction of the economy. Here's a
sampling:

"There's nothing that I've
seen - like interest rates or
retail sales - that suggests
we have bottomed out."
Robert Doucette, economist,
Verltas Associates

GORE GAZETIE
KING OF
NEW YORK
A truly ravagedlooking Christopher
Walken steals nearly
every scene in this
violence-drenched
nihilistic look at state
of the art N.Y.C.
cocaine trafficking
and gang warfare
from the twisted
hand of Abel Ferrara
(DRILLER KILLER,
Ms. 45, etc.) that
makes the so-~aIlEld
realism of Martm
Scorsese's
GOODFELLAS look
like MR. ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD by
comparison.
Forced into cuts by
it's initial X-rating for
violence, sleaze fans
should flock to the
few theatres still
playing this classic
for the roller-coaster
ride of the season.

The Rt. Rev. Rick
Sullivan

"We certainly haven't
reached the bottom. We
haven't even come close."
Thomas Sanders,
assistant professor
of finance, USM
t

"No, we haven't yet
hit bottom."
Keith Forrest, director of
economic research, UNUM

"We're still going down,
but getting to the bottom."
Steve Hlrshon, broker,
Maine Securities

"We have not reached
bottom yet, and we aren't
sure when that bottom will
be reached."
~VIDEOPORr)i¥r
~olJ'L-qiIo-#-.9to~
Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

773-1999
OPEN EVERY DAY
10 TO 10

John Hooper, vice-president of newspapers,
Guy Gannett Co.
(quoted In News Inc. magazine)

John Maynard Keynes, this century's most influential
economic thinker, said in 1932 that he hoped economists would
someday become "humble, competent people, on a level with
dentists." Such a dream has not been realized. Among other
differences, dentists won't argue for hours over the definition of
"tooth decay," and they generally agree that the best way to
deal with a cavity is to fill it.
Economists rarely agree on anything, from definitions to
solutions. Few will dispute the fact that we're in a recession, but
they will disagree violently over causes and probable duration.
And that makes it hard for common folks to plan for the future.
The outlook these days varies depending on whom you ask.
Steve Hirshon, a broker with Maine Securities in Portland, is
one of the more cheerful local observers. "The jury's still out as
to whether we're still going down," he says. 'We may not go up
from here, but it can't go much lower."
Others are less upbeat. 'We certainly haven't reached the
bottom," says Thomas Sanders, assistant professor of finance at
the University of Southern Maine. 'We haven't even come
close. We could be starting an established decline that could last
two or three years."
The lack of agreement has been deepened by the nature of
this downturn compared to earlier ones. The recession of the
early 1980s was more or less typical: As consumer spending
stalled following a rise in interest rates, manufacturers found
their inventories had grown well beyond demand. When their
warehouses were filled, they laid off employees. Spending
power subsequently fell, more layoffs followed, and the
economy went into a tailspin.
That's not what's happening now. Nationwide, manufacturing inventories have remained relatively level (automobiles are
the one notable exception), thanks in part to a cheap dollar and
increased exports. This time the layoffs first afflicted an area
once perceived as recession-proof: the white-collar service
industries, including insurance, real estate and finance.
Real estate in particular has found itself in the unenviable
position once occupied by manufacturers who overestimated
demand: Inventories of homes, condominiums, and office space
are excessive in some parts of the country (southern Maine, for
instance). It will take months, or even years, for the public to
"consume" that inventory.
A white-collar recession doesn't mean it will be less painful
than the more typical blue-collar downturn, just a little different. As Steve Hirshon notes, "white-collar begets blue-collar" as
developers fight for survival, leaving carpenters, plu~ber~ and
other craftsmen without work. These folks then curtail their
own consumer spending, affecting local retail and restaurants,
which in turn layoff employees.
Again, the process spirals downward. We ~ouId well ~nd up
where we were in the last recession, but we WIll have arnved
there from an entirely different direction.
How do we know when we've hit bottom and are beginning
to climb out? Just as the return of the robin suggests that spring
isn't far off, there are some economic signs to watch for. You
just need to be careful you're not looking at a blue jay and
celebrating winter's end.
Here's a field guide of what to look for in the coming weeks,
and some of the markers that will help you tell the difference
between the robins and the jays:

The national economy
Not to belabor the weather analogy, but the '1ocal economy"
is as much a myth as "local weather." Joe Cupo may tell us
whether it will rain in Portland tomorrow, but those conditions
depend on what high and low pressure systems are up to in
arctic Canada or off George's Bank. All politics may be local, as
the common wisdom has it, but all economics are national (and
international), no matter how local the impact.
"It's less important to focus on regional problems than to
look at the big picture," says Michael Hillard, an assistant
professor of economics at USM. He says that re~ions m~v~ in
and out of a recession more or less in concert, WIth the timmg
determined by the direction of the national economy. In other
words, the economic future of Congress Street lies as much in
Washington, D.C. - or Tokyo - as it does in Portland City Hall.
In January, the Bush administration admitted what was
obvious to most others: The U.s. is in a recession. This administration delayed its verdict because the country is still not.
officially in a recession - that requires two quarters of falling
output - and to date only the last quarter of 1990 has registered
a downturn, when production declined at a 2.1 percent annual
rate.
There are many problems with gauging the economy by th~
rate of growth (or decline) of the gross national product. One IS
that it's always tardy. We won't know what happened to the
national economy in this quarter until sometime in April, when
the preliminary figures for the first quarter are :eleased. The
Commerce Department monitors monthly leadmg economic
indicators, which are supposed to indicate the direction of the
economy in coming months (this index showed a gain of 0.1

percent in December, the first increase in six months). Economists enjoy fighting over the usefulness of these indicators
almost more than any other.
What to look for: An end to the war in the Persian Gulf
will surely bring short-term euphOria, but will by no means
solve the nation's real economic problems.
Instead of watching Dan Rather watch the sand, watch the
gnomish Alan Greenspan on C-SPAN. As chairman of the
Federal Reserve, he's privy to lots of good economic information and is relatively immune to partisan squabbling. Like
Rumpelstiltskin, Greenspan appears regularly before Congress,
which tries to guess his name. ("Is it.. . Recession? Is it ...
Meaningful Downturn?")
Greenspan can be cagey, but if he seems depressed about the
direction of the economy, you should probably be depressed,
too.

Regional economy
An improved national economy will benefit Maine and New
England, but not necessarily in direct proportion. New England
felt the economic downturn before the rest of the country - and
first in doesn't mean first out.
As much as Mainers enjoy making unkind remarks about
people from the Bay State, we're largely dependent on their
economic health for our own well-being. A vigorous high-tech
corridor outside of Boston means jobs for component producers
and computer and marketing consultants here. A surfeit of
disposable income among Boston's emerging affluent results in
higher real estate prices in Maine and better business for
enterprises targeted at tourism. As such, Boston's spectacular
crash has reverberated throughout Maine.
The good news is that Portland, while presently overstocked
with plenty of budget condos and low-rent office space, was not
nearly as overbuilt as Boston during the boom years. As a
result, we may emerge a bit more quickly from the doldrums
when favorable winds start to blow.
What to look for: Watch for signs that the Massachusetts
budget deficit is coming under control. Massachusetts politicians engage in serious, play-to-the-death hardball. No selfrespecting state pol will give an inch on his or her favored
programs. If the state can reduce its budget gap, it probably
means the regional economy is improving on its own and tax
receipts are increaSing.
Similarly, watch for resilience in the Boston real estate
market. Some analysts talk of a Texas-style collapse in commercial real estate in Boston and the Route 128 corridor, with
landlords virtually giving away office space to keep the pipes
from freeZing. If that happens, Portland probably won't see the
light at the end of the tunnel for some time.

Casco Bay Weekly's
Old Port Inflation Index
The federal government determines the value of a dollar
by sending a small army of government-hired shoppers out
each month to price a typical market basket. They then
factor their findings with other typical consumer expenditures, such housing and gasoline, to come up with the
consumer price index. That figure is used by pensions,
social security and many employers to determine compensation rates.
The idea that a vital economic statistic is calculated by
government researchers in ill-fitting trench coats wandering
around a Shop 'n' Save fondling cantaloupes is somehow
reassuring. In this age of computers, it is a process we all
can grasp.
In fact, it's a process we understand intuitively each time
we reach for our wallets and wonder just where in the hell
that $10 bill went. Perhaps more than housing and fuel
prices - which consume a bigger chunk of our paycheck _
the rapidly dwindling $10 bill is our gauge of purchaSing
power.
With this in mind, Casco Bay Weekly has launched the
Old Port Inflation Index™ with the idea of seeing how
much a typical day in town might run for the average
denizen of in-town Portland. We've compared the cost of a
market basket of selected items from January 1990 with the
same items this year.
The result? Our exclusive (and entirely arbitrary) index
shows a 3.8 percent rise in 1990, compared to an increase
nationally of 6.1 percent. Most of the indicators we selected
remained unchanged over the last year. But a beer at
Dewey's and an evening show at the Nickelodeon will cost
you an extra two bits this year over last. (Note: the price of
a Geary's went up another quarter in late January, to $2.75.)

ONE

DOZEN
ROSES
$16.99
C ash & Carry
(babies not included)

1991

$0.50

- - free parking - 130 St. John St.. Portland

Real estate
In the film "Field of Dreams," Kevin Costner heard an eerie
voice in the night whispering, "If you build it, they will come."
This prompted him to construct a baseball diamond in the
middle of an Iowa cornfield .
This same paranormal experience was apparently shared by
many of Maine's developers in the 198Os, who engaged in an
unprecedented building binge throughout the southern part of
the state. Unfortunately, the assumptions on which developers
built - and banks lent - made the foundations at Chandler's
Wharf look rock solid. The buildings went up, but demand was
vastly overestimated. This has proven to be the linchpin that
sent the whole local economic structure tumbling down.
e good news is that when real estate prices sink low
enough, people will come. That won't benefit bankrupt developers or defunct banks, but it will help the economy get back on
track. In a way, Maine priced itself out of the national economy
in the 1980s with housing costs that were high, relative to the
rest of the nation. Firms declined to move here due to these and
other deterrents (including a scarcity of employees and higher
basic wages). Lower housing and commercial real estate costs
may now encourage new businesses to reconsider Maine.
What to look for: Fewer real estate auction announcements in the Sunday Telegram will indicate that the bloodletting in real estate is slowing up. Look also for announcements
that new firms are moving here to set up operations. "Look for
more building permits issued, and listen for more stories about
people doing things, like acquiring properties," suggests Steve
Hirshon. "People are deferring decisions now."

HENRY
&JUNE
Medium coffee (with tax)
~ Green Mountain Coffee

SUN MAT 1
SUN EVE7
MON-TUES 7,8:30

0.90

0.90

~

Sub City (sandwich & chips) 2.85

2.85

61 Mll HOSP ITRL
MAR 13-17 WED-FRI 6:45, 9:15
SAT-SUN 1. 6:~5

2.50

Theo Angelopoulos
Masterpiece

LANDSCAPE

Pint of Geary's Ale
~ Three Dollar Dewey's

2.25

2.50

Evening movie
6.75

Continued on p2ge 10

Tales
from the

Dally special

Banking
When a manufacturer goes bankrupt, the financial pain is
spread among its shareholders, bond holders, and a variety of
lenders. Banks who lent to the manufacturer take a hit, but the
damage is usually manageable since they're among the first in
line when the assets are sold off.
In the case of many New England banks, loans were spread
around in the 1980s in accordance with sound financial principals. Problem is, they spread loans around among developers,
almost all of whom are now suffering from excess inventory
and serious cash flow problems. Most banks have managed.
Others, such as Bank of New England and the former Maine
Savings Bank, have not.
'We' re facing a great cleaning out of the economy, driven by

~

of Anais Nin.

BES
PORTLAND
Don't forget
to fill in your
ballot.

TOTALS

S17.30 S17.95
Wayne Curtis
C/3 W illustrationfToki Oshima

Deadline Is
March 15.
See page 11
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the banking crisis," says Sanders. '1t's like having a patient on
the operating table and you can't stop the bleeding."
Once real estate prices firm up, the hemorrhaging of bank
portfolios will cease and banks can return to the business
they're supposed to be in: making good loans to sound, responsible businesses.
Is massive failure a possibility? "They've (regulators) learned
the lessons of the Great Depression," says USM professor
Michael Hillard. ''You don't let the financial sector collapse."
That's been evident as the federal government's stepped in to
guarantee even uninsured deposits during major bank failures.
A collapse in confidence would mean a collapse in the bank
system. And that could trigger the Depression allover again.
Whllt to look for: Banking and real estate at this point are
inextricably intertwined. Improvements in housing sales and a
firming of the local market will mean fewer bank problems.

You don't have
to wear blue jeans

PORTLAND

~tpUnter:::=:______________________________________-======
~tpoot~Rph~---------------------~----------------

~tpXrer:::~---------------------------------------------

_________________________________________________
__________________________________________
~t clothing designer __________________________________________
~t art gallery
Bertarto~ing:---------------------------------------------~t~ulptor

~t~~~~=:==:::-

Bert actress

~t actor:~=======================================
~tdirector

Bertt~treco==m=~===-y-----------------------------------------~tdreatrimlproducti:·o=n:---------------------------------------~tfictionwrit~

... to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
JOE REDMAN, owner of Joseph's, sells
some of the finest business and
casual clothing in New England and
knows that not all of Casco Bay
Weekly's readers wear blue jeans. How
does he know that? He's one of them .
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WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

STORE!
OPEN NOW!!

FOREST AVENUE

COME SEE OUR
NEW LOCAnON AT
333 FOREST AVENUE

Btfty~~~ I

X

IWALKABOUT

BEST SELEcnON
BEST SERVICE

~*Y~CYCLE
333 Forest Ave. Portland

773-6906
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Consumer confidence is a key component of an economic
recovery. Without it, fiscal or monetary policy needs to beat a
tough tack into the wind. Part of the reason the Bush Administration waited to admit to a recession was an effort to maintain
confidence. A president or governor who despairs about the
economy too soon does no one any service. Of course, if he
denies poor economic conditions too long - as did Gov. Jock
''What recession?" McKernan - he'll be taken for a fool. That
doesn't inspire much confidence either.
There are all sorts of indexes that purport to measure
consumer mood. The two best-known are compiled by the
Conference Board (a business organization) and the University
of Michigan. The Conference Board's index declined steadily
from last March to August, when It plummeted following
Iraq's invasion. The January index showed little improvement,
even after the initial upbeat mood following the Gulf War
outbreak.
Whllt to look for: Follow the consumer confidence
indexes, but pay equal attention to the mood in your neighborhood. The economic grapevine grows fast and tenaciously.
When a friend of a friend's brother-in-law is laid off in
Madawaska, you'll probably hear about it eventually, along
with dozens of others. The mood at the locallaundermat can be
just as good an indicator of economic confidence as what Tom
Brokaw or George Bush tells you.

News media
The media is notoriously reactive when it comes to economic
news, scrambling teams together to put out extended series on
the economic crisis only when the decline is well underway, if
not over.
The mainstream media is also a good bellwether for local
advertising, which indicates local economic health. An increase
in classified ads (particularly for those unrelated to distress
sales or bankruptcy announcements), is a good sign. On
television, fewer public service ads on local broadcasts are a
good sign. These ads, which encourage the viewer to help fight
obscure diseases or stop drunk driving, fill air time for which
no ads have been sold.
Whllt to look for: When an alternative weekly newspaper
that has heretofore shown little interest in economics runs a
cover story on the topiC, you can figure that the end of the
recession is probably pretty near.
Wayne Curtis writes regularly about economic and environmental issues.
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BEST MEDIA

BEST FOOD & DRINK

~tb~tpint-----------------------------------===
Bert dinner joint
~t lunch Pint:-;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=
Best vegetarian cuisine __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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~t radio deejay-.:=-------------------------------------------=
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Best activist

Best cityftown council member ___________________________________
~t Jock McKernan pke
~t state legislator
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____________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Consumer confidence

, What ~at ~tuff? :wo tickets to the Mad Horse Theater's roduction of
'Tent Meetin8',
will run from April 4-28), two ticketsPto ski
Sha~nee Peak In Bndgton, a $30 gift certificate for Alberta's, a $30 'ft
certifIcate
<>ift certificate for Concelts.
.
gt
Y
d for
'hthe Dry Dock and a $25 o·
~u on t ave ~ have an opinion on everything listed below, and ou
t have to explain your choices. Feel free to tell us what you think' Y
wntt~n responses will be considered for publication so it's OK to be '
creative
' for longer responses
'f
I'kand opinionated . Attac h extra s h eets of paper
I you 1 e.
I Try to ~p your choices current and, above all, local. Do not refer to
~ aces outsl~e of ~them Maine or events before January 1990, and please
not ndomlnate artists or personalities who do not live or work in Greater
P°rtI
o an.
. Mail/fax/bring us your ballot by March 15. The results will be rinted
In the March 28 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Good luck!
p

BEST ART

Inflation
The cost of living in the United States last year was 6.1
percent more than in 1989. That means if you made $15,000 in
1989, you needed to make nearly $16,000 last year if you wanted
to stay in the same apartment, wear the same clothes, and eat
the same food. If you didn't get a raise of at least that much, you
probably had to trim back your expenses somewhere along the
line. This was the largest increase in the consumer price index
since 1981, when prices rose 8.9 percent.
Much of last year' s high inflation rate was attributable to fuel
oil, which skyrocketed 30 percent following Iraq' s invasion of
Kuwait. That resulted in slowed consumer spending. Some now
feel that the drop in fuel prices over the last several weeks will
help jump-start the economy again. "We' re seeing the flip side
of the energy price spike," says Keith Forrest, director of
economic research at UNUM. "There could be some advances
in real purchasing power in the next few months."
Whllt to look for: A boost in spending following more
disposable income due to lower oil prices. If consumer prices
stay low, retail sales may lead the economy out of its slump. If
prices jump again, it could mean a return to "stagflation,"
which is another favored topic of argument among economists.
If prices start to decline precipitously, head for the economic
bomb shelter. The last time prices steadily declined was during
the 193Os, in the depths of the Great Depression. "You don't
have deflation unless the economy is going to hell in a
handbasket," says UNUM's Forrest.

COr..ter Portland Is
• unique .nd beautIful
filled with .11
sorts of Interesting
people - like JOu, for
Inst.nee. We _nt to
kn_ w ...t JOu think
represents the best
(.nd _nt) Portl. . .
hu to off.... In '1Id,
we _nt ,our opinion
so badl, th.t we'N
going to give .w.,
some great stuff to
luck, mel.... eho....
.t nndom - Just for
ntumlng this ballot.
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Best person to ignore _________________________________________

BEST MUSIC

BEST STUFF

Best acoustic band _________________________________________-==
Best blues band ____________________________________________
_______________________________________

Best antique store _______________________________________======

Best~nce~

~t~m~bud-----------------------------------~t

reggae band ____________________________________

Best
rock band
~t~roband;------------------------------------Bests~poonyo~~:==na~-------------------------------------

Best local chamber music e:::n=-se=-m-:-b-:-\e----------------------------------local vocalist
~t solo acoustic ~pe:::j:::fo:-:rm:::-le-r--------------------------------------~t
~t

local JeCOroing studio ___________________________________

Bestauto~mr-----------------------------------------------

Bestbicyclestore:------------------------------------~---------

Best barber shop

Best clothing store:::.-=ch:;i~ld:-:ren='~s-------------------------------------~t

~t

clothing store: men's
clothing store: women:'~s---------------------------------------

Best lingerie Rore ______________________________________________
Best grocery Rore

Bestmovieth~t~----------------------------------------------

~t hair salon
Best musical inR:::rum=en=t-=sto=re::--------------------------------------

~t

recoro store

~tretailbooksto:re=-------------------------------------------

BEST PLACES

~bar-:~~:_------------------------==========::::::::
bowlingal1ey _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
~t

Best building
Wont buildin·~g:---=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=
Best dance club
Bestmomandpo::p~R=o:::re=-----------------------------------------

thrift store -:-::--___________________________________________
used bookstore
~t video store
------------------------------------------~t

~t

BEST READER INFORMATION

Best place for people watching __________________________________

Name ______________________________________________________

Bestpublicnsaoom - --------------------------------------Best place to be alone
Best place for a oondom::-:m=a~ch~in=-e:-----------------------------------

Address __________________________________________________

Best neighborhood to garbage-pick in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Best place to be seen

Bestp~retobeueated~lik:·=e~d~irt~------------------------------------

Best plare to find signifimnt others _________________________________
Best plare to hear live music _______________________________________
Best plare to take visitors _ _______________________________________
Best plare to send tourists ________________________________________

zip, __________________

Phone __________________________

'!Ettie. :£\11
Illll~

Mall or drop off ballot to:
Best of Portland
Casco Bay Weekly
SSlA Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
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BITING BACK!
Continued from front page

"We owe it to the
creatures
to try to get them
out again; the
whole effort is
aimed at
releasing them fixing them and
then letting them
go. "
Sally Butcher

Ken Shapiro of PsyETA.

You've probably seen Maine Animal Coalitio~ (MAC)
members on the news. They were the ones standmg at Monument Square in the rain the day after last Thanksgiving, bearing
placards that read "Fur Kills" and "Fur Is Dead" to a chorus of
honking cars. They recently held a small fur protest on a street
comer in Scarborough. And they picketed Cape Elizabeth Town
Council members to protest last fall's special bowhunting
season for deer.
From its humble beginnings during a 1987 meeting at the
Ecology House on Portland's Exchange Str~t, MAC. h~s ~own
into the largest and most visible group of ammal actiVlsts In the
state.
"Members include everyone from teachers to factory workers to students to nurses to retirees. Everyone is represented,"
says MAC board member and vice-president Anne Pennisi,
who dates her involvement from age ten when she saw a
raccoon in a leg-hold trap. "Right now we have 800 to 900
members spread out across every comer of the state."
And MAC pack a punch. The group won passage, for
example, of a state law prohibiting the use of ~u.nd or shelter
animals for lab experiments - a common practice In many other
states. Members were heard across the state, in newspapers and
during television debates, decrying the recently abo~ted pl~n.s
to restock caribou in the North Woods. They were highly VlSlble
during the Cape Elizabeth bowhunt protests. And their fur
protests become more popular each year. Why has MAC
developed such an insistent voice?
"Maine is a tough nut to crack on issues like h~~ting .or
trapping," notes Pennisi. "Everyone always says It s their
livelihood at stake. Hunters and trappers have a very powerful
lobby here."
.
Not all MAC's work is as confrontational as the fur protests
or the effort to ban leg-hold traps and wire snares for trapping.
Other projects educate people with companion animals.to spay
or neuter their pets early in life, ask the state to abohsh.lts heavy
bounties on coyote kills, and try to get free-range eggs mto
major supermarkets.
.
.
Though the group is completely non~olent, temrers do nse
over emotional issues like circus and fair events which use
animals.
"The media still paints these things as fun," says Pennisi.
"But MAC is totally opposed to any use of animals for entertainment."
Putting its money where its mouth is, the group offers a
standing $500 reward for evidence leading to the arrest and
conviction of persons who are cruel to animals. One result, says

CBW{fonn! Harbert
Pennisi, is that people are bringing video cameras ~ fair~ where
horse or ox pulls take place. And less animal abuse IS taking
place because of their presence.
like many MAC members, Pennisi is a vegetarian. She
cedes that "the meat and leather industry will be the last to
con
.h h
change. But if people are shown a piglet in a cage WIt ot er
pigs defecating on it, or how they are handlec:t en r~ute to
slaughter - a percentage die this way, screaming WI~h fear as
they are herded up ramps - I think they'll get some Idea of how
their little cellophane packages are brought to them by the meat
ind ustry."
.
MAC also makes a point of keeping tabs ?n the MaI~e
Animal Welfare Board - which is charged WIth regulating
farming conditions, kennels, pet shops, fair.s an~ other uses.of
animals _ because MAC believes the committee IS loaded WI.th
anti-animal rights interests. As a recent MAC newsletter article
puts it, "one humane society woman turned out to be a

trapper's wife. Veal farmers are very well-repre~nted. ~e
agriculture reps enthusiastically en~orse ~tate falI'~' pullln~
events, pig and calf scrambles, and mtenslve farming practices.
The veterinarian is a vocal advocate of vivisection."
MAC has also used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain
information about the numbers and kinds of animals used by
Maine medical companies, colleges and universities.
Upcoming public events planned by MAC include ~lebrat
ing the Great American Meatout on March 20 (MAC WIll have
tables set up at USM's Portland campus on ~rch.18 ~d 19),
and observance of Lab Animal Week in Apnl, which WIll
highlight the plight of animals used for medical or product
testing.
Maine Animal Sanctuary, an unrelated group, is working to
raise funds for a no-kill shelter in the Portland area. The group
meets every second Tuesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. at Clark
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave., Portland. Because of
overcrowding, say activists, thousands of shelter and pound
animals are euthanized each year.

Making well
Dressed in blue scrubs, working late on a Saturday afternoon Dr. Bernie Wall walks through the Stoneledge Animal
Hos~ital near Pride's Comer in Westbrook. Wall, who is chief
veterinarian at Stoneledge, passes a small surgery room, a small
closet of medicines and a smaller darkroom for developing Xray film. Though the constant peep~ng and ~i~ging of finches
mixes with opera and classical musIc here, It IS a compact, nofrills, no-nonsense building.
.
In the back is a room where animals are kept. Entenng, Wall
points to three wild birds - two pigeons with broken wings and
a mourning dove which appears to have been clawed by a cat.
Each is here because someone cared enough to bring it in.
"You should have been here a week ago," says Dr. Wall,
becoming animated. "We took in a fox that had been h~t by a car
in Portland. A lady picked her up out of the slush. In SIX days
she was ready to be released in the wild."
This is no ordinary animal hospital.
Besides his duties as doctor to Portland's domestic cats and
dogs, Wall performs and coordinates local (and fully volunteer)
wildlife rehabilitation efforts.
Wildlife rehabilitators, usually called "rehabbers," are the
seldom-seen front lines of the animal welfare movement.
Operating by a strict philosophy - and licensed by state and
local wildlife agencies - they do the handS-Q~, work of ~e. ".
movement, righting the wrongs of a human war on Wildlife .
countless birds and animals crippled with gunshot and trap
wounds, cat gougings, and injuries from striking wires, poles or
moving vehicles.
.
Rehabbers sometimes respond to emergency calls, taki.n g
. jured wildlife to vets for care if l)eeded. But most of their
:::ork comes from referrals from a wide variety of wildlife
groups and doctors. Once entrusted with a cr~ature, these
people begin the time-consuming but rew~dmg. ~ork of
rehabbing: exercising a hawk on ~ leather l.me, gJvmg an owl a
large flight pen to practice her flymg, or tymg a fox onto a fox
run for a workout.
• Most rehabbers aren't even doctors; they're simply private
citizens who care about the well-being of injured wild animals.
"I'm not the only one," says Dr. Wall. "There are lots of people
out there doing this."
. .
Sally Butcher is one of those people. She takes In birds and
mammals after treatment and houses, feeds and exercises them
back to health. '1 give creatures a place to become we~l," she
says, describing her work with small m~mals a~d birds.
"The rules that apply to domestic animals don t apply to
wild animals. You don't want to tame them. The tri~k is to w~it
until they're wild and well enough to be freed~ but If you walt
too long they get depressed in the cages. It's nice to help create
a few successes among many failures."
The network of volunteer rehabbers and vets, though
unofficial, is a strong one: everyone knows everyone else. If a
specialist in treating seals is needed, for example, ~~e vet or
rehabber will know one. If Dr. Wall is brought an m)ur.ed duck,
he knows a woman who rehabs ducks in her pond. This
closeness and sense of purpose, says Dr. Wall, "serves the
animal, not the organization."
like most rehabbers, Butcher is very clear about why she
does what she does: "The reason rehabbers do this is because
people have usually caused the injury to the wild creature, an~
a certain number of us feel guilty about that. We want to repair
the damage. We owe it to the creatures ~ try to get ~h~m out
again; the whole effort is aimed at releaSing them - fiXIng them
and then letting them go.
"One of the real tragedies is when someone opens up ~ camp
in the spring and finds a family of raccoons has made their
home there. They shoot the mother and then call us about the
babies. That is wrong; the mother knows how to take care of her
family. She will leave the cabin if left alone."
Though incidents like these anger rehab~rs, B~tcher .
believes that human compassion toward animals IS groWIng.
She tells the story of a hunter who brought in a goose another
hunter had shot, then left crippled on a golf course. As far as
she knows, the goose survived.
What should people do when they find injured wild birds or

animals? It's best to call an animal hospital for advice, says Dr.
Wall, or the Animal Emergency Clinic hotline, at 878-3121,
during weekends or at night. The vet may send a rehabber to
the scene; sometimes, people are told how to transport the
animal themselves to a nearby hospital or vet. Time is important; if a phone is unavailable, it's best to carry the animal or
bird carefully to a car and get help quick1 y. (Dr. Wall does
caution against taking home fully feathered baby birds, whose
parents are probably nearby.)
Those who would like to become wildlife rehabbers can find
out about the licenSing workshops from the state Inland and
Fisheries Wildlife warden. Volunteers are also badly needed in
the spring, to help rehab certain baby birds that need to be fea
often.

More than academic
"I remember being horrified by what I saw, but I didn't say 'I
need to do something: It was just an emotional response," says
counselor Ken Shapiro, relaxing in a New Gloucester office
whose walls are covered with wildlife art. "I just didn't make
the connection until I bumped into Peter Singer's book 'Animal
Uberation.'" Shapiro says the book's chapter describing his
own profession's use of animals as subjects - often in extremely
cruel but irrelevant experiments - touched a nerve and galvanized a commitment to end the suffering to which he'd previously been blind.
Shapiro began searching for ways to air his concerns. In 1981
he organized an animal rights symposium at Bates College,
where he is still a counselor and professor of clinical psychology. It was among the first such gatherings in the country.
Though the conference was sparsely attended, participants
listened avidly to speakers like Dr. Tom Regan, national head of
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA). The
experience convinced Shapiro there was a need for an animal
rights group within the profession of psychology.
Shortly afterward, Shapiro and another psycholOgist
founded PsyETA: Psychologists for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, a national group addressing the issue of animal use by
psychologists. The group now boasts 500 to 600 members
spread across several hundred college and university campuses,
though attracting membership wasn't so easy in the early days.
"It was touch and go at first," says Shapiro. "I was very naive
about organizations, I didn't know how to raise money and so
forth, and it went slowly." There were few sympathetic ears in
the professional community.
Then a Silver Springs, Md., case brought national attention to
psychologists exposed for their cruel research experiments on
monkeys. PsyETA suddenly found itself with willing listeners.
Caught in the close scrutiny of the public eye, and under
pressure from Shapiro's group, the American Psychological
Association (APA) - the largest, most powerful professional
organization of psychologists - put guidelines on the use of
animals into its national bylaws as a result.
Direct action campaigns aren't usually the PsyETA way.
"We're a resource for some of the activist groups," notes
Shapiro. "We provide testimony, we review proposals and
research, and if it's not a scientifically valid experiment - if it
isn't useful for understanding humans - we tell them .
"We tell them, for instance, why they'd be better off putting
their money in drug rehabilitation programs than in training
monkeys to push levers under the influence of drugs."
PsyETA also publishes an annual workbook called Alternatives, which describes ways to reduce both the numbers of
animals used in experiments and the suffering of those animals.
A second publication, a journal to be called Society and Animals, will debut soon. Shapiro says it will include studies on
people's attitudes toward animals, and why they choose certain
lifestyles. Lab technicians who tests products on animals,
vegetarians or rodeo performers might be the subjects of such
studies.
Shapiro's group also acts as a watchdog on psychologiSts
who use animals. One way is through use of an "invasiveness
scale" which rates experiments on the amount of harm they do
to animals. Very invasive (cruel) experiments, for example,
would then require more justification than usual before they
could be carried out. This scale, which Shapiro hopes will gain
wider acceptance as more studies are published, also makes it
possible to compare different science textbooks according to
their portrayals of lab animals. One PsyET A study found that
APA was loading its CARE (animal research) committees with
people who had done crueler-than-usual experiments. This
work will be reported in the national magaZine The Animals'
Agenda.
In addition to PsyETA's work of overseeing experiments by
college and university faculty, the group also sees the methods
of science education as a major arena for change.
'1t's important," Shapiro says, "because students get socialized early into animal research. And the research shows that
these are deep attitudes" about animals as objects; once held,
they tend to remain for life. So PsyETA has focused heavily on
educational methods and materials.
A students' rights bill passed by the Maine legislature, but
unSigned by Governor McKernan, is one example: the bill was
Shapiro's work, in conjunction with the Maine Animal Coalition. Though the bill didn't become law, the state has issued an

advisory that students must be informed of their right to refuse
to dissect or experiment on animals. Shapiro believes this
advisory will stand up in court if a student is punished for
exercising this right.
"I believe there are certain things you can't do to an animal,"
says Shapiro qUietly. "You can't deprive a monkey of its
mother. You can't take a cat and rear it-in the dark, sewing its
eyes shut. You can't addict monkeys and drive them crazy.
We're not the biggest, most powerful group. But we do make
gains. It's a constant battle."
Indeed, the numbers of animals used by psychologists are
demonstrably dropping, slowly but steadily; so is the cruelty of
those experiments. PsyETA's small voice is being heard.

Paul ](Arr, a poet and environmental writer, takes his relationships
with animals very seriously.

Anne Pennisi with Ruby, her animal companion of 11 years.

CBW{fonee Harbert

Eye on you
Though the conference "Bring Democracy Home" - which
toured Maine colleges and universities March 1-3 - described
the FBI and CIA's domestic spying on activist groups and
individuals, it didn't really touch on the FBI's new interest in
environmental groups. Perhaps it should have, because some
disturbing trends are emerging.
The FBI's history of spying on domestic groups that threaten
the status quo is becoming better documented each year: groups
advocating for peace, feminists, blacks, Indians and Central
Americans have been targets of spook tactics like espionage,
infiltration and disinforrnation.
As environmental groups gain both numbers and power, the
feds are taking a new interest in radical groups like Earth First!
And those businesses targeted by animal rights group protests
and boycotts are also fighting back by spying on them and
discrediting them - even provoking them into illegal acts.
Here in New England a spy named Mary Lou Sapone,
working for anti-animal rights group Perceptions International,
wormed her way into the inner circles of the local animal rights
movement. Using a cover as the Connecticut contact for Earth
First!, Sapone gathered information on activist identities and
plans.
In 1987, she gave an animal rights workshop at the first Gulf
of Maine Bioregional Congress, putting her in close contact with
local "underground" activists. And, when Perceptions was
hired by a medical supplier which had been protested for its
killing of dogs during sales demonstrations, she began trying to
persuade people in the movement to bomb the company's
offices.
After numerous false starts, she succeeded in provoking a
bomb attempt. When the bomber was arrested, Sapone turned
over hundreds of wiretapped phone calls to the FBL She may
also have helped bug the Connecticut offices of Friends of
Animals, a nonviolent organization now suing Perceptions and
Sapone for illegal espionage.
The FBI has been actively spying and haraSSing animal rights
activists out West. In Arizona, an FBI "plant" worked with three
Earth First! activists to sabotage high-voltage power lines near a
nuclear reactor. When the agent and the activists arrived, other
FBI agents swooped in and arrested them. Earth First! founder
Dave Foreman, not present, was dragged from his Tucson home
on a charge of supplying funds for the sabotage. Two years
later, the case is still pending trial.
Other federal harassment of animal activists has taken place
in Montana, Nevada and several parts of California.
Paul Karr

One PsyETA study
found that the
American
Psychological
Association was
loading its
CARE
(animal research)
committees
with people who
had done cruelerthan-usual
experiments.
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Put your bears in the air!
I saw a flying Gummy Bear.
All I'd planned on seeing was a movie at Nickelodeon Cinemas on
Temple Street in Portland. I bought my ticket and took a seat down
front just as the previews started.
But tossed in with the star-wars popcorn ads
and the previews of coming attractions was
a commercial for Hoyts Cinemas' new
eight-screen theater, scheduled to open this
spring at the still-under-construction
Oark's Pond shopping center. That's
when it happened.
The commercial was pretty simple.
It showed a map of where the new
theater will be (near the Maine Mall in
South Portland), and boasted about its
stereo sound and "cup holders at every seat."
At first all I heard was a hiss, but it grew quickly to a
howl. ''You think I'm gonna walk to the mall?" yelled one
patron. Soon, the audience was a chorus of shouts in the dark.
By the time the announcer got to the cup holders, a moviegoer
somewhere behind me just couldn't hang onto his or her cup any
longer. I was suddenly flooded with wet memories of watching "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show" in college.
Then came the Gummy Bear.
This was not merely a screen version of a 12-foot-high Gummy Bear
that floats by at the beginning of the
Maine Mall Cinemas popcorn ad. No, this
was a real Gummy Bear. It was actually
flying. And it missed my left ear by inches.
"I'm not surprised," said Morris Englander, chief executive officer of
the Boston-based Hoyts Cinemas Corp., which plans to close the Nick
after the Oark's Pond theater is up and running. "Some downtown
moviegoers feel that we've abandoned them."
Englander worked for General Cinemas for two decades before

moving over to Hoyts. While at General Cinemas, Englander built the
cinderblock palace located across from the Maine Mall; now he's building another one for Hoyts at Oark's Pond.
"It's flattering, really," said Englander, of the turmoil at the Nick,
which he called an "art" theater. ''When you close a mainstream theater,
all you get is a lot of yawns."
Englander said he is willing to keep the Nick open if he can strike a
deal with the city of Portland, which owns the building. Talks between
Hoyts, the property manager and the city "petered out" last winter,
according to Englander, but the city has come back with
another offer during the last couple of weeks.
Moviegoers are not the only ones on the edges of their
seats. Losing the Nick would be a tragedy for both
peninsula residents and downtown businesspeople,
who realize that the theater bolsters the economic
vitality of the entire downtown.
Virginia Hildreth, who handles the building for the city
of Portland, wouldn't say anything concrete about the deal.
Englander said he is "guardedly optimistic" that Hoyts
will stay downtown.
And what I is say is: toss these folks a few Gummy Bears!
But let's not just throw them at the screen. Let's not sit idle while they
take our Gummy Bears away. Let's send our bears to the people who
can keep the Nick in downtown Portland!
Join me and mail your Gummy Bears to:
• Morris Englander, Chief Executive Officer, Hoyts Cinemas Corporation, One Exeter Place, Boston, MA 02116.
• Virginia Hildreth, Director of Economic Development, Portland
City Hall, 389 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
• Mayor Peter "G-Bear" O'Donnell, Portland City Hall, 389 Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.
It's time we put our bears in the air.
(MP)

McKernan's misdemeanors are impeachable
I

• By Donald Maurice Kreis
In this winter of Maine's discontent, Governor
John R "Jock" McKernan has become like the
weather - everybody talks about him, but nobody
does anything about him.
This was not the case in 1368, when King's
Chancellor and Earl of Suffolk Michael de la Pole
plainly broke a promise he had made to the British
Parliament regarding certain improvements to royal
property. Parliament reacted with the first impeachment proceedings in Anglo-American history,
seeking to remove the chancellor from office because
of "high crimes and misdemeanors."
That nugget of legal history is of incalculable
significance as Mainers wonder whether
McKernan's budgetary subterfuge during his reelection campaign is enough to drive him from .
office. "Joe Brennan is not telling the truth about the
budget, and by implication he's trying to say we
have a deficit, which we don't," McKernan stated
publicly in late October. Less than a month later, it
was apparent that Maine's deficit was blossoming
like a cancer - a fact that could not have been
unknown to the McKernan administration as
McKernan was speaking those words.
McKernan is clearly as impeachable as the king's
chancellor was in the 14th century. From de la Pole
to Tricky Dick, the phrase "high crimes and misdemeanors" has never required the commission of a
crime. As the House Judiciary Committee told the
U.S. Congress in 1973, the phrase has historically
also embraced such political offenses as "abuse of

official power," "neglect of duty" and "betrayal of
trust."
One of the framers of the U.s. Constitution, James
Iredell of South Carolina, told his state's constitutional ratifying convention that the president could
be impeached for giving "false information." We
had at least $100 million worth of that last fall here
in Maine.
''What, then, is an impeachable offense? The only
honest answer is
whatever a majority
of the House of
Representatives
considers it to be at
a given moment in history." That comment was
made on April 15, 1970, by a congressman urging
the impeachment of Supreme Court Justice William
o. Douglas. For the trivially minded, he was Rep.
Gerald R. Ford (R-Mich.).
Maine has never impeached a governor, although
Article 9, Section 5 of the state constitution allows
the Maine House of Representatives to impeach
public officers for "misdemeanors," a phrase that is
historically analogous to the "high crimes and
misdemeanors" in the u.s. Constitution. Maine's
biggest impeachment to date came in 1913, when the
Legislature removed Cumberland County Sheriff
Lee Moulton from office for failing to enforce
Prohibition. The Maine Supreme Court specifically
ruled that Moulton could be thrown out even
though he had not committed a criminal act as long
as the complaints against him concerned either his
qualifications or "his performance of his duties,

citizen

showing that he is not a fit or proper person to hold
the office."
HiStory speaks resoundingl y: Maine can remove
an incumbent governor from office for obtaining reelection by misleading the public about the fiscal
crisis. It won't happen: the House would have to
muster a two-thirds majority to pass articles of
impeachment, and the Senate would have to convict
with a two-thirds majority. That's a political impossibility. But we must not let our lawmakers tell us
McKernan has not committed an impeachable
offense.
Maine's tradition of accountability and democracy is therefore begging us to do what 11 other
states have done: include a recall provision in the
state constitution. Arizona's recall mechanism is the
nation's most famous since it was so effectively used
to drive the lunatic-fringe, right-winger Evan
Meacham from office. If 25 percent of Arizona's
voting public sign a petition asking for a recall, then
the state automatically holds a special gubernatorial
election and rival candidates can even appear on the
ballot.
Would that Maine could so easily relive November 6, 1990! The AFDC mothers, University of Maine
students, unemployed state workers, mentally ill
people, lovers of the environment, utility ratepayers
and others who will bear the brunt of McKernan's
malfeasance would rally around recall - with feeling.
And such a movement would be very much in the
revolutionary democratic spirit of 1368. Let the
constitutional amendment process begin!

Donald Maurice Kreis is an impeached journalist
who now studies law.
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City of Portland worker Jay DiPaolo leaps to dry land after the truck he was driving
fell through the Ice Into the pond at Deering Oaks park on Feb 27.

Twisting
the faith
Blessings upon you for
your insistent call for peace
and your persistent speaking
of truth. Bill Cutlip's biting
and revealing article about
how warmongers twist faith
and religion to justify
slaughtering the children of.
all lands was a fine piece. I
only wish he had included
the name and address of the
pastor at the church where a
man can get arrested for
pleading for peace .. .
Please continue to wage
peace in your paper every
week. We need lots of
information to counteract the
heaps of propaganda we're
fed.

c£i.·b~
Eli Dale
Portland

Maine' own
VlctorKlam
There is an old saying, if
you give someone enough
rope they'll hang themselves.
It looks like Casco Bay
Weekly and its staff of
schoolboy, locker room
editors are nearing the end of
their own coil of rope. "Best
Person to Punch Out," really!
You profess peace, justice,
ecological cleanup, openminded ness. In actuality you
promote sexism, violence and
add fuel to the aggressive
power mad mentality that the
American war machine and
its own locker room leaders
are also promoting. "Best

Person to Ignore," your next
category, is certainly Monte
Paulsen, Maine's own Victor
Kiam.

~~~
Bonnie Moore
Portland

Kinder and
more gentle
A reflection on George
Washington's birthday:
George Bush - the kinder and
gentler president.
He has started two wars;
continues to ignore the global
crisis of the environment and
now is pushing for more oil
drilling in sensitive areas and
for construction of more
nuclear power plants ...
It seems the real plan is to
kill us with kindness and
gently destroy the whole
planet.
~.

( LJ-L{

Toni Leone
Gorham

Junk food
AIDS story
Your article on "ACT UP
and the politics of AIDS"
read like a junk food meal
and should have been
entitled "McACT UP and the
politics of McAIDS." Not
only was the article as bland
and unappetizing as a Big
Mac, but the article also left
me feeling as disappointed
(and slightly disgusted) as a
meal at McDonald's leaves
me.
This was your big chance

to put the real picture of
AIDS in the faces of Maine
people, but instead you
misled your readers much
like the recycling signs at
McDonald's do, and presented them a Big Mac and
large fries. Thanks, but no
thanks. I'd rather eat at home.

~.
Terry J. Dubois
ACT UP/Maine
Cape Elizabeth

Domino
disappointment
I was greatly disappointed
to read your print advertisement for Domino's Pizza. H
you're truly going to write of
this corporation, how could
you possibly neglect the
ongOing boycott because they
are the largest contributors to
pro-life organizations in this
country? The ultraconservative Tom Monaghan has even
gone so far as to take his

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

,

seen

commercials off Saturday
Night Live because they
promote "un-American"
values.
At least, if you do a story
on pizza delivery (with a
large focus on Domino's),
then it would be important to
note the Michigan case where
a mother is suing Domino's
for the death of her teenage
son who was tragically killed
while trying to out-race their
guaranteed delivery time.

'?1~~

Martin Spi~e
Portland

Desert ghosts
I fear this country is being
revisited by the Ghost of our
Past. The chains rattle, and
the specter becomes more
substantive each day. Like
Scrooge, I thought we might
learn from our past, I believed we would never again
drop bombs for peace.
The war ... has consumed
the media. It grows bigger
and more frightening as we
feed it and upon it. The Ghost
of our Present. I listen to the
rhetoric being born, the catch
phrases that will forever etch
this event in history: Operation Desert Storm, Scud
missiles, Patriot missiles,
Stormin' Norman, collateral
damage, smart bombs,
surgical strikes.
This is my vision: to hear
the word war and to feel
proud that we are fighting. It
goes like this: ''With up-tothe-minute information we
now bring you coverage of
The War on Poverty, The War

• By Tonee Harbert

Against Aids, The War
Against Homelessness, The
War Against Racism, The
War Against Illi teracy,
Discrimination, Disease, The
War on Drugs, Child Abuse,
Hunger."
These are wars we could
be proud of. Just wars, wars
on behalf of hum ani ty. But,
we are told by President
Bush, "The War is going on
schedule." I dread the Ghost
of our Future.
7(t, tY/t U .fP...I!,rn~ ~

Rhonda Wilson-Ervin
Cape Elizabeth

Silly doodles
I was reading your Jan. 17
issue recently, and when I
reached page 32 I realized
why your paper seemed a
little thicker than usual. You
had dedicated three full-page
advertisements, and about a
page of small ads and silly
doodles, to yourselves.
This amounted to a full
double sheet of newsprint, or
12.5 percent of the paper. You
seem to like figures, so please
tell us how many trees were
needlessly consumed telling
people who were already
reading your paper to read it.
Please in the future try to
practice what you preach and
don't waste this planet's
valuable and dwindling
natural resources blowing
your own hom.
Dave Shepard
Peaks Island
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Entertainment

The Casco Bay
Weekly Calendar:
10 days and more
ways to be
informed, get
involved and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be received In
writing on the Thunday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to: Ellen Llburt, Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

• Mothers and daughters?
Roll over, Turgenev. The
Theater Project presents
"Eleemosynary," Lee
Blessing's play exploring
the tenuous relationship
between mothers and
daughters. "Eleemosynary,"
which means charitable,
deals with a grandmother,
mother and daughter
learning how to communicate and forgive. Catch this
play on opening night,
March 7 at 8 p.m., at The
Theater Project, 14 School
St., Brunswick (near the
Tontine Mall). (For further
details, check Stage listings.)
Tickets are $10, $8 for senior
citizens and children. For
information and reservations, call 729-8584.

• Today is International
Women's Day, and Amnesty International will be
marking the occasion with
an action allowing Amnesty
members and the community to discuss and educate
each other on human rights
issues concerning women,
and to write letters supporting, defending and encouraging the respect of human
rights. March 8, at 6:30 p.m.,
at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 Congress St., Portland.
For more information, call
Jeff Spring at 874-2351, or
Lise Gorayeb at 797-5269.
• Will you dance? The first
annual Downeast Country
Dance Festival will be held

March 8, 9 and 10 at Memorial Middle School on
Wescott Road in South
Portland. The event will
include dances, musicians'
workshops and performances of every imaginable
dance. The festival will also
feature that Downeast
specialty, a "Lady of the
Lake" stomp, twirl, balance
& swing contest, as well as
performers including
Fiddler's Reach, the Casco
Bay Tumelers and Steve
Zakon and his Fresh Fish.
The festival will begin with
a dance Friday (March 8),
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Cost is $5-$15, depending
on how much of the weekend you attend. For all
levels of experience; singles
and couples welcome. Softsoled shoes only. (See Etc
listings for further details.)
For information, call 7736212.

• Fringe benefits: The
Fringe, a three-piece jazz
band, will hit the Cafe No
(20 Danforth St., Portland)
for two sets on March 9, at 9
and 11 p.m. With George
Garzone leading the band
on tenor sax, The
Fringe has steamed
up clubs from
Europe to South
America for the last
20 years. So s~am
on over! Admission
is $9. For more
information, call
772-8114.
• Feeling sluggish?
A bit peaked? Take
a ferry ride to Peaks
and get those roses
back in your cheeks.
This Saturday
night, the folks on
Peaks Island will be
holding a Spaghetti
Supper & Contra
Dance at Brackett
Memorial Church,
to benefit the Peaks
Island Child
Development
Center and P.T.O.
Dinner will be

LIVE
AT

SHOP IN COMFORT IN
MIDCOAST'S LARGEST AND
WARMEST INSIDE
AUTOMOBILE SHOWROOM.

ACTOR RIVER

PHOENIX'S BAND

served from 5 to 7 p.m. and
there will be dancing from 7
to 10 p.m., with music
provided by Ellen and the
Sea Slugs. Supper costs
$4.50, the dance is $3, both
are $5.50. No contra dance
experience needed. All ages
welcome. For ferry information, call Casco Bay Lines at
774-7871. For further
information, call 766-2854.
• You might also consider
getting toasted. That is,
seeing The Toasters, those
masters of ska, as they
perform their eclectic blend
of calypso, R&B, rap and
pop, on March 8, at 9:30
p.m., at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets: $5. For
further information, call
77~86.

• Hard on the heels of
Imelda, it's Emperor
Maximilian the Most, of The
Prince Street Players' "The
Emperor's New Clothes."
This musical comedy is
based on Hans Christian
Andersen's "riches to rags"
tale of the emperor whose
haberdashery habit makes
hash of his country's
economy (until his subjects
dash to the rescue, teaching
their emperor a lesson).
Portland Concert Association presents this musical
March 10, at 2 and 4 p.m., at
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St., Portland. Tickets are $8 for
adults, $6 for children 13
and younger. For reservations and information, call
772-8630.
• Peter and the Wolf: The
Portland Museum of Art
presents Prokofiev's
children's tale with Ed
Morin of MPBN radio
narrating the musical
performance by The Block
Ensemble, a wind quintet
whose members include
principals from the Portland
and Vermont symphony
orchestras. The concert is
March 10; free coffee, juice,
bagels and cream cheese

• Do you believe in
miracles? Bernie Siegel is a
Yale physician renowned
for his work with cancer
patients focusing on body-

• Do you know the coast of
Maine? Maine Maritime
Museum will host a lecture
by Paul G. Keough, deputy
regional administrator for
the eastern region of the
EPA, on "The Future of the
Coast of Maine is Now."
March 12, at 5 p.m., at 243
Washington St., Bath. The
cost is $6 for members, $9
for non-members. Reservations are required. Call 4431316 for more information.
• And talk about checkered pasts, exciting futures!
The World Affairs Council
will sponsor a lecture
entitled "The Middle East:
After the War," delivered

POtTERY
CLASSES
Come play in the clay as
we pinch, slab and throw.

STUDIO
BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE
DIRECTLY FROM USI

nit:

~ I , " l ~"I

Just ask for Jack McCall or Ludger "Pous" Tremblay

FRIDAY, MARCH 8TH
6PM $6.00 16+
29 FOREST AVE 733.8187

773·8223

132

T

New &Used
CDs, Tapes,
LPs, Imports

AWARD WINNER AT THE
' CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987,1989,1990
T

FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS
T

Open Every Nighr Bur
Monday. Also Breakfasr,
Lunch & Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street

• Are you healthy?
Wealthy? Wise? OK, how
'bout just healthy? If so,
today you can do what
you've probably been
meaning to do for awhile
now: donate blood, from
noon to 7 p.m., at the
American Red Cross (524
Forest Ave., Portland). It's
quick, it's easy, and it saves
lives. Besides, after you

Get toasted with these masten of ska. See Saturday, March 9.
give, the nurses are really
by Herman Eilts of Boston
mind communication and
nice to you and give you
University, a former U.S.
self-healing. Dr. Siegel will
cookies and juice. Give, and
ambassador to Saudi
give a talk entitled "More
ye shall receive ... For more
Arabia and Egypt. March
on Peace, Love, and Healinformation, call 775-2367.
7:30
to
9:30
p.m.,
at
12,
from
ing" March 11, from 7:30 to
St.
Luke's
Cathedral,
143
9:30 p.m., at USM's PortState St., Portland. Admisland campus in the gymnasion is $5 for the public;
sium (on Falmouth Street).
WAC members, St. Luke's
Cost is $17 in advance, $20
parishioners and USM
at the door. For further
faculty and students get in
information, call 874-6500.
• Hard to Beat: Bestselling
free. For more information,
• Dance in the Spirit of
author Ann Beattie will read
call 780-4551.
Peace: This Monday and
from her work as part of
every Monday at the
USM's celebration of
Wherehouse (29 Forest
Women's
History Month.
Ave., Portland), there will
15
at
4 p.m., in
March
be a gathering of drummers
Luther
Bonney
Auditorium
and dancers moving toward
on USM's Portland campus.
a resolution of personal and
Free and open to the public.
• Leider lunch: Bonnie
political conflict. (Has
For further information, call
Scarpelli
and
Judith
Storrnin' Norman consid780-4289.
(Beattie will also
"Brown
Quimby
will
give
a
ered this as an option?)
sign her books on March 14
Bag" concert entitled "For
That's alright, you can.
from 5 to 6 p.m., at Raffles
Love of Leider," a concert
B.Y.O. Instruments. For
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Conof Schubert leider, from
further information, call
12:15 to 12:50 p.m., March
674-2606.

With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week.

WEQ.T
eJIDE

13, at St. Luke's Cathedral,
143 State St., Portland.
Admission is free, and
audience members are
invited to bring their
lunches and eat with the
performers after the concert.
For details, call 772-5434.

I'

(Except Monday)

We have a great selection of pre-owned trucks
and cars to choose from - all in our warm facility.

Behind Brunswick Ford
157 Pleasant St. Brunswick
721-1163

will be served beginning at
10:30 a.m., and the concert
begins at 11. Audience
members are invited to
bring their own cushions
and Sunday papers. Tickets
are $7 for museum members, $9 for non-members,
and $3 for children under
12. Ticket price includes
museum admission. Seating
is limited and available on a
first-come, first-served
basis. For more information,
call 775-6148.

MAIL ORDER AVAILABlE

725.1289
151 MAIN ST BRUNSWICK ME

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103
T
207-797-WW

772·4334
132 Washington Ave. ,Portland

Do these mothen and daughten look eleemosynary7 See Thunday, March 7.
gress St., Portland, tel. 7613930.)
• Strung out after a hard
week? Unwind with the
Portland String Quartet on
March 15, at 8 p.m., as they
wend their way through the
Quartet in A Minor, Op. 29,
by Schubert; the String
Quartet No.1 by Frederick
Koch and the Quartet in D
by Franck. The concert will
be given at Immanuel
Baptist Church, 156 High
St., Portland (across from
the Sonesta Hotel). A
reception will follow in the
church parlor. Tickets are
$12 general admission, $6
for those under 12 and over
65. For more information,
call 761-1522.

• "Racism: Often Unspoken,
All Too Real" is a one-day

workshop exploring institutional racism in Maine, the
ways we all internalize
racism and what we can do
to change it. The workshop,
sponsored by the Center for
Vision and Policy, will be
led by Anita and Gerald
Talbot, native black Mainers, long-time activists and
educators for social justice,
and founders of Black
Education and Cultural
History. The workshop will
be held March 16, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., in Portland.
The cost is $35 to $45. For
registration and location,
call 442-7260.
• Mask-Making & Printing
Workshops: Local artist
Robert van Der Steenhoven
and puppeteer Nancy
Parker of the Shoestring
Theater will direct the
activities for children ages
four to eight, on March 16,
from 10 a.m. to noon, at
West Side Child Care, 132
Danforth St., Portland.

Mask-makers are asked to
bring paper bags and trims
of any kind. Printers are
asked to bring smocks. The
cost is $10 per child. For
further information, call
772-9817 during the day.
• It's March and you're
looking for "Signs of Life."
Ram Island Dance Company will present the first
performance in a series of
four on March 15 &16, at
7:30 p.m., at Barridoff
Galleries, 26 Free St.,
Portland. These performances will feature "Ark"
and "vantage point," two
works by the company's
artistic director Daniel
McCusker. All tickets are
$10. Call Ram Island Dance
for reservations or further
information at 773-2562.

Cheap date: befriending the bay
Spring Is In the air and the sea gulls are dIppIng and wheeling over the cerulean waves
of Casco Bay. You're feeling curious, If a tad penurious. Why not find out what turns the
bay that Incredible shade of blue?
The City of South Portland and the Friends of Casco Bay are prepared to treat you and
your cheap date to a free tour of the city's wastewater plant. Be the flrst on your block to
visit the city's compostlng facility! You will learn how treatment plants work and the role
they play In environmental cleanup efforts. You will even witness a pump station In
actIon and learn more about the combined sewer overflow problems facing several
communIties In the Portland area.
ThIs expedition for the ecologIcally InquIsitive will take place on March 9, from 9 a.m.
to noon, at the South Portland Wastewater Treatment Plant on Waterman Drive, In South
Portland. For more Information, call 767-7675.
Not only will this affair Inform you, It may Just be the cheapest date In history. After all,
It's a good bet that after touring the plant, the thought of dining out, or dining anywhere at all, will leave you and your cheap date's faces about the same hue as Casco Bay.

cafe

110

where the be'llt g(U!.~ on

f71

• great music
• great grub
• great wine

-317 Call
for Info
-3/8 & 9from
Boston, the
incredible ~'Frlnge"
-3/10 Open Jazz Jam
-3/12 Poetry Reading
-3/14 Gary Wittner
Quartet wi Matt Langley
(terwr ,=). Steve
Johnson (drunu),
& Dan HaU(bau)
20 danforth It •• 772-8114

Ann Beattie
will read from
her work
Thursday
. March 14

7:30pm

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
B<X)KSfORE
555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930
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• WALK ON AIR • SIT PRETTY • LOVE YOUR CITY •

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
First. third and fourth shows only
Mon-Fri
All shows Sat-Sun
The Doors (A)
12:30.3:50,6:45,9:40
Danc .. with Wolves (PG 13)
12:15, 3:35. 7:15
Silence of the Lambs (R)
12:40. 4. 7. 9:45
L.A. Story (PG 13)
1:10,4:20. 7:20. 10
Shipwrecked (PG)
1. 4:30, 7:35. 9:55
Mr. & Mrs. Bridge (PG 13)
12:50,4:10.7:10.9:50

General Cinemas

a.

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. South Portland
774-1022
He Said, She said (PG)
12:45.3.5:10,7:25.9:40
Scenes From A Mall (A)
1 :15, 3:20. 5:25. 7:30, 9:35
King Ralph (PG)
1,3:15.5:20.7:35.9:45
Green Card (A)
1 :30, 4. 7, 9:30
New Jack City (A)
12:45,3:05,5:20.7:35,9:45
Hard Way (R)
1:30. 4, 7. 9:30
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3.5:20.7:40,10

"Six NaJlve Americans", oU, Evelyn Winter

New Works
by
David Cedrone &
Evelyn Winter

The Movies

through March 31

hOUIS:

LOO~

ART GALLERY

Tuesday-Sunday

9:30-5:30

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
Henry & June (NC 17)
Mar6-10
Wed-Sat 6:45, 9:30
Sat-Sun Mat 2:30
Sun eve 8:30
Tales From the Glmll Hospital
March 9-12
Sat-Sun Mat 1
Sun eve 7
Mon-Tues 7, 8:30
Landscape In the Mist
March 13-17
Wed-Fri 6:45.9:15
Sat-Sun Mat 1, 6:45

Portland Museum of Art
I

FM

G
Don't
Fun & Frivolity

Come Experience
Portland's Best Sports
Participation Club
PGURT
BILLJAJUDS
39 Forest Ave.lnlown Portland
Next to Zoou:. Behind L'1e: Sonesta
775-1944

Blame Me,
IVoled for
'MPS.
(111II1II11)
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• THINK SPRING • FEEL LIGHT • WEAR LACE •

Seven Congress Square
Portland
775-6148
March 7
Blow-Up
7pm

SILVER
SCREEN
Blow-Up Anlonioni's influenlia1 bul now
rather daled foray inl0 '60s' sensibililies.
Slarring David Hemmings and Vanessa
Redgrave, an unusual series of pholographs leads a pholOgrapher 10 believe
lhal he has wilnessed a InIrder in th is
aslonishing thriller.

The real-life Doors - Morrison. Densmore, Manzarek and KreIger.

God of rock

D.ncea With Wol_ Kevin Costner's Shipwrecked Walt Disney'S -Robinson
Crusoe' for kiddies. Tale of kids shipepic revives the Western from a Native
wrecked on an island who find some
American perspective. Beautifully filmed.
pirate treasure. some pirates who return
whh a stirring narrative. even Hthe issues
to the island in search of their treasure
are somewhat oversimplified. With
and fond the kids inslead.
Coslner and a strong supporting cast
The Doors An exhilarating high. despite Snence of the Lamba Whh outstanding
performances from Jodie Foster as an
its bummer of a story line. Oliver Stone
FBI agent and Anthony Hopkins as a
applies his colorful, high-vottage style to
criminally insane psychiabisl, direclor
the saga of Jim Morrison. the doomed.
Jonathan Demme ("Something Wild')
Dionysian rock star. The many re-<;recreates a darkly disturbing movie about
ations of '60s' lifestyles are vivid. the
serial kiliers. Demme gives the audience
acting (by Val Kilmer as MOrrison, with
a clear. objective view 01 events while
Meg Ryan and Kyle MacLachlan,among
simultaneQUsiy plunging us deep inside
others) is good, and the music is terrific.
them. and 1he overall effect may be more
Green CIIrd A Frenchman marries an
than some moviegoers can handle.
American expressly for the purpose of
Nevertheless, iI's a brilliant scary piece
obtaining a "green card' from immigraof entertainment.
tion. With Gerard Depardieu and Andie
Tal.. From the Glmll Hosplt., Two
McDowell.
hospital patients in quarantine during a
Hard W"I Michael J. Fox stars as a very
smallpox epidemic in the icelandic/Casuccessful movie star detennined to
nadian town of Gimli try 10 win the favor
change his image so he can land the role
of three beautiful nurses by outdoing
of a tough homicide cop. His studio pulls
each olher's slories of a woeful past.
strings and a N.V.P.D. homicide detective. played by James WOod. finds himself babysitting while the actor does research in the midst of a string of grisly
InIrders.
Henry.nd June Henry Miller, JuneMilier
and Anais Nin launch a (small) sexual
revolution in Paris. Fred Ward. Maria De
Madeiros and Uma Thurman.

• "'The Doon," directed by Oliver Stone
With Val Kilmer, Meg Ryan and Kyle Maclachlan
Now showing at the Nickelodeon Cinema, Portland

You've seen this movie before. Young rock star shoots to fame
and fortune. In a wink, all the trappings of sudden success start to
drag him under. Too many drugs, women, parties. He betrays his
faithful girl. He falls from grace and falls off the charts. He ODs.
Fade-out. It's an oft-told tale, in such divergent movies as "Elvis,"
'The Rose" and "Sid and Nancy."
But you've never seen it told with the exhilarating visual and
musical gusto of Oliver Stone's film biography of jim Morrison,
"The Doors."
Stone is America's least ambiguous director. In such movies as
"Platoon," "Salvador" and "Wall Street," he hammers home his
messages about Vietnam, Central American politics and yuppie
greed with all the subtlety of a
demolition derby. But for all
his pile-driving editorials,
..
.
Stone has always approached
hIS films Wlth tremendous energy and colorful imagery. The
triumph of 'The Doors" is that Stone has left out the politics and
used his high-voltage style to focus on an individual (whose own
style wasn't all that different from the director's).
Stone likes Morrison, even though he clearly relishes showing
us the singer's excessive lifestyle. (Morrison, whose songs combined basic blues chords with artsy references to Greek tragedy
and French symbolist poetry, died of a drug-induced heart attack
at 27, thus assuring himself rock god stature.) It's as if Stone sees
all the passions and pitfalls of the '60s in the rock star's life.
Morrison is portrayed as a poetic visionary, a Dionysian avatar
rather than the pretentious poseur that some saw in him.
Val Kilmer, who played second banana to Tom Cruise in "Top
Gun," does a terrific job of looking and sounding like Morrison.
He's got the drop-dead good looks and his singing -layered over
the actual Doors' recordings - approaches Morrison's velvet
huskiness. In several scenes. Kilmer handles a song all by himself
and stays credible. His aggressive onstage posturing was choreographed by Paula Abdul and is appropriately sexy.
Meg Ryan also shines as Morrison's sweet, long-suffering
girlfriend, Pam. At one point, she describes herself as Jim's
"ornament," and in fact he precipitates her destruction along with
his own. It's wrenching to see the girl next door shooting heroin.
Kyle MacLachlan is a long way from "Twin Peaks" here. As
keyboard player Ray Manzarek, he sports a blonde pageboy. He's
the real backbone of the band, the stolid buddy who grimly
watches Morrison self-destruct. Some other performances to watch
~r: .Kathleen Quinlan as a witchy journalist, Crispin Glover as a
hspmg Andy Warhol, and real-life Doors' drummer john
Densmore as the studio engineer who oversees Morrison's final
taping.
There are some terrific crowd scenes - at concerts, at a San
Francisco love-in (amusingly shot to look like old 8mm footage),
and on the Venice, Calif., boardwalk - all pulsating with the vivid
urgency of psychedelia. I was worried that Stone would go for lots
of lurid hippie sex (one cast member billed the film as "tits 'n'
acid"), but while there is considerable nudity, the camera doesn't
dwell on it. Stone's handling of drug trips is also inventive,
combining straightforward imagery with optical effects or shots of
spiraling night skies to portray spacey highs.
And then there's the music. Doors standards "Light My Fire,"
"People are Strange" and "Strange Days" are used with great
effect to mark the band's musical history but also to comment
tellinglyon what's happening on screen. The powerhouse track
''The End" stands out; the song carries viewers from a peyote trip
in the desert to a live club performance with a power seldom seen
in music videos.
If jim Morrison's fatal plunge into sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll
~irrors the downward spiral of the entire decade, from hazy
mnocence to debauched narcissism, his music deserves to survive.
At it~ best, its pulsing energy will leave you singing, despite the
mOYle's bummer of a story line. 'The Doors" is Oliver Stone's best
movie to date - as full of life, energy, courage and folly as the '60s
themselves were. Wasn't that a time!

screen

Peter Wtyl

6O

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.

37 Ocean Street, South Portland 767-2007 • 157 Middle Street (Old Port) 761-2882

lARGEST LAMP SHADE COllECTION IN MAINE

He S.td, She S.ld A husband and wife
find that their new job as a talk show
hosUhostess learn is very hard on their
marriage. And II should be. With Kevin
Bacon and Elizabeth Perkins.
Home Alone The sleeper hit of the season, fun of cartoon violence set against a
Christmas backdrop. With Joe Pesci and
Daniel Stern.
Landac:~ tn the MlatTwo children run
8!Nay from home to Germany. in search
of a father who doesn't exist. With no
money. passports or train tickets. they
leam many life lessons along the way.
The film's writer and director. Theo
Angelopoulos, has been compared by
reviewers to Truffaul and Fellinl.
N_ Jack CIty Judd Nelson plays a
lawyer defending a street gang. With rap
group Ice Tea.
King Ralph A royal pain. That loveable
lug John Goodman stars as a Las Vegas
entertainer who becomes King 01 England when a freak accident wipes out
the royal family. After some predictable.
ham-handed. bull·in-a-china shop gags.
the laughs die out quickly. With Peter
O'Toole and John Hurt, who must have
needed the money.
L.A. Story Fans of Steve Martin's hip.
ironic slapstick wili love this movie. writlen by Martin and directed by Mick
Jackson. U's a soft, romantic ode to Los
Angeles, seen here as a magical place
where TV weathermen give toupee reports and even freeway shootings are
funny. With Victoria Tennant as a visiting
Brilish joumalist. and the charming Sarah
Jessica Parker as an exuberant L.A.
tootsie.
Mr. & M.... Brtdge Paul Newman and
Joanne Woodward as lhe repressed
partners in this comedy aboul a staid
and decorous middle-class marriage
slowly stirring to life in the Kansas City of
the '3Os and '4Os.

Seen.. From 8 M8U A disappointing
shopping trip. Woody Alien and Bene
Midler play an upscale LA couple who
act out their marital woes arrid the swirling
crowds of a busy shopping mall. Unfortunately. a lacklustersaiptleaves theses
two fine actors stranded with harcty any
laughs and few fresh Insights. Directed
by Paul Mazursky. who handted the
theme far bener in 'Down and Out in
Beverly Hills."

STAGE

"Amerlc:an Buff.lo,· David Mamel's
story of three inept crooks and their
attempts at planning a burglary. will be
performed by USM's Student Performing Artists on March 14, 15 &16at7 pm,
with a matinee and final performance on
March 17 at2 & 5 pm. In lhe Lab Theatre
of Russell Hall on Gorham campus of
USM. Tickets: $2 lor the general public.
$1 for students. For reservations and
further informalion. call the box offICe at
78()'5483. Note: recommended for mature audiences only.
·Beyond Ther.py· USM presents
Christopher Durang's modern-day farce
which targets Freudian therapy. trendy
lifestyles and shifting sexual mores.
March 7-9 at 7:30 pm. Sunday matinees
wi. be performed at 5 pm. March 10.
Tickets are $6 public, $4 students. For
reservations, call 780-5483.
"o.llthtr.p· Vintage Repertory Company
presents 'Wait Until Dark," the classic
thriller by Frederick Knoll, March 8-9.
The performances include cocktails,
dinner and show at The Por6and Club,
156 State St. PorIIand. The coslis$28.SO
per person. For reservations. call n37113 or n3-7857.
"E1 . .moayn.ry" The Theater Project
presents Lee Blessing's play. which explores the tenuous relationship between
molhers and daughters. ·Eleemosynary,·
which means charitable, deals with a
grandmother. mother and daughter
learning to corrvnunicate and to forgive
themselves and their mothers. Play run s
from March 7-24; curtain is al 8 pm on
Thurs, Fri& Sat.andat2pmon Sun. The
Theater Project is located al 14 School
St. Brunswick (near the Tontine Mall).
For information and reservations. call
729-8584.
"The Happy Time· is a humorous, nostalgic look at a French-Canadian family
in 1920s' Ottawa. Presented by the
Community Litlle Theatre in Auburn on
March 8. 9, 15 & 16. at 8 pm (with a
senior citizen/student dress rehearsal
on March 7 at 7:30 pm). at the Performing
Arts Center, Great Falls School, Auburn.
Tickets are $8.50/$6. For reservationS,
call 795-5853.
"MIr.ndolll18· by Carlo Goidini, presented by Portland Stage through March
24 at Portland Performing Arts Cenler.
25A Forest Ave. PorUand. Performances
are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm. Fri at 8. Sat at
5 and 9. and Sun at 2. For ticket informalion. call n4-()465.
Myatery C"e Solve "Murder at the Cafe
Nair" over agourmetdinner at Portland's
only dinner theater. Saturday nights at
The Baker'sTabie. 434 Fore St. Portland.
For more information, call 883-1035.
Ram laland Oanc:eComlNlnywin present
"Signs of Life," new works in the first of a
series of performances In local art gal·
leries. March 15 & 16. at 7:30 pm. All
tickets are $10 at Barridofl Galleries, 26
Free St, PorIIand. Call Ram lsiand Dance
for reservations or further infonnation at
n3-2562.

• Continued 011 pAg. 20

NEWEST S1YLES

NEWEST FABRICS

Traditional
Ovals
Bridge
Chimneys
Coolies
Bouillotte
Candelabra

Elegant Florals
Tapestries
Paisleys
Plaids
Solids
Silks
library Paper

Bring in your lamp and let our friendly staff assist
you in selecting from the largest selection in maine.

F.O. BAUEY
ANTIQUARIANS

141 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine 04101,
(207) 774-1479 or 774-1470,
FAX (207) 774-7914
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WANT SOMEONE TO PEEL YOUR GRAPES?
Casco Bay Weekly has a new service
available called PERSONAL CALLIIP.
It's easy as leaving a message on a
friend's answering machine_ When
you place a personal ad in Casco
Bay Weekly ask for your own
personal call number, leave your
outgoing message (at no charge)
and then see what happens! It's a
fun way to meet people who want
to meet you.
For details see page 23 or call 775-6601.
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Appearing in March'

PAPA LOVES MAMBO
DUO featuring Charlie Brown and

Ardreo Antognonl. o f Portland's hoHest
bond, presentIng their
unique blend of
ClassIc and original Jazz.
Lotjn and Soul

• Continued from pagt 19

STAGE

Beginning 3/6
WedB-11pm
Thurs Bpm-midnlghl
fli 5-7pm, 9pm-midnlght
Sol Bpm- mldnlght

TOP

SINCE

1938

'"

OF THE EAST

Sone sto Hotel Portlond

FOUR
GENERATIONS

157 High Street. Por tlond
775-5411

144 Cumberland Ave., Portland

A

R

K

E

Daniel Wong

AUDITIONS
IlARDING~ BOOK ~ijO~

T

Vegie Delights
Cheeseburgers

•
Hot &•Cold

Pizza &
Pizza slices to gol

Sandwiches

538 Congress Streel
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Pri nts
Boughl & Sold
Highest t'rices Pa id
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
SIC gle items or large co llections wanted

Take-Out, call ahead
772-2427

BI1OWS.ERS ALWAYS WElCOME
10 am 10 5:30 pm Mon .-Sot ,
AntIqUOI'm BooIcselien Assodation of America

1-800-228-1398
761-2150
.533 Congress 51.

646.8785
Roul. 1, WeU.

FRIDAY 3.8

SUNDAY 3.10

"Womb for Rent - A Pro-Choice Comedy" Sleeveless Theatre, a four-woman
troupe, will present 13 sketches detailing the past, present and futUre of
women 's productive rights . March 7, 8
pm, at Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center. Bowdoin Coitege, Brunswick.
Admission: $2 pubic, $1 with Bowdoin
10. For more information , call 725-3201 .

Closed Monday

BRACK~EET

M

Entertainment

Carol a nil the Charmera (rock) Old Port
Brad Terry, Tom Parchman & USM
Tavern, 11 Mouilon St, Portland. 774Jazz Erwemble Oau) 8 pm, in Corthell
0444.
Hall, USM's Gorham campus. $51$3.
Port City Alistara ( big band benefit)
780-5555.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Networtl (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Tom Dhyrberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S . Aleka's Attic (rock) 6 pm, at Zootz, 31
PorUand. 775-6161.
Forest Ave, Pordand. Band with River
and Rain Phoenix as members. Admission: $6. 773-8187.
Beausoleil (cajun) 8 pm, at the Lewiston
JuniorHigh School in Lewiston. Featured
in the movie "The Big Easy.· Tickets:
Cafe No .Jazz Jam, open jam session
$10. 782-7228.
wnh rhythm section (byo jau) Cafe No. The Fringe (three-piece jau band) 9 & 11
20 Danforth SI, Portland. 772-8114.
pm, Cale No, 20 Danlorth St, PorUand.
Danny Gravl. (blues piano) Gritty
772-8114.
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772- Frwd Small (folk) at 8 pm, at USM 's Luther
2739.
Bonney AUditorium, Portland. With Marie
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Por1 Tavem,
Dufresne & Mark McNeil opening with
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
traditional and contemporary ballads.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom
AdmiSsion $8 in advance, $10 at the
(classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk
door. 773-9549.
St. Pordand. 774-4200.
Clartl Terry In Concert Oazz) 8 pm, March
Jeremy Peterman, Peter Grenier Duo,
8, in Corthell Hall, USM 's Gorham
MarvIn Boone (local talent) Raoul's,
campus. With theMt. DesertHighSchool,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6686.
USM Faculty and USM jazz ensembles.
$71$4. 780-5555.
Ken Grimsley and Jeremy Lester
(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, The Toastera (ska) 9:30 pm, at Raoul's
PorUand. 773-0093.
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.
PorUand. Admission: $5. 773-6886.

CommunIty Little Theatre of Auburn
will hold auditions for its production 01
Neil Simon's hilarious look at the mid-life
crisis of Bamey Cashman in "Last of th e
Red Hot Lovers.' March 10, at 2 pm, at
the Performing Arts Center, Great Falls
School, Auburn. For sCripts or more in- Monday Night at the Movies (flick)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, PorHand. Kwansaa Percussion Ensemble (information , call director Carol Profenno at
774-5246.
783-9008.
digenous music) 8 pm, Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, Bales Colleg e, Lewiston.
Performers for I.P.E.'s Summer Events So.Me. Blue. Society (blues) Raoul 's,
865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6686.
Music, song and dance, esp. of Alrican
Intown PorUand Exchange is accepting
orig in, by women promoting global
applications for entertainers to perform Open Mic with Ken Grimsley (byo. jam)
awareness andcommunicalion between
Wharrs End, 52 Wharf St, PorHand.
in the Old Port Festival, June 9; Sundays
773-0093.
culturally diverse communities. Free.
in the Old Port, through July & August;
78&-6135.
and the Noontime Performance Series,
MusIc Educatora' Jazz/Jam SessIon
summer-long . Anyone interested in per2-4 pm, every Saturday through March,
forming may obtain an application by
at Verrillo's Restaurant, Tumpike Exit 8,
writing to I,P.E. at 477 Congress Sl.
Riverside St, Westbrook. Features a
04101 , or by calling 772-6828. ApplicaOpen Poetry Reading, Cafe No, 20
house band; open to all students and
tions are due by April 2.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
pros to sit in. March 16, saxophonist
Request for Summer In the Park PerRalph Norris. 84&-9741 .
formera Portland Recreation is seeking Deaprlt Avlkadoz (pop) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St, Porttand. 772-V39.
Northeast WInds (Irish folk) 8 pm, at City
diverse, original musical artists to hire for
Theater,205Main St, Biddeford. Tickets:
the ·Summer in the ParI<s' program. The Sen. . (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton St, Por1land. 774-0444.
$8 adults, $5senior citizens and children.
Send demo tapes or info to Ted
967-3755.
Musgrave, Portland Recreation, Portland The Tubes (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
City Hall, 389 Congress S~ Por1land
04101 , or call 874-8793,
Open Mlr.. Night with Peter Gleason
(b.y.o. jam)Spring Point Cafe, 175 Picken
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
SolstIce (rock) Wharf's End, 52 WharfSt,
Poraand ConcertAuocIaUon (musical)
Portland. 773-<>093 .
2 and 4 pm, at Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. The Prince
!~ '~ If t
'!I11;~.
Streel Players will present -The
,/rlr;:" .
l .j j~f I ff,! rT . , .
Emperor's New Clothes,· as part of
1
',J"
•
Superstuff, the PCA's series for children
and families. Tickets are $8 for adults, $6
Chris Poulson, Marti Nabozny, Arthur
for children 13 and younger. 772-8630.
Webster
(acoustic
classic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland. Portland Symphony Chamber Orchestra (2Oth-century American music)
773-3501.
2 & 6 pm. in the Eastland Ballroom of the
Bachelor NIght (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St. Portland.
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
Soprano Jan Bryden wilt perform with
The Sense (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
the orchestra in "Everything Old is New
Moulton St, Por1land. 774-0444.
Again: The orchestra wilt atso perform
Blues Party (blues review) Raoul's, 865
Copland's Appalachian Spring Suite,
Forest Ave , Portland. 773-6886.
Ives' The Unanswered Question and
Open Mlc (b.y.o. jam) Gritty McDutrs.
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharf's
selections of Joplin. Tickets : $17. 773396 Fore S~ Por1\and. 772-2739.
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
8191 .
Chronlcfe (acoustic) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle S~ Por1\and. 773-3501 .
The Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, PorUand. 774 -5246.
Carol a nil the Charmera (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, PorUand. 774- The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
BonnIe Scarpelli & JudIth Quimby
0444.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
(classical) 12:15-12:50 pm, at 51. Luke's
Marvin Boone (local talent) Spring Point
cover. 871-0663.
Cathedral, 143 State SI, Porttand. -For
Cafe, 175 picken S~ S. Por1land. 767- Salutes, 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nighdy
Love of Lieder,· a "Brown Bag· concert
4627.
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
of Schubert lieder. No admiSsion ; audiTony Boffa Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub, T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Fr~
ence invited to bring lunch_772-5434.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Malt Rd, S.
Sat, Dancing '50s & '60s ; Wed, ContemPortland. 775-6161.
poraries. 773-8040.
Wharehou. . Chem Free Dance Club,
29 Forest Ave, Por1land. Progressive
music. Thu: College discounl. Fri-Sat, 9
pm-l am. 874-9770.
Gary WIttner 3114191 Oau) 9 pm, Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. With Man
Zootz, 31 Forest St, Portland . Wed:
The Fringe Oazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth
Longley, tenor sax; Steve Johnson,
Progressives. Thu : Jump . Fri: Deejayl
St, Portland. 772-6114.
drums; and Dan Hall, bass. 772-8114.
Live Music; Sat: Cutting Edge Dance;
Active Culture (reggae shaman)
Sun: Requesl Night. 773-8187.
The Portland string Quartet 3115191
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
(chamber) 8 pm, at Immanuel Baptist
773-3501.
Church, 156 High St, Portland (across
The Sense (rock) Moose ABey, 46 Market
from the Sonesta Hotel) . Program will
St, Portland. 774-5246.
Include Quartet in A Minor, Op. 29 by
CaroIanll the Charmers (rock) Old Port
Schubert ; String Quartet No . 1 by
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774Frederick Koch and Quartet in 0 by
0444.
Franck. Tickets : $12 general admission,
Networtl (rock) Spring Point Cefe, 175
$8 for those under 12 and overSS. 761 Picken St, S . Portland. 767-4627.
1522.
Tom Dhyrberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Portland Symphony Orchestra and
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S.
landis & Co. Theatre of MagIc 31161
Portland. 775-6161.
91 (music & magic) 2 pm, in Portland City
Hall Audilorium, 30 MyrUe St, Portland.
Family program will feature The
Sorcerer's Apprentice, excerpts from
Swan Lake, Carmen and In the Han of
the Mountain King. Tickets: $12 adutts.
The Fringe (jazz) Cale No, 20 Danforth
$5 children, $28 lor a family offour. 773St, Portland. 772-8114.
8191 .
Active Culture (reggae shaman)
Horsefeaflers, 193 Middle S~ Portland,
773-3501.
Rory Block (acoutic blues) 8 pm, Raoul's
The Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Markel
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
SI, Portland. 774-5246.
Portland. Tickets: $6. 773-6886.

MONDAY 3.11

TUESDAY 3.12

SUNDAY, 3.10
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Prince Street Players'
Portland City Hall Auditorium
Two Performances
Sunday, March 10,
2:00 & 4:00
$8 Adults / $6 Children
A fanciful musical the entire family ~"""'-"'J
will love. Based on the classic tale by
Hans Christian Anderson_

DANCING

Sponsored by

Portland COllfert .\ssociatio" • 262 Cllmberlalld . ht·, Portland, ~IE (I II 01

r--------------------Boone's
CUstom House Wharf
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WEDNESDAY 3.13

THURSDAY 3.7

772-8630
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EMPOROR'S NEW
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: Monday-Thursday Evenings 1
I Purchase 2 en~ees for the price of the higher priced entree. I
WIth this coupon. expires 3/28/91.
I
:
·Excluding lobster & jumbo shrimp elllrus.
I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1

UPCOMING

FRIDAY 3.8

CON

SATURDAY 3.9

WEDNESDAY 3.13

CERTS
THURSDAY 3.7
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Nails by Mary

ART

introduces INDULGENCES
Owner of two successful Connecticut salons .

OPENING

\~~ 1/2 PRICE SALE ;:Tt~;~:~~nlY
. color analysis . facials· pedicures· jewelry .
781· 7203 - 170 u.s. ROUTE 1 • SUITE 150 • FALMOUm

The Baxter Gallery, Portland School of
Art. 619 Congress St, Portland. -Maine
Photographers 1991 " a juried exhibition
of 16 artists, including Dick Durrance tI,
Tonee Harbert. Ken Kunsler, GrelChen
Ebbesson, Jane Gilbert and Martha
Oatway. Opening March 12, with a reception March 14, Irom5-8 pm. Showing
through Apri 28. Gallery hours are TueSun 11 am-4 pm, open till 9 pm on
Thursdays. 775-5152.
The Center for the Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington SI., Bath.
Exhibil of four Maine activists : Natasha
Mayers, Paul Raynor, Raymond Shadis
and Seaver Leslie. Show opens March
8 with areception March 10 from 3-5pm.
Through April 2. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri,
9arn-4pm : Sat. 12-4pm. 443-4090.
Congress Square Gallery, 42 Exchange St, Portland. ·Sculptors on Paper: an invitational show of the twodimensional imagery of sculptors. This
show will open March 7, with a reception
from 5-8 pm. The nine sculptors in the
show are John Van Alstine, Mary Anderson, Melita Brecher , Christopher
Gardner. Phil Kaelin, Harriett Matthews,
Patrick Plourde, Quint-Rose and John
Ventimiglia. On view through April 6.
Gallery hours: 10:30 am-5 pm, Mon-Fri;
Sat, noon-5 pm. 774-3369.

Bob O'Connell

AROUND TOWN

449 ForestAve~
Portland. Maine
(207) 772-4859

Alberta'. Cafe, 21 Pleasant St, Portland.
Kathleen Sweeney exhibits her work
through March 15. 775-1514.
Area Gallery, USM's Por1land Campus
Center Falmouth Street. 'Images of
Labor" Lynn Schwarzer. Through April
6. Gallery hours: 7 am-l0 pm, Mon-Fri;
10 am-I 0 pm, Sat-Sun. 780-4289.
Art Gallery at SII Deering street,
PorUand. -U.S.A. of the '50s,' an exhibition of 33 watercolors by the late Eliot
O'Hara. painted in the Unned States
over one decade. Through March 23.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sal, 11 am-5 pm, the
first two weeks of the month ; thereafter,
by chance or appl 772-9605.
Barrtdotr GallerIes, 26 Free St, PorUand.
Paintings by John Laurent through
March . Hours: Mon-Fri, 10am-5 pm; Sat
12-4 pm. 772-5011.
TheCryofthe Loon Gallery, Route 302,
Casco. Works of David Cedrone and
Evelyn Winter. Cedrone works in acrylic;
his style is cartoon-like, whimsical and
exploratory. Winter's paintings are influenced by her love of the spir"uat and
mystical qualities of nature - animals,
plants, ancient archetypes, motifs and
vibrant colors figure prominently in her
work. Showing through March 31 . Gallery hours : Tues-Sun, 9:30 am-5:3O pm.
655-5060.
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire
S~ PortIand_-Blue Waler, 'a sound poem
by Anne Willen . Showing (being heard)
through March 17. Gallery hours: Thurs,
12-8 pm; Fri '" Sat, 12-5 pm, Sun, 12-4
pm; and by appointment. 772-2042.
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. ·Glassart,' a group show of
contemporary glass artists from Maine
and New England. Blown. cast, fused,
slumped and stained glass sculpture,
vessels, paperweights and pieces which
are iltuminated illustrate the variety of
glass artistry in the Maine area. Showing
through Aprit 13. Gallery hours: Tue-Sat.
10 am-5 pm. 7~1108 .
Evans Gallery, 7 Pteasant St, Portland.
Industrial Strength Group Show including works by 20 different photographers,
black and white and color, from the Depression era 10 the present. Works by
photographers Including Todd Webb,
Eliot Por1er, Jeff Becom, Eliot Porter,
Mario Giocomeli. Richard Misrach, Rose
Marasco and Tonee Harbert. Showing
through March 23. Gallery houl1l: lOam6 pm, Tue-Fri ; 11 am-4 pm Sal. 8790042.
Gr_nhut Ga"erles, 146 Middle St.
PorUand. Original art by Tom Connoly,
Ed Douglas, Lonny Schiff. Jo Spiller,
Terrell Lester and Peyton Higgison.
Through March. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
10:30 am-5:3O pm. 772-2693.
Icon, 19 Mason St, Brunswick. · Eros,' a
group show on the theme of tove, with
works by Tom Comelt, Pall Franklin,
Dewitt and Pall Hardy, Jane Gilbert,
Tom Paiemen~ Nancy Nevergole, Abbon
Meader, SigrnJnd Abetes, AliceSteinhart
and others. Showing through March 14.
Gallery hours: 1-5 pm weekdays, Sat &
Sun by appt. 725-8157,

by
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NEW
DRESSES
FOR
SPRING!

BURNELL/S
custom framing
Distinctive Framing & Fine Art

"Serving Greater Portland for
over 20 years."
Member

JFr

Professional
Picture
Framers
Association

Additional 25% off
any sale item
with this coupon,

_- .._..- ____.._.._.. _
HOURS: MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 TO 6

,-_ ..

.. .. .. ..

86..EXCHANGE STREET OLD PORT. 774.9746

..

IB1I9_, ,\
RESTAURANT & TAVER~ :-" I i:
STOP IN AND WARM UP!
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserlll,
Sandwiches and Much More!

:,)).1 ... '. ~:
'., .'
.'

r

y IfJrrSYU/E

"[>,5. L~

1/30fJfJ
'Vases, picture jramLf,
petkstafs, 6asKJts, 6orufoir
famps, perfume 6ottfes.
On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

:Fine :Fwwers

468 :Fore Street, Port{ana, !Maine
1-207-772-3881
tf)efivery .9l.vaifa6fe

774-3550

Thursday,
March 7

MalVin Boone
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AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY
• Omtinued on P"8t 22

Comer of Mille & Market Streets • No Cover O!arge • Appropriate Dress Only

22 Casw &y W""kly

"

NEW & USED
RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

$100 01=1=
ANY CD

Paul Marks Lie. Ac. & Usa Love RN, BSN
offering affordable health
care which activates the
healer within.
acuPUncture e energy medicine e Yoga
78 MAIN ST e YARMOUTH e 846-6464
e

BATTLE
OF THE

SEXES
Portland Slage Company presents

MIRANDOLlNA
by Carlo Goldoni

A playful war between the sexes

March 5 - March 24
Call 774-0465 for tickets
PORTlAND

**srAGE**

COMPANY _

25 A Foresl Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
Sponsored by Citibank

f

1
Magic tricks! A cello floats!
Rabbits, ducks & doves!
It's a family concert that
will deligh t everyone.

lANDIS &
COMPANY
THEATRE OF
tvtAGIC

The
Symphony
and the
Sorcerer
PORTlAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA
Mli~'(.

f)I/(ECTOI! &. CO,,"/)UCTOR

1-800-734-2577 (in ME)
1-800-370-7776 (in NH)

-Sponsor:

f
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Entertainment

ART

The Lewta aal'-'Y. Portland Public library, Five Monument Square, Portland.
"The Five to Nine Show," the annual
eXhibition by the Art Directors Club, in
which members present their personal
art worlls and crafts. Media range from
pastels to jewelry and poetry to doodles.
ThroiJgh March 29. The library's hours
are Mon, Wed & Fri, 9 am~ pm; Tues &
Thurs, noon-9 pm; Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 8711710.
.Joan Whltn.y Pepon Gen.ry of Art,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave,
Portland. 'Nancy Fried: Art and Healing.·
Sma/I figurative terra cotta sculptures
about vulnerability and loss. Fried's own
cancer was the impetus for these figural
works about pain, disfigurement and
truth. Hours: Tu&-Fri, 10 am-4 pm (Thu
till 9 pm); Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Th. PIn. Tr" Shop and Bayvtew
Gellery, 75 Market St, Por~and. Group
show featuring recent work by Bear
Blake, DavidClough, Carol Hayes-Conti,
Doug Howe, Suzanne Knecht, David
Litlle, Scott Moore, Helen SI. Clair, Carol
Sebold, Matthew Smith, Nina Sylvia and
Orrin TUbbs. Also on d~play will be a
group of framed, limned ednion prints
and fine art reprOductions. Through
March. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a~ pm.

Bowdoin ColI.ge MUHum of Art,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. "Recent
Acquisitionsil Pholography: 1987-1991'
features phoiographs from the Museum's
permanent holdings. Exhibitions include
worlls by Man Ray, Berenice Abbott and
painter John LaFarge. Through March
30. Also: 'Nineteenth Century A~lCan A.'.A.'. The A.'A '. is a continuation of the
Rosicrucian lineage through the Golden
Landscapes: Works on Paper, paintDawn and teaches a mixture ofOaballsm,
ings, drawingsandprints, featunng works
Tarot, Astrology, Yoga and many oth~r
by Albert Bierstadt, John Frederick
esoteric practices. Those interested In
Kensett Thomas Moran and James
instruction from the A.'.A.'., The Order of
McNeil 'Whistler, through April 28. The
the Silver Star, as laid down by Aielster
museu m is open to the pu bllc free of
Crowley and Mr. Karl Germer, and who
charge. Museumhours: Tuesday-Saturfeel it is their Will to become Probationday, 10 am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. For
ers, should write to P.O. Box 15086,
further Information, call 725-3275.
P~and 04 101.
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
Power) is a diverse group ~f volunteers
united in anger and comm~ted to nonviolent direct action to end the AIDS
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday
from 7-9 pm at the People's Buikhng,
Cnlft Demorwtnltlona Old Port Artisans
155 Bracken St, Portland. New men:roars
wUI be offering free craft demonstratIOns
are always welcome. For ",,?re Inforthrough the end of March. They are held
mation write to ACT UPIM8Ine, P.O.
on Saturdays at 1 pm, and in the next
Box5267,Portiand04101,tel. n4-7224
couple of weeks feature Porcelain Jewor 774-5082.
elry with Pat EIgee, March 9; and Rus- Th. Am.rlcan Short st0!'Y Tho~
sian Punch needle Embroidery, a ~auMemorial Library is sponsoring a serlOs,
Tuesdayevesat7 pm, combining two art
tiful and unusual form of embroidery,
with Pam Boyd, March 16. Old Port
forms : the short story and film. The seArtisans are located at 18 Exchange St,
ries represent a centu~ of literary herl:
P~and. For more information, call 871 tage addressing a vane~ .of themes.
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"Fish Cutt.rs" by Helen St. ClaIr.

The Bayview Gallery
• 75 Marlcet St., Portland

It hadn't occurred to me to review the Bayview Gallery because
frankly I had thought that it was a poster and framing shop, rather
than a fine arts gallery. It is, however, also fairly bulging with the
works of all sorts of interesting artists, Owned by Betsy and Chris
Rector, The Pine Tree Shop and Bayview Gallery is located on
Market Street, and is a branch of the gallery by the same name in
Camden.
We strolled around the gallery and selected four artists to
discuss, based on their diversity.
Doug Howe is the senior painter represented by this gallery,
and is also the most traditional in style. A plein air painter using
oil on canvas, Howe does his paintings at one Sitting, usually in a
matter of two to three hours. He paints, then, "au premier coup"
(at first glance). That is to say,
when he folds up his stool and
puts away his paintbrushes
n3-3007.
and canvas, the painting is
Portland Mu..um of Art, Seven Confinished . Howe paints landscapes. He loves nature and the
gressSquare, Portland. Hours:Tu&-Sat
experience
of painting outdoors, and that sensibility comes
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
through. He paints in a direct way, lightly sketching with his
9 pm. Admission: adults $3.50, senior
citizens and stUdents with 10 $2.50,
paintbrush. He is a good draftsman: good trees, and vivid, realistic
children under 18$1, group rate $3. Free
colors. This painter carries on the tradition of the American
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.
Impressionists.
'Th. Art oreon..rvatlon, an exhibition
Helen SI. Gair is an amazingly versatile painter who works in a
of paintings and sculpture from the
museum's permanent collection that
variety of mediums. Of these, a series of Romantic, Impressionistic
have undergone conservatiion treatment.
oils on canvas are my favorites. They are groups of people _ in one
A pair of paintings by Charles Codman
of them fishermen and in the other fish cutters. They are loosely
and several bronzes by Franklin
detailed, but very evocative. The color is fluid and speaks, in its
Simmons will be on view, as well as a
depth of blue, of their world - the sea. One oil, of people going to a
painting by Mary Cassatt, prints by
Whistler and Childa Hassam. Through
fair, has the feeling of a Prendergast. Because St. Oair's works are
June 9.
small and intimate, one is included in the scene. They are small
"VIncent Canacte Pastel stililifes, landgems.
scapes, and an oil portrait by this artist
Sean Morrisy's use of explosive colors makes him a soul mate of
ciscovered in the 1930s by Joseph Stella,
that group of Expressionists, Kandinsky's "Blaue Reiter" painters
who arranged a New York exhibition
where canada achieved much-deserved
of Munich at the tum of the century. The colors are electrifying,
critical recognition. Through May 12.
garish, with a supernatural vitality that, whether you like the
°Robert Indlana'a "Hartley Elegl. . "
colors or not, makes you pay attention to them. The painters of this
series, aportfoliooffive iarg&-scaleprints
period took Impressionism a step further: instead of making a tree
relating to a series of paintings by
Marsden Hartley. Known as the "German
appear blue by blending different colors, they simply painted the
Officer Paintings,· Hartley's works were
tree blue. One thinks of Gauguin coaching the younger Serusier,
motivaled by the Impact of war and the
painting ''The Talisman."
sudden loss of his close friend Karl Von
"Paint that tree a pure, bright green," he said. And Serusier did.
Freyburg.anofficar in the German army,
who was killed during World War I. On
Morrisy is also interested in design. His still life compositions,
display through March 24, in the
two table settings, are distorted, simplified designs in a shallow
museum's Great Hall.
space, which also puts his paintings in the Cubist school. His table,
°or Time and Place: Walker Evans and
like Cezanne's, tilts, thus becoming an abstract shape. Similarly,
William Christenberry, an exhibition
the rug on the floor, which should be on a horizontal plane, is on a
featurfng over 50 of their works. By juxtaposing photographs these two artists
vertical one, and the whole composition of table, fruit, and rug,
made In Hale County over a 5O-year
becomes a lively, riveting assemblage of geometric patterns.
period, the eXhibition explores the vision
Morrisy's paintings are bold, gutsy, and visually very challenging.
and common ground the two found in
Mary Brosnan's collages make me think of doing something as
their studies of sharecroppers' lives in
theheartof Alabama's rich cotton region.
challenging as, say, putting wings on flies. Although her composiThe exhlbitdocumenlS an economic and
tions consist of multiple layers of torn, hand-made tissue paper
social structure that endured in the South
which are painted with oil pastels, tempera, and watercolor, the
for generations. Through Apri 28 .
relief is invisible except at extremely close range. The relief is
OWorb by American and European
caused, rather, by contrast of color and by the veiling effect of
Meat..... an exhibition that explores the
unusually strong cialogue between artcolor coming through the layers of paper. The COllages, then,
ists In the United States and Europe
acquire a dimensional quality that exceeds their actual thickness.
during the early twentieth century. Works
The
whimsical simplicity of her forms, her distinctive color and
by Georges Braque, Fernand Leger.
sparseness of design, create evocative images that are deceptively
Marc Chagall, Jean kp, Pablo Picasso,
simple and beautiful.
Marsden Hartley and Stuart DaVis.
Through April 14.
Looking at the abundance of art and the cheerful disposition of
Portland WIne and Ch_. 8 Forest
this gallery, I am again reassured that the future of art in Portland
Ave, Portland. Long Island Maine artist
is a healthy and growing concern.

Roberta Gomez Ricker exhibita 'Serendipity,' including a suite of informal par_
lraitsand a group of expressive stUdies.
MRrgot McWilliams
The impetus for FIoberta's work continues to be the development of, and the
journey into, the creative processes. Th. st.ln a.n.ry, 20 Milk St, Portland.
Through mid-April. SlDre hours are 10
"Votive Vessel· construe lions, usually
am-5 pm, MOO-Sat. n2-4S47.
on cast g lass bases, either a slack of
The R.naI_ne. Gel/ery, 576 Contriangles or beautiful classic columns.
gress St, Portland. Group show with
Spectacular interior bowl colors. Look Unlveratty of South.m Maine Art Gal"
Johanna Moore, Bonny Nason, Adam
like stone geodes but with the luminous
lery, USM/Gorham. "New Dimensions
Clark, Eilene Elowitch, Laurie Austill,
quality of glass. Through Apr~ 15. Galin Photography," featuring photolithoSara Cox, Jennifer Wagnis, Josh
lery Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 a~ pm; Sun
graphs by Todd Walker, cyanorype on
12-5 pm. n2-9072.
Outerbridge. Elizabeth Jabar, Samm
cotton by Elaine O'Neil, black and white
Hawley, Marc Pellegier, Michael
photo etching by BeaNettles,cyanotypes
Hofheimer, Jamie Salomon, Chris
by Mark Schreyer, John Craig's photoHeilman, Beth Zebol and Michael
gravure etchings, and the Polaroid work
Wolstat1 and Margo Kellar. Through April
of Craig Dietz and Rick Hock. Froo and
1. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11 :30 amopen to the public. Gallery hours: Sun5:30 pm. n3-1964.
Thurs, 12-4 pm. Showing through March
28. 780-5009.

OUT OF TOWN
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Int.matlona/Wom.n's DayDlnn.rwili
be held at 7 pm, March 8, in Rooms A, B
& C of USM's Portland Campus Center.
Admission is $10 public, $7 students.
For further information, call 780-4289.
C.G" Jung C.nt.r forSiudl.a .In AnalytIcal Psychology is offermg The
Original Symbols of the Psyche, exJ.>lorations and examination of the earllO~
soul-symbols of the human psyche In
Early and Upper Paleolithic Art. Six Mondays, from 7-9 pm, starting March 11,
McKeen Study, Massachusetts Hall,
Bowdoin College. $85. Starting March
12 Jewish Mysticat Experience as
Vi~ed Through Law and .Folklore, .an
introduction 10 the mystical side of ~ewish
experience, will be taught by Rabbi Harry
Z. Sky. Five Tuesdays, from 7:30-9:30
pm, in the Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin College. $65. For
more information, call 729-0300.
Paul Mariani Po.try R.adlng Poet, biographer, scholar and critic Mariani, v.:'Jo
is Distinguished Professor of English
and American Poetry at University of
MassachusettsatAmherst, wUl read from
his poetry and olher ~orks on March 1~ ,
at 7 pm, in the aUdKonum Of.St. Joseph s
College on Whites Bridge Road,
Standish'. Froo. For more information,
call 892~766 , ext 2316.
Th. Mlddl. Ent: What'a N.xt? The
Portland Democratic City Committee Will
present this free, public program at Its
regular monthly meeting. The speakers
win be Arlene Macleod, ass'l prof. of
political science at Bates College, and
James Friedman, law prof. at University
of Miami Law School. The program Will
be held on March 10, at7 pm, at Franklin
Towers,211 CumberfandAve , PorUand.
For more information, call n2-2230.
Monitoring Wat.r Quality Hudson
River keeper John Cronin will speak
about the role that citizen riverkeepers
play in monitoring water quality and enforcing state and federal environmental
laws. The presentation will take place
March 7, at 7 pm, in Luther Bonney
Auditorium on the USM Portland campus. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4474.
Nature In the CIty: Frederick Law
Olmstad's Urban Planning Car_r
win be the first in the Victoria Society of
Maine's lecture series, The Victorians
and Nature, to be held lour consecuUve
Thursday evenings starting March 7 , at
7 pm, in SI. Luke's Cathedral Parish Hall
on Park S~ Portiand. March 14, the
lecture will be The Palace in the Woods:
The New England Summer Hotels of
Johl) Calvin Stevens, given by EarieG.
1She!tleworth Jr.• director of the Mame
Historic Preservation Committee. .Cost
is $7 per lecture for general public, or
$25 for series. Fpr SQCiety members the
cost is $6 per lecture or $20 for the
series. For more information, call 7724841.
Po.tryWrltlng Taught by~lUlam Car"
p.nt.r, author of "Ram, thiS I~forma/
workshop will focus on the creaUve process of poetry writing . Participants are
asked to bring two of their poems for
discussion. March 9, from 11 am-4 pm,
at the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
St Brunswick. Cost is $30 for Maine
Writers & Publishers Alliance, $35 for
others. Preregislration is required; no
walk-ins admitted. Send payment to
MWPA, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011.
To reserve a space, call 729-6333.
Racism and W., In the Gulf Daniel
Lindenberg, prof. of political sciences at
the University of Paris, will speak on
March 12, at4 pm, in Kresge Audltonum,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin Colleg.e,
Brunswick. Free and open to the publiC.
Call 725-3201 for more information.
Being a Woman Wrlt.r: Raclal-EthnlcOther Exploratlona of Identity Gloria
Anzaldua, essayist. fICtion writer and
editor will present her lecture March 8,
at 8 p~, Kresge Aucitorium. Visual Arts
Center Bowdoin College, BrunsWICk.
Froo a~ open to the public. For more
information, call 725-3000.
.
Raclam Workshopa The Center for VIsion and Policy will offer a course addressing racism in ~aine ~d "!ays of
overcoming it: "Undoing RaCIsm offers
an opportunity for white people 10 explore their daily lives in co~necuon With
institutional racism. They Will share their
discoveries, feelings and visions through

1090.
belielln the worth of the Individual, skepJuat Paint Artist Jane Wrax will guide
ticism about the confining inlluences of
participants to express their Inner VISIon
society, and a richly feit sen~ of place,
in color, shape and form in this five-wook
local color and dialecl. The third story, to
class at the Jewish Commumty Center.
be presented March 12 at 7 pm, will be
No art background required. This course
"The Jolly Comer" by Henry James.
is held from 1-2:30 pm Thursdays at the
Spencer Brydon reestablishes a relaJCC 57 Ashmont St, Portland. SeSSIon
tionship with Alice Staverton and comes
runs'from March 14-Aprill 1. Cost is$25
face to face with his allerego _the selfhe
for JCC members, $30 non-members.
might have been. Discussion leader Wilt
Call 772-1959 to register by March 7.
be CharfotteRenner, Ph .D., independent
L .. blan/Gay Artlata currently seeking
scholar and writer, and contributor to the
arts on MPBN radio . Thomas Memorial
ready-to-hang art work of all ~ia .for
exhibit at the Maine Gay Lesbian Film
Library is located at 6 Scott Dyer .Rd,
Festival in Portland, in May. Also seekCape Elizabeth. For more Information,
ing any lesbian/gay artists interesled In
call 799-1720.
helpingtoorganizeandproduceaMalne Angry Wom.n, Weeping M.n Richard
lesbian gay art exhibit in the future. For
Fochtmann will talk about our .unconmore information, call VIVian at 871 scious fears as roles change In rela03n.
tionships. Four Fridays, March 8-29, from
Th. N.w Hot Photo Brunch Bunch
7-9 pm Route 1, Kennebunk. Cost IS
Bring 2-3 examples of your work and
$45 $35 for seniors. To register and get
some surprise lood for a pot luck on
dir~tions, call Ken Goulet at 646-5805
March 10, at 2 pm, at the Open Stable,
or 985-9885.
273 Presumpscott St, Portland. T.here Comput.r Usage for Bualne.. Peopt.
will be some hot discussions including a - The Sma/I Business Development Cen hot surprise guest speaker. For more
ter at USMlPor~and has two LotuSllBM
info, call Cindy at 871 -8285 or John at
Learning Centers available to help
n3-3961 .
.
business people learn Lotus 123, OnelIMn Annual Jurl.1! Elr:hlblt~o" wlP be
Write Plus, Writing Assistant and Fling
juried in April and calis lor actual w?rk
Assistant software. Day and eve ap_
entries o~ April 5 and 6, or slide entnes
pointments, Tues & Thurs from 5-7 pm;
until Apnl 5. Up to two ~rks may be
appointments are avallab~. No charge.
For information. call Janis Tisdale at
entered per artist. There IS no entry foo.
Any Maine artist wishing . to enter ~y
780-4949 .
requast a form by telephoning R~rt s EI.m.ntary Educatora' Conf....nc.
Maine Coast kbsts, the sponsonng galFocus is a futuristic conference for
lory. at 236-2875.
educators of grades 4-6, ID be held at the
Malt Art Show at Ohio Unlv.ratty (but
Stephen Manchester/Arlington School,
you can mail il your ~ks). No JUry,.no
Windham, on March 15. Focusmembers
retums. DocumentatIOn to all. Dead6ne
believe in the educatIOn of the whole
is April 1. Send your nutty stull to Patty
child and the conference's keynote
Mitchell, 355 W. State St, Athens, OhiO
speakers, Dr. MargeBumpusandMurray
45701.
..
.
Banks, will address this SUbject. A varlOlt &Acryllc Painting StudiO ~on Will
ety of workshops will also be held the day
emphasize wO.rking fro~ stili-life arof the conference. For more Information,
contact Joyce Parker, c/o M~chester
rangernents while developing an understancingolcomposition, colorand~alue.
School, 709 Roosevelt Trail , Windham,
Each week a dillerent theme Will be
ME04062,orcalI892-1830.
introduced w~h a ciscussion of the tech - F.... Money Manag.m.nt Seminar for
niquas and styles of varfous artists. For
Wom.n A.G . Edwards & ~ons Is sponbeginning painters. Instructor Th~S
soring this two-part serTllnar to help
Rowe, M.F.A., is a representallonal
women overcome the obstacles o~ Inpainter. Six Wednesdays, 6-9 p~, benation , taxation and procras!lnatlon.
ginning March 13. $65. For more InlorFeatured speaker is Kerry Courttce. who
mation,call Westbrook College Contlnuhas over seven years expertence planing Ed . Division, at 797-7261 , ext 263.
ning inveslment strategies for dl9nts
Tom Andrews Lov. . MaIne Artlats
throughout Maine and New England.
John and Cindy of the Open Stable ar~
Parts I & II of the seminar will be held on
InVOlvedinprovidingartlorTom~ews
March 7 and March 14, from 5 :30-7 :30
officeS in Por~nd and ~.ashlngton.; If
pm, at the A.G . Edwards.ofrlCes at 18S
you are interested in partlapatlng In this
Middle St, Portland. Audience. size Will
rotating , ongoing show, call n3-3961 or
be limited. For more Informatton or to
871 -8285.
register, call n4-5626.
T"Shlrt O.slgn for Old Port F. .tIYllI Help With Your To. . Andover College
Intown Portland Exchange Is looking for
students and graduates who have taken
artists and graphic designers to produce
the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
the design for the official festival T-shirt
program offered by the coUeg.e Will offer
their services to taxpayers Fridays. from
and poster. I.P.E. weloomesdestgnsubmissions from any and all a~lsts. Dead8:30 am-12:3O pm, through Apnl 15.
line for all design materials IS March 11.
This service is performed on a walk-In
For more information and adcillonal
basis at Andover College, located at 901
guidelines, call n2~28.
Washington Ave, Portland. Tax~ayers
story, songandart . SheUa~~ett,lea~,
wishing to take advantage of thl~ free
is a Friend, artist and acllVlst for SOCial
service are advised to bnng their tax
justice and peace. Class runs SIX Thursforms.
d.;Iys March 14-AprW 18, in Portland.
Int.nslv. Journal Workshop. The
Cost~ $60-$75. Preregistration isnecesGeneral Theological Center of Mane IS
sary. For registration and locatIOn, call
sponsoring this iltroduction to the jour442-6314.
nalprocessdevelopedby Dr. Ira Progoff.
A non-<loctrinal way of person aI and Th. Right Ch.mlatry: R.caatlng
Qu. .tlona of G.nd.r. Rae. and
spiritual growth, this process involves
Cia
.. will be the topic of a lecture gIVen
keeping a diary With a highly structured
by Nancy Hewitt, March 8, at 5, pm, in
format that enables journal keepers to
Room 113, Masterton Hall, USM s Portknow themselves on ever deeper levels.
land campus. Reception al 6:30 pm,
The cost of the thre&-day program IS
PorUand Campus Center Amphitheater.
$150. Sessionswil takepiace from 6-10
Free and open to the public. For more
pm March 15, from 9 am-l0 pm March
information, call 780-4289.
16 and from 9 am-noon March 17,atthe
<>e'neral Theological Center, 159 State
St, Portland. For more information on the
center or the workshop, call 874-2214.
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Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
·from our regular menu
HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES
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FURNITURE
BONDAGE
only at

DRoP ME ALINE. .
l

PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGW·ST., PORTLAND

773-5547

50% off

If You're
Single,

We're
Free
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay
Weekly's Personal Call~. On FAX FREE
THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less
to 775-1615 between gam and 4pm and get
your Personal Call~ ad absolutely FREE.
Don't forget to include your name. address &
phone number so we can send you your
Personal Call 0 number.
For more information
about Casco Bay
Weekly personal ads,
Personal Call~ and FAX
FREE THURSDAY call
us at 775-6601.
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Big Broth ..../Blg SI.t.... of Great.r M,O,P,E, self-help support groups with
Portland needs writers/reporters for
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
researching and writing short articles for
emotional pain associated with chronic
their quarterly newsiener. These people
or serious diseases. injury, life, death
should have exper~ writing or have
and childhood issues. Group meets at
I
a dear. concise writing style. Ability to
Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, PorUand.
work under deadlines is important. As a
I
expires 3/30191 I
from 5 :30-7:30 pm ; and at the Unity
volunteer you will be connected 10 a wellFroe Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if droppl,d off
Church, 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on
known,
nonprofit
organizations
and
Alterations· Reweaving' Shirt Service
j!'J';,
Thursdays Irom 10 am-12 pm. There is
credited in the newslelter. Hours are
I
t2:; v.:. • OmtinlUd from pagt 23
also a support group for the family and
nexible, requiring two hours per week.
friends of the ill which meets every other
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at
Thursday from 7-9 pm. For more infor874-tOI5.
mation, call1-800-339-HOPE.
Th. Chlldr.n'. Dream Factory of Ingraham Volunt_rs Help available by
Mal ... seeks a director of fund-raising .
phone 24 hours a day. CaM 774-HELP.
This person will be responsible for coorInjured Work.... M_tlng for wOrkers
dinalion of all existing events with the
having diffICulty with workers' compo
volunteer staff as well as the creation of
system. 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Execunew events. Duties will include overHall next to Sanford Unitarian Church.
tives) is a national, nonprofit organizaseeing and participating in the civic and
PARTNERS IN BEAUTY
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets.
tion providing business counseling and
corporate fund-raising campaign. Good
Sanford.
guidance to small business owners, profd
Become an IMAGE COLOR CONSULTANT. Set your own
communications skills are a must. as
Mlllne'.
FI... t Brain Tumor Support
and non-profit organizations, and future
well as publicspeaking. A 100hourweekly
hours, earn a great Income and love what you do!
Group will meet the second and fourth
owners - at no cost. It is the counseUng
commitment
is
requested.
Contact
the
Professional training In Image Improvement, color analysis,
Thursdays at 7 pm, at New England
arm of the SBA (Small Business AssoCenter for Voluntary Action at 874-1015
makeup & sklncare. Call now to set lip an Interview!
Rehabilitation Hospital of Portland
ciation). Score basically works with two
for further details.
(NERH·Portland), 13 Charles SI. This
groups: people who want a business of Th. Children'. Room of the South
new group has been deSigned byNERHtheir own. and people who are in busiPortland Public Library is looking for
PorUand and the American CancerSociness but have problems. Score holds 1volunteers to help with the summer
170 RTE 1 . SUITE. ISO FALMOUTH· 781.7203
ety to meet the special needs of adults
112 hour appointments daily, Mon-Fri,
reading program as well as with other
with brain tumors and their families. Inand is located at 66 PearlSt, Room210.
duties. T his can be an hour or two a week
terested participants should contact Rev.
Portland. For more information, call 772or whatever your schedule will allow.
Wish prior to their first meeling for a brief
1147.
Call Marily or Pat at 799-2204 for more
preliminary interview. People are enSign Languag. Cia .... for Beginners
information.
couraged to join any time by calling Wish
and Families Portland Recreation will Cookies for U,S, American troops in SaUdi
at 775-4000, ext. 542.
offer a beginner's course for adults on
Arabia are sick of MREs (Meals Ready
MS In Action Greater BrunSwick area's
Mondays, from March 18-May 6, from 6to Eat). Cookies for U.S. is trying to keep
multiple sclerosis support group will hold
8 pm. Fee of $25 indudes all materials.
up troop morale by sending cookies.
its March meeting in the conference rom
Also offered: a sign language class for
Cookies for U.S. says, "Let's all hope
of the Parkview Memorial Hospital in
the whole family (ages 8-adult) , held on
and pray they come home quickly and
Brunswick. Anyone in the area who has
Saturdays, March 18-Apri12O, from lOsafely, but until then, we're baking
any connection with MS. MS'er or othII am. Fee is $15 for children. $20 for
cookies." Any donations toward shipping
erwise. is invited to join. Linda Smith,
adults. Both dasses will be held at Reiche
or ingredients greatly appreciated.
nutritionist at Parkview, will give a preCommunity Center. 156 Brackelt St,
Please send to Cookies for U.S. , c/o
sentation on good eating habits. There
PorUand. Preregistration is required for
American Legion Hall. Post 57. t 4 Imwill also be a heallhful recipe exchange,
both dasses; call 874.aa73 for more
perial St, Old Orchard Beach, 1.1 E 04064.
so bring any you may have. March II, 7·
details.
Donations for Refugee. The Refugee
9 pm. For more information. call 729Tax As.I.tance for Eld.rty and Needy
ResetUement Program urgently needs
3611.
The IRS has trained volunteers from
donations for newly arrived refugees. O.C,D, Support Group meets weekly on
MRP and VITA who will provide inforItems needed are mattresses and
Fridays at 6 :30 pm . Williston West
mation and assistance in income-tax
boxsprings. towels. blankets, sheets,
Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. Free.
preparation. These services are directed
cooking pots, silverware. tables and
Outrtght, the Portland Allianc. of Gay
especially at individuals who might not
chairs. For more information, call 871and Le.blan, Bisexual and Question.
otherwise be able to afford the help
7437.
ing Youth, oilers support and inlormation
which they require. These volunteers H.lp Peopl. With AIDS All donations of
for young people 22 and under, in a safe
w~1 provide tax help through April 15. For
items big or smaU will be appreciated for
environment. every Friday from 7:30assistance you must bring current tax
men, women and children who are living
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel.
forms and materials. together with a
with AIDS in Greater Portland. All gifts
comer of Preble and Cumberland avcopy of last year's tax relurn. For locacan be rece ived at 377 Cumberland Ave,
enues. For information, write or call:
tions and times of service, call 1-800Portland, 04102. For more information,
Outright. P.O. Box 5028. Station A. Port·
829-1040.
call David at People with AIDS Coalition
land 04101. tel. 774-HELP.
Wom.n'. HI.tory Month Lectures The
of Maine. 773-8500.
Southern Regional Commission for The Llt.racy Volunt..... of Amertca Th. Path of Recovery Portland Sufi Order offers a series of small meetings
Women has prepared presentations and
needstudent interviewerllesters to meet
involving meditation based on the Sufi
lectures for use by various community
with each adult student referred to the
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
organizations through March. The Iopics
program. A determination is then made
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
for these presentations include: A Disas to how the organization can best
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
torted Mirror - The Images of Women in
serve the student. The volunteer will
after 12-step groups and welcome anyAdvertising; When No Means No: Dealadminister and evaluate testing. must be
one with a desire to recover from adingwith Date Rape;HowTVStereotypes
confident. outgoing and comfortable indictions or COdependency. Meetings are
Work: and Women, Hunger and Povteracting with people from varied social
Tuesdays. 7:30-8 :45 pm at Woodfords
erty. For further information, call Audrey
and economic backgrounds. Individuals
Congregational Church, 202 Wood fords
Reed at 657-3178 or Nancy Artz at 780are needed for day, evening and weekSt, Portland. Open to the public. Dona4321.
end slots. For further information, call
tionsarewelcome. For more information,
the Center for Voluntary Action at 874call Jan at 878-2263, Eli at 774-1203.
1015.
&
Senior Outreach Servic . . In response
Advocate for Victim. of Sexual Asto the needs of older people, Southern
Hult Six-week training provided by the
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providRape Crisis Center. Volunteers needed
ing Senior Outreach Services to the folfor 24-hour hOlline and speakers' bulowing locations: Agency's ollicesat 237
reau. Call 774-3613 lor application and
Oxlord St. PorUand. every Friday from
interview appointment.
(Scallops' Shrimp' Haddock)
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congregational Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook.
first Thursday of each month, for residents of Westbrook and Gorham, from
10 am-I ; Ross Center, 36 Washington
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
Above 2 FOR 1
&
008, from 10 am-l pm. An Elder
DINNER SPECIALS
Dally Luncheon
Advocate will be available to assist
served
with
choice
of
residents with their aging-related issues
Specials From $2,95
potato or pasta and a
and concerns. such as Medicare, insurNow Open 7 Days A Week
fresh garden salad.
ance, housing. social security, etc. This
service is provided free of charge. 7756503 or 1-80Q-427-7411 .
Southern Main. Singl •• Social. Group
Meets on weekends at various locations
from Portland to Biddeford. Meet new
friends ages 35 and over. No fees . Please
port group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
call 934-1692. 284-9327 or 775-1553.
~~t. Luke's Cathedral, State St, PortSpeclallnt.rest AA M_tlng for people
living with AIDS meets weekly on TuesCouns.llng for Famill.. of Tmop.
days at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition. 377
The Salvation Army is available to proCumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting
Alternative Medlu .... 11101 needs volvide counseling/support services along
designed to provide a safe space in
unteers: artists 10 exhibit work; performwith material assistance to families of
which to discuss HIV issues, while living
ers; writers; administrative persons and
troops serving in Saudi Arabia. A support
positively sober. This meeting is open
enthusiastic people to do gallery and
group hasbeen startedat the Old Orchard
stage prep, sell program advertisemen ts,
only to those who have tested HIVI
Beach Maine Salvation Army Corps at
Positive or have been diagnosed with
public relations, and more. Alternative
the corner of Church and Sixth streets. It
Mediums is a non-profit organization
AIDS. For more information, call 871is headed by Darlene Ayres, R.N., and
9211 .
dedicated to providing and promoting
meets Mondays at 7:30 pm. For inforservices to people with AIDS and AIDSWINGS, a non'profit organization dedimation. call 934-6304 .
related illnesses. advocacy regarding Expressive Th.rapy Recov.ry Group
cated to providing support for Iow· inAIDS-related Issues. and AIDS-related
come single parents announces The
A psychotherapy group wilh assistance
health education and information to citiKids' Place, providing day care for chilof art. movement and drama to increase
zens of Maine. The intent of the organidren from infancy to eight years in Soulh
self-esteem and spontaneity and to dezations is not only to eam money for
PorUand. Reasonable rales and nurturvelop positive healthy relationships. Lisa
AIDS, but equally to prOvide artists with
ing environment. For more information,
M .Sgamboti. 1.1 A, Expressive Therapist,
a spece, opportunity and reason to excall 767-2010. Also. weekly support
and Molly Hoadley, M.A., Drama
hibit and/or perform their work. Volungroup helps set goals that lead to selfTherapist. Group starting in April, in S.
teers are needed for an even ing of alsufficiency and to facilitate discussion of
PorUand. Call 879-1959 for more inforternative performance and exhibition of
problems single parents encounter.
mation.
visual art being developed and planned
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm al 139 Ocean St, S.
Grl.vlng Support Group for bereaved
forMarch28,1991. Meetingswilbehekl
Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
persons healing from the death of a
every Wednesday eve at 8 pm at Zootz,
Day SI, WestbrOOk. Also: WINGS now
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
'Zl Forest Ave, Portland. For more inforsponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donations. Call
mation , call 775-1514.
single parents who are seeking to get the
Kristine Watson, M.A.• at 775-{)356.
state to collect child support payments.
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INDULGENCES

ROCCO'S

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge

Fine Italian
Cuisine
Steaks
Seafood
50 WharfSt.
Portland, ME

2FORI
DINNER

SPECIAlS

only $9.95

• Baked Seafood
Newburg Pie

774-6000

• Pan Fried Chicken
Parmigiana

•

OFF THE ~~I!. _o,_
CLOCK
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WELL
NESS
Adult H.alth Scr_nlng Community
Health Services will sponsor screenings
for diabetes, anemia. colorectal cancer,
high blood pressure and cholesterol level.
Two or more tests per person are available, time permitting. Donation. The
screenings will be given at the follOWIng
limes and places: March 11. 10 am-l
pm, Casco Town Hall; March 12. 10:30
am-noon, Freeport Oak Leaf Terrace;
March 13, 1-3 pm, Cape Elizabeth Town
Hall; March 19. 12:30-2:30 pm, Gray
Congregational Church Hall; March 20,
9:30-11:30 am. Windham COI11rTXJOIIy
Building; March 25, 1-3 pm,Scarborough
Town Hall; March 27, 9 :30-11 :30 am.
Gorham St. Anne's Church. For information on any of the screeenings, call
775-7231, ext 527, or 1-800-479-4331.
Aquatic Fltnes. and Aqua-Aerobic.
USM Lifeline will be ollenng 10-week
sessions starting March 18. Classes are
noncompetitive and geared to all fitness
levels. Aquatic Fitness incorporates lap
swimming into its program and will be
held at the Riverton Pool at 6 am and the
S. Portland Municipal Pool at 6 pm on
Mon, Wed and Fri. Aqua-aerObics include
stretching, calisthenics and aerobics to
roosic all done in the shallow end of the
pool. Classes will be held at Riverton
Pool at 6:45 am on Mon, Wed and Fri.
These dasses are ideal for anyone who
finds other types of aerobic activities too
stresslul on joints. Registration deadline
is March 11. Call 780-4170 for more
information.
Buddhl.t-Ort.nted Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday. from 10-11
am,at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland.Sman
donation. For more information, call 7742174.
Chi"... Goju is a form of the martial arts
seeking peace, love. harmony, truth and
knowledge through a blending of body.
mind and spirit. This style combines the
beauty and grace of Chinese forms with
the power and hardiness of other Asian
forms in a spiritual practice. Classes for
all ages and levels taught in a beautiful
dojo in Topsham. To become a peaceful
warrior. call Riverview Martial Arts &
Security Academy at 729-7399.
Chronic Pain Reduction By using only
gentle talk. the Chronic Pain Clinic has
been able to reduce or relieve the pain of
bursitis, cancer, colitis. pinched nerves,
migraines and back pain. The dinic will
give you or your physician all the information in one phone call : 934-9411.
Compulsive Eating Group Diets don't
work for many women because food is a
powerlul substance olten used to satisfy
important emotional needs and make
women feel good. The focus of these
small, weekly therapy groups is to .examine the emotional/psychologlcal
components to weight loss. The groups
will be facilitated by Maryanne Vitalius,
M.S. Ed., M.SW., who specializes in
women's issues, eating disorders, autonomy and relationShips. Groups are
now forming and will be held at 78 Main
St, Yarmouth. $25/session. For more
information, call 846-6624 .
Harmonizing Ancl.nt and Modern
Medici ... In Japan Rihito Kimura. of
the Kennedy Institute of Ethics, will speak
on March II, at 4 pm. in USMlPortland's
Luther Bonney Auditorium. Free and
open to the public. For further information, call 780-4200.

A H.althy Day for M.n A day· long conference for men, sponsored by USM and
Mercy HospHal, that will indude work·
shops on the lollowing: Forgiving. the
Sins 01 Our Fathers, Men and RelatlOl1ship. Transcending Your Biology. Seasoning of Man's Life, The Right to Feet
Bad The Warrior and the Shaman.
CeI~brating Friendship, Men and Intimacy and many more. March 16. from
8:30 am-3:45 pm. at USM's Portland
campus. Fee of $55 indudes lunch. Early
registration is encouraged. Make checks
payable to USM and mail to Community
Programs. USM, 68 High St. Portland
04101. For telephone registrations or
information. call 874-6500.
Inner P.ace Through M.dltatlon
Thursdays, through March 21 . from 7-8
pm. Free classes, come to any or all. 40
Main St, Topsham. For further Information, call 729-5825.
Iy.ngar Yoga CI... Wifelhusband team
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy of Portland Yoga Studio are offering ongoing
Hatha Yoga lor People with AIDS. to be
held at Woodford's Congregational
Church, on Wednesdays from 12:351 :45 pm, through March 20. Cost for
those who can afford it is $1 . For more
information on either of the above, call
797-5684 .
Krtpalu Yoga and the Chakras, an
Innerlight ollering, March 9, from 9:30
am-4 pm, at On Center. 222 St. John St,
Portland. $65. Appropriate for all levels,
no previous experience with yoga necessary. Preregistration required. Call Kim
Chandler at 874-2341.
Nourt.hlng Ou ....lv. . oilers series of
six bi-weekly sessions addressing body
image, weight and nutrilion. Led by Marji
Greenhut, art therapist, and by Elizabeth
Patten, a licensed dietitian. at Freeport
Medical Center, 149 Main St. Freeport.
For dates and times, call 833-6391 or
865-1988.
Public Cholest.rol and Blood Pres.ure Screening. USM Lifeline will offer these screenings on a walk-in basis,
first-come, first-served. March 7, from 58 pm. Fee is $8. Can 780-4170 lor more
information.
R.d Cro.. Cou ..... The Portland
chapter of the American Red Cross will
sponsor several courses of instruction,
among them: a community CPR course.
teaching skills for newborns through
adults. on weekday eves from 6-1 0 pm
on March 15 & 22; an adult CPR course
on March 18 lrom 1-5 pm; and several
standard first aid courses. each including CPR skills, with sessions from 8:30
am-12:30 pm on March 14 & 21, at the
same time on March 20 & 27, or from 610 pm on March 17 & 24. Advance
registration is required. walk-ins are not
accepted. There is a user lee to anend
courses. Forfurther information on these
and other courses, call 874-1192.
Sahaja Yoga Meditation Weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7 pm in the Faculty Lounge. Student Center. USM,
Bedford St. Portland. Introduction f~st
and thirdTuesdayofeach rronth . Always
free of charge. For more information. call
767-4819.
Shambhala Training: L.vel One, ·Ordlnary Magic' First in a series of weekend programs that oller talks, interviews,
discussion and direct experience in
meditation practice based on the teachings of Tibetan meditation master
Chogyam T rungpa Rirrpoche. March 2224 , in Yarmoulh. Cost of program is
$100. March 22 talk al8 pm is free. For
more information. call 871 -0586.
Shiatsu for PMS & M.n.trual
CramplngtaughtbyAnn FosterTabbutt.
Shiatsu Pracititioner - AOBT A March 9.
from lOam-noon . Cost: $20. Space is
limited; register ahead.Olde S troudwater
Grange, 1711 Congress St, PorUand.
For further inlormation, call 799-9258.

You don't have to be
a 98-pound weakling

... to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
JOHN EMONT of the Regency Health Club can
lift more than twice his weight. But every week
he exercises his right to pick up a 14-ounce
copy of Casco Bay Weekly.
Why? Because while lifting heavy weights may
make John stronger, lifting a Casco Bay Weekly
is very enlightening.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

FESTIVAL
SINATRA!
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He's always done
it "his way," And
Frank Sinatra became
a legend in his own
time! Mel Tonne
hosts this tribute to
Ole Blue Eyes,

TUESDAY AT 9:15 PM
Channel 12 & 26/ Cable Ch.11-Portland
• Continued on page 26
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"I want my
dinner
from
Black Tie ...
and I
want
it
right
now!"'
,
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PORTLAND
What's so
great about
Greater
Portland?

.

It's your turn
to be heard.
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See page 11
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Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying

• • • WE PAY CASH •••

Use our convenfent Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
BlrY·SELL·~E

Entertainment
• Cmttinued from pGge 25

WELL
NESS

4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 Usbon St., Lewi5ton
155 Front St., Bath
177 Water St.,
Augusta
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WE NOW HAVE
16 NEW

.
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AEROBICS CLASSES

:
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• step classes
• abdominal classes
• all new body sculpting
• & more!
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Union Station
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Fitness

1.

The Total Health and Fitness Center
Union Station Shopping Plaza

) ,

St, John Street, Portland

879-9114
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Exploring Portland

Stretching the SpIrH, a yoga class of
gentle breathing and strelching ending
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to
thisaeativeapproachlobody, mind and
spiritual well-being. Wednesdays from
5:3(H;:3O pm, Saturdays from 9-10 am
al the Swedenborgian Church, 302
SlevensAve, Portland. $3 donation. For
more informalion, call 772-82n.
1'111 Chi Chu.n is an ancienl Chinese
Martial Arts system based on meditation
in movement Excellent for health, relaxalion, stress reduction and self-<lefense.
Classesforbeginnersthroughadvanced
levels, including ongoing push-hands
class. For informalion and sign-up, call
Gene Golden at 772-9039.
W.,klJogJAeroblc. USM Lifeline will be
offering a 10-weeksession starting March
18. The course offers choices in walking,
jogging, multilevel aerobics, slationary
cycling and rowing. Classes are offered
Ihree days a week, Mon, Wed & Fri, al a
variety of locations, including USM Portland gym, USM Gorham gym, and Cape
Elizabeth High School. Regislration
deadline is March 11. For more informalion, call 780-4170.

OUT
SIDE

Gulf of SildH - Tlllemwk C.mp The
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Someone famous once said, "You can observe a lot by just
watching." A corollary of that profound truism is, "You can learn
a lot by just walking - around Portland."
Here are your assignments for the week Part I: Find the
beginning of Congress Street. The street numbers are very low
here where the Eastern Promenade joins it. If you walk too far,
you're in the ocean.
At the intersection of Congress and the Eastern Prom is a
marble monument in the shape of a lighthouse combined with a
chess rook. It's surrounded by two black steel fences and some
Edward Scissorhand-type shrubbery. The monument is in honor
of George Cleeves.
Surely, you are asking, who the Charles Dickens is George
Cleeves? George C1eeves is older than Charles Dickens and his
claim to fame is that he
founded Portland in 1633. The
statue gives a lot of neat
details about who helped
Cleeves along with juicy historical tidbits every Portlander should
know. You could go to the library, but this is the real thing - with a
free view of Casco Bay.
Part II of your assignment involves taking a left at the C1eeves
monument. Pass the wooden playground and the little league
field. You'll see a flagpole flying three flags in a neatly manicured,
chained-in area.
A war was fought around here 179 years ago. If you're good in
math you can figure out the name of this war (1991 minus 179).
Hopefully, by now you've made it to a graveyard of 21 soldiers
who were on their way to Boston for a prisoner exchange, but died
instead in a Portland hospital. The first names alone are fascinating: Asa, Sylvanus, Ezekial, Cornelius, Issac and Barney, to name a
few. Eight of the soldiers are listed as unknown, which makes this
graveyard our own little Arlington.
This quaint graveyard on the Eastern Prom is truly a moving
experience. Considering the recent course of world events, a
reflective visit to this quiet place might be a good idea. You might
even have a long-lost relative buried there.
Both of these historical visits will take you less than half an
hour. After exploring them, you'll feel smarter and better about
yourself because you tried something new involving places that
are very old. Make history come alive, young Portlanders.

for kids .

Appalachian Mountain Club will sponsor
a workshop designed for avid crossMike Quinn
counlryskiiers. Two days will bespenl in
the Gulf of Slides fine-tuning ski Iechniques for steep terrain. Participants will Outdoor Hotline call 774-1118 for alisl- Fre.h Pafnt, an arl pre-school in
have lhe option of camping or retuming
ing of bicycling, hiking, aoss counlry
Brunswick, has limited openings now,
to Pinkham Nolch Cannpin lIleeve. This
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor acon Mondays and Tuesdays from 8:45is nol a beginner's course. InstruclOr
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
11 :15 am. Extended day care is also
Dick Hall is the direclor of lIle North
Adventure Club and Ihe Casco Bay Bioffered on both days for Children 2-6.
American Telemark Organization.
cycle Club.
The philosophy al Fresh Painl is lhal
Workshop begins April 6, at 7:30 am, al
children can remain aeative in a stimuPinkhamNolch Cannp, Gorham, NH. For
laling and nurturing environment using
reservalions and workshop Information,
all their senses. Creative activities and
wrile 10 Ihe Workshop Secretary, Appa_
physical OUldoorplay are stressed. Older
lachian Mountain Club, P.O. Box 298,
children who wish to participale in studio
Gorham, NH 03581, lei. 466-2727.
art classes this spring can have lheir
M.'ne Outdoor Adventure Club
parents call to put their names on lIle
(MOAC) offers Ihe following events:
waiting list For regislration information,
March 23, telemark skiing in Gulf of
calf direclor Linda Rosen al 72504983.
Slides area in the White MIS, call 655Friday Free Movl. . offered by S. Porl4645; Thursday nighl walks around Back
land Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
Cove, meet at Payson Park at6 pm, call
All ages Welcome. (No movies during
829-4124; spontaneous day hikes durschoof vacations or snow days.) 482
Ing the week, call Halat883-5984. People
Broadway, S. Portland. 77501835.
inlerested in ice cfimbing Ihis winter
Art frw Children PorUand Recrealion is Klnderkonzem for Klct. A woodwind
should call Carey aI772-9631.
offering this course designed to help
ensemble from the Portland Symphony
MIIlneWom"'OutdooraForinfoon~,
children, ages 7-12, wilh delailed work
Orchestra will perform • Follow Ihe
or if you'd like to be a trip leader or have
on shading, oil painting and skatching.
Leader" at Ihe Italian Heritage Center,
a camp 10 lend for a winter weekend lrip,
March 16&23, and April 6, 13&20, from
40 Westland Ave, PorUand. For kids 3-7.
call Leann at 54 7-3919.
10-11 :30 am, al Reiche Community
March 13 & 14, at 9:30 am, 10:30 am and
IUture Center. Well. N.tlol181 EsCenter, 166 Brackell St, Portfand. Cost
1 pm. Tickets are $2. For reservation
tUllrine Research "--elYe wefcomes
is $15. Preregistration is required 874information, call Ellen Scontras al 799visitors 10 its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from
8873.
4830.
10 am-3 pm; parking 101 and trails open Big Brother, Big SI.ter-To-Be A fun
Ma.k Making Printing Workshop.
Mon-Fri, 8 am-4 pm, through April 30.
event for the big brother or big sisler-toLocal artisl Robert van Der Steenhoven
Free. Tours may be arranged. Laudhofm
be. ChNdren (ages 2 112 10 10) should
and puppeleer Nancy Parker of the
Road, Wells. 646-1555.646-4521.
bring T-Shirts 10 make presents for
Shoestring Thealer will direclthe activiNature Volunt.... The 1991 SERVE!
newbom siblings. Aclivities include a
ties for children 4-8. Mask makers are
Maine Voluntary OireclOry IIslS voIunmovie, slories and special cake. March
asked 10 bring paper bags and trims of
1OeropportunHies IhroughoUI Maine wilh
10, from 3-5 pm, in lhe firsl floor conany kind. Printers are asked 10 bring
stale and federal natural resource and
ference room of BrighlOn Medical Censmocks. COSlis$10perchild. March 16,
environmental agencies. Opportunities
ler, 35 Brighlon Ave, Portland. Cost
10 arn-noon, al Wesl Side Child Care,
indude endangered species at state
$10. More information, call 781-2694.
132 Danforth S~ Portland. Cal n2-9817
parks, back counlry rangers on public The Chfldren'. A_uree Center ofduring lIle day for more information.
lands, DEPriver quality monitors, inlems
fe... Art Fun sessions for 3- to 5oyear- Meuy Kid.' Actlvltl. . PorUand Recreal Land Use Regulation Corrmission
oIds on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
ation is offering ·sticky fingers' activities
field offICeS and conservation educators
Thursdays. Sessions focus on a aeative
kids love 10 do but moms hate 10 have
for the Soil Conservation ServIce. The
activity and COSI $1 per child. Children
done al home. For 3-10 5oyear-olds and
projects require volunteers wilh skills
musl be accompanied by an adult and
parents, March 16 & 23, and April 5 (no
and abililies ranging from enthusiasm
reservations are necessary. Activ~ies
class March 30), from 9-10 am, at the
and inler8st In nature 10 highly 1rained
for6- to 12-year-Qlds are also scheduled.
ReicheCommunityCenler, 166 Bracken
professionals. For more Informalion or
Cost varies according 10 activity.
SI, PorUand. Cost is $5. Preregistration
10 obtain a copy of lhe directory, call or
Thompson's Point, Building 1 A, 741
is required ; call 874-8873.
write 10 Libbey Seigars, SERVE.f.Aaine,
Slevens Ave , Portland. Regisler by
Maine Dep'l of Conservalion, Stalion 22,
calling 773-3045; reservations are necAugusta 04333, tel. (207) 289-4945.
essary.

FOR
KIDS

Monday Evening Ski lit ShII_ Pe.k
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5010
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
youlh, adults and seniors, and oplions
include rentals and 1-112 hour lessons.
For more information, call PorUand Recrealion al 874-8793 or 874-8300, ext
8791.
The Portland Public Llbr.ry'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the week
of March 7 is as follows: March 8, 10:30
am, Tales for Twos; March 9, 10:30 am,
Movies (children of all ages); March 11,
10:30 am, Tales for Twos; March 13,
9:30 am, Finger Fun for Babies; March
13, 10:30am, Preschool Story Time (3to
5oyear-Qlds); March 15, no programs. All
programs are free and open lolhe public. Five Monument Square, PorUand.
For more information, call 871-1700.
Alverton Branch Ubrary offers the following programs for children: Wednesdays· Tales for Twos, 10:3Oam; Thursdays - Afterschoof Films, all ages, 3:30
pm; Fridays - Finger Fun for ~bieS,
9:30-9:45 am; Preschool Story Time (31050year-QIds), 10:30 am. Library hours:
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600
Forest Ave. For further information, call
797-2915.
Star Science Center'. Saturday
Momlng Science Serte. for Kfd. 512. Come discover the mYSleriesbehind
Ihe foreasof magnets, explore the secrets
of bubbles, dissect a shark and more.
March 16 & 30, from 9-11 am. $10 per
class. The Star Science Center is a nonprofil educalional organizalion, whoso
primary goal is 10 encourage science In
schoof-age kids Ihrough fun, discovery
learning and hands-on lessons. For more
informalion, call n5-7362.
Young People'. Center for the Perfonnfng Art. A unique ballet-piUS- thealre experience for children. Ballet for
ages 7-16, pre-ballel for ages 4-6. Second semester workshops: musical comedy, scenic deSign, lighling, coslume
design and jazz dance. For more information or 10 reg iSler, call Barbara
Goeiman aI766-2857.

Men'. Basketb811 Portfand Reaeation is
offering pickup b-ball games every Mon,
from 6:30-8:30 pm, and Wed, from 5:307 pm. The games are held at Reiche
Corrvnunity Center, 166 Brackell St,
Portland. There's a lee 01 $1 .50 for
residentsand$3 for non-residents. Proof
of residency is requi'ed . For more information, call 874-8873.
Monday Evening Ski lit Shllwnee Peak
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5010
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
youth, adutts and seniors, and OptionS
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
For more information, call Portland
Recreation al 874-8793 or 874-8300,
ext. 8791 .
1"1 Bicycle Trek Aero. . Maine wiU
acceplthe first 700 applications for-From
Sunday River 10 the Sea: the largesl
three-day bicycle ride in lhe Northeast
(Laslyear the ride raisedover$200,OOO.)
For information on Ihe trek, which will
take place June 14-16, call lhe American
Lung Association of Maine at 1-800462-LUNG.
Saturd.y Morning Swim Le••on.
PorUand Recreation is accepting regisIrations for the spring session of swimming lessons for infantS/loddlersl
preschoolers, as well as beginners
through swimmers. Classes begin March
9 and will be held at the Riverton Pool,
1600 Forest Ave. Regislralions will be
laken in person allhe pool or by phone.
For more information or 10 register, call
874-8456.
Wallyball Join Ihe Casoo Bay Bicycle
Club every Thursday al 6:30 pm for
volleyball . People of all abilities are
welcome. Pizza afterwards. For more
information , conlact Walleyball Rand at
799-40t3.

ETC

Food Vendon for Old Port F. .tlval
Intown Portland Exchange has sel the
date of Ihe nineteenlll festival for June 9.
Food vendors are welcome to apply to
participate in Ihe festival, and will be
selected - on Ihe basis of Ihe product
offered, quality of product and quality of
selup - by the end of April. Deadline for
application materials is April 12 by 4 pm.
For an application, write to I.P.E. at 477
Congress SI, Portland 04101 , or call
772-6828. Applications will be accepted
through April 12.
Jour""n.t Exchange Gel published in
national weeklies and olher Soviel
newspapers. If you have access 10 a
telefax and want 10 participale in writing
informative articles on young people's
lives and currenl fads in America, this is
your opportunity. For more informalion,
contacl Andy aI871-8039.
Modef Aallroad Show The Portland
Terminal Model Railroad Club is sponsoring its frst annual show March 10.
from 10 am-4 pm, at Ihe Amvets Hall on
North Road, Yarmouth. Admission is $2
for adults and $1 for children under 12.
The PorUand Terminal Railroad Club is
open 10 model railroaders interested in
building and operating an HO gauge
module model railroad. Meetings are
held the first and third Friday nights al7
pm althe Trinity Lutheran Church, 612
Main SI, Westbrook. For furlller information, call Raymond Houlihan in the
even ings at 797-5199.
Prayer Vigil for Peace Every evening
from 5:30-6:30 pm, an ecumenical vigil
wiD be held at Ihe Peace Chapel of SI.
Luke's Call1edral, 143State St, Portland.
All are welcome. For more informalion,
call Marby Payson at 781-4769.
Raoul'. Fund-Ral.'ng Dance The
friends of anemative education al Hall
School will be holding a fund-raising
dance on March 9, al9pm. Music will be
provided by the PorI City Alistars, In
Transition and Sutters' Golden Oldies.
There will also be a silenl auction. Tickets
are $5. AI Raoul's Roadside AUraction,
865 Foresl Ave, Portland. For more information, call Phil at n2-2576.
Recycle Today The Earthbound Recycle
organization provides Iree pickup of your
recyclable cans, g lass and plastic botUes.
Recycling advising, along wilh biweekly
or monthly service, are offered. For more
information, call n3-6226.
Silent PreMnce for Peace: a few moments of silent refleclion and prayer will
be offered Wednesdays, a15:30 pm, at
the Unitarian Universalisl Church, 15
PleasanlSt, Brunswick. Forlnformalion,
call 729-5825.
Southem Mafne Singl . . Social Group
meets on weekends at various locations
from Portland 10 Biddeford. Meet new
friencls, ages 35 and over. No fees.
Please call us at 934-1692, 284-9322 or

Ad Club of Gre.ter Portland Party wilh
music by Big Chief & Ihe Continentals,
with a cash bar and door prizes. March
13, from 5:30-9 pm, at Mariner's Church
(above Old Port Tavern Billiards), 368
Fore St, PorUand. Advance reservalions
are $10 for members, $12 for nonmembers. Members who bring two or
more guests pay $8 per person. Reservations must be made by March 11. Call
Services Four 799-2599.
B8rgafn Symphony TIcket. The Portland Symphony Orchestra is offering 50
percenl discounl lickets to students.
Groups of 1 0 or more senior citizens can
n501553.
receive a 15 percent discount for series Southworth Planetarfum Offe... AaAdult Indoor Soccer Portland Recreconcerts. Portland City Hafl Auditorium
tronomy Showa, 7 pm, Fridays and
Is located al 30 Myrlle St For more
alion sponSO(s pickup games every FriSaturdays, including A Tour olthe Solar
day nighl. from 6-8 pm, wilh skiMs rang·
Information, call n3-8191.
System, The Birlh and Death of Stars,
ing from intermediate to advanced. For Downe. .t Country Dance FestivalThis
The Mars Show, Inlroduction 10 Ihe
lhose 18 and ofder. Cost: $1.50 for
first annual evenl will include dances,
Planelariumand What's Up and Where?
workshops and performances: contras
residents, $3 for non-residents. For more
Laser fighl shows, 8:30 pm, Fridays and
information, call 874-8873.
and squares, swing, folk, Scandinavian,
Salurdays, inctuding Son of Ihe WellB08llng Cour.e The Uniled Slates
musician's workshops, English,Scottish,
Tempered Laser with classical selecPower Squadrons will sponsor a nlneMorris,clogging,LadyoflheLakestomp
tions, Best of Pink Floyd and olhers.
week course, starting March 20, at7 pm,
and other activities. The festival will also
Soulhworlh Planelarium, Science
alFalmouth HighSchool. Topicscovered
fealure many performers, Including
Building, Portland. Admission for adults
will include sailboat and powerboal
Fiddler's Reach; casco Bay Tummlers;
is $3, for children and seniors $2.50
handling, rules of lIle road, docking,
Ted Sannella, SIeve Zakon and Fresh
(children under five are not admilled).
Fish, and manyolhers. Schedule: March
anchoring, plolling on a chart, compass
For reservations and informalion on
use, Irailering, wealher, engine lrouble8, 8 pm-mldnight, Friday nighl dance;
special Sunday presentalions, call 780shooting and water safety. All instruction
March 9, 10am-8 pm, Saturday session;
4249. Soulllworth Planetarium's "Afler
is free. There is a nominal chatge to
March 9, 8 pm-l am, Saturday nighl
School Thursdays,' programs designed
dance; March 10, 2:30-5 pm, Sunday
cover the cosls of the studenlworkbook,
for students of all ages, are hefd a13:30
chart and other materials. For more inaflernoon dance. Cost: $5-$15, depm. Cosl is $2.50. Also good 10 know:
formation, call Lt C. Travis Bellon al
pending on how much of the weekend
Sky Walch HoI Line, 780-4719, features
72506918, or Michael C. Schaefer al
you altend. For all levels of experience,
a new message every week about what's
883-9797.
singfes and couples welcome, refreshgoing on in lIle heavens.
Bodyshop USM Lifeline is oHering memmoots available. Soft-soled shoes only.
bership In lhe Bodyshop, a supervised
Memorial Middle School, Wescon Rd, S. U.'ng Your 311mm C.me ... This parlicipatoryworkshop will teach you fundawelghl-training program for all ages and
PorUand. For further informalion, call
menIals such as f-slops and shuner
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
n3-6212
speeds. You will learn how 10 control and
orientation and training for participants The Enriched Golden Age Club, 297
use light 10 its besl advantage. Oul-ofwhether lIley simply wanllo lone up or
Cumberland Ave, Portland, invites men
class practice and in-class discussion
get in condition for a particular sport.
and women 60 years and over 10
wi. improve your pholography skills. InBodyshop is an ongoing program;
Wednesday luncheons and programs
struclor is Terri Winter Messer. Six
memberships are offered for 3 months, 6
as foflows: March 13, SI. Patrick's proMondays, 6:30-8:30 pm, beginning
months or 1 year. Call 780-4170 for
gram; March 20, Music wilh Beau &
March 18. $65. For more information,
more informalion.
David; March 27, Easler program. Rescall Westbrook College Conlinuing Ed.
Day Trip. to Shllwn. . Pe.k Portfand
ervations mUSI be made in advance by
Division aI797-7261, exl 263.
calling 774-6974.
Recreation o!fers two programs this
USMThe.tre
Dep't Need. Propa for it's
March:DayTnploShawneePeak,aday -FI.h Chowder Luncheon. South
upcoming production of "And a Nightinof skiing for second graders-high school
Freeport Church offers a full chowder
gale Sang': two WW II British Infanlry
seniors, with transportation provided by
lunch for $4.50 on March 8, from 11 :30
uniforms, two helmets (British issue),
Mai~e Line Tours. March 15 (~Ieacher
am-l pm. These luncheons are held on
and gas masks (adull and child sizes). II
servICe day), 7 am-6 pm. Cost $24. For
the second and fourth Fridays of each
you have lhese 10 lend, call Chris Kinne
more information or to reserve a space,
month 10 benefit the South Freeport
at USM Theatre Costume Shop, 780call Portland Recreation at 874-8793 or
Church ministries. Soulh Freeport Rd,
5280.
S. Freeport. For further information, call
874-8300, ext 8791.
Hot Shot Mini-Golf Tourn~ment
86503659.
Tuesday nighl goff tournament WIth leeoff al 6:30 pm. Prizes for low scores.
Everyone welcome. Hot Shol Min~GoH
,
islocaled al87 Marginal Way, PorUand.
/
For more information, call n3-1441.
,
M.lne Powerllftlng .nd Benchpre..
Chllmplonahlp., 10 benefit the Maine
Special Olympics, will be held March ~6,
beginning al 9 am, al Soulhern Mame
Technical College, Fort Road, S. Port.
land. Advance lickets: $7 for adults, $3
for children. For more information, call
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n3-9074.

F~~~<: " ;SHIRTS-PECIAL--i
M-f I.P'f With $1'0 or more of Dry Cleanmg
:

: ONLY.A
1 •
I

S{!!!!Il :

Free Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if dropp{?,d off I
Alterations. Reweaving. Shirt Service
I~~~$-;.

1 t£.{m Street

'Dry Cleaners

'":,,

~/'

----._---------- ------ !!98--

142 Elm Sf. Portland e1 Block from Libra!'Y.! 774-7228 _
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HIlS In oRcw,/

'IoI.'J.P.F.

E POWERLIFTING
L J - - - and ---...."j~
BENCHPRESS
CHAMPIONSHIPS
to ben.nt the Moln. Special Olymplc&

IVIARCH "1&
SO. ME Technical College
Fort Rd., So_ Portland
Advance tix: adults$7, children, $3.
Litting starts at 9 a.m .• For more info call 773-9074

y
B
HEALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland

772-7779
For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are
offering our Massage Special for the Fall &
Winter season.

OFF

on any

MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772,7779

March 7 1991

personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
bUSiness opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

dating services

DISCOVER
AN
ANCIENT
GATEWAY Have you lost interest in
religion because you didn't get the
answers that made sense? Discover
this scripture discussion group that
makes the Bible relevant to every
day life - come to feel, share, e~·
plore, disagree and grow. No one Will
tell you what to believe. The
Swedenborgian
Church,
every
Thursday evening, 7:30-9, 302
Stevens Ave., Portland, n2-82n.
Rev Ken Turley

1·900·646·4646

New Group for Women Who Overeat

Lisa Bussey. M.A. Certified Eating Disorder Therapist 775-7927

$2/min. More info: 305-565-4455 Ext. 5713

,
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CONSERVATIVE SM25. Desperate
enough to be advertising in the
CBWeakling. Seeking 25ish SF for
firing line and other fun . Sandalista's
shrub huggers and other variations
of the theme needn't reply. CBW Box
570.
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DSW Big Man, 34 seeks a kind and
understanding MlSlSF medium to
large build, 25 to 40 for friendship
and pleasure. Will answer all. Write
P.O. Box 1073, Westbrook, ME
04098
DWF 33, tall attractive single mom
looking for Mr. Right: a tall nls,
SlDWM who's honest, Joving, family
oriented, physically and emotionally
lit - with a good sense of humor and
similar interests, (mine include .
music, dancing, movies, exercise
outdoor activities and an occasional
"walk on the wild side: Reply with
photo and phone. CBW Box 571
Wanted
alive,
SlDWM
for
friendshipllove. SWF, 39, professional to share life. Likes work/play
hard. Likes beach, sunrise/sunsets,
swimming, dining, danCing, etc. P.O.
Box 252, Westbrook, ME 04092. 'Zf
5114.

.

JUST INHERITED - Looking for
woman and son to share fun , good
times, I'm secure, 29 • Hobbies:
swimming, boating, the camp, and
dancing. leI's get together! P.O. Box
10681, Por1fand, ME 04101. 'Zf
5119

DWF·3Os, cute petite mom. If you're
SlDWM nice guy, honest homebody,
somewhat old fashioned values. Like
kids, movies, t.v., homelife then
please write. Photo? Box 466 Scarboro, ME 04074-0466.
DWM, 58: Needs surrogate wife with
auto for nice home in country near
Portland. Wants someone down to
earth and sensuous, no false or true
goody 2 shoes please. CBW Box
568.
Get ready for a spring·fling! SWF, 29,
tired of winter blahs. Ready for ac·
tion! Are you? SWM not afraid of an
intelligent, attractive woman of sub·
stance! 'Zl" 5109.
Hey, I've got a nifty idea! What if I put
an ad in CBW to see if there are any
gay males out there who'd like to
meet other GMs to share friendship
and common interests - movies,
dinner... Pretty good idea, huh. CBW
Box 547.
Man Seeks
545, 'Zf 5091

Buddha, CBW Box

KCOWW (Kinda Cute Overweight
White Woman) seeks BBULL
(Beautiful Balding Uninhibited Loyal
Lover) for MORE( Meaingful Over·
night Relationship Everynight) 'Zf
5110.
Looking for attractive SWF 25-35
who enjoys dancing, movies, quiet
intimate times. If you're happy with
yourself, I'll be happy with you. SWM
30 attractive waiting to hear from
you. 'Zl" 5093.
MISTRESS WANTED. If you are 20·
40, healthy, attractive and imagina·
tive and into teaching a handsome,
young SWM the art of sensual
eroticism. Please respond. Discre·
tion and privacy important. CBW Box
561. 'Zf 5105.
MWM, 53, is unfulfilled and seeks
MID/SF
for
companionship,
romance,
and
an
intimate
in
the
relationship
preferably
Portiand-Gorham-StandiSh
area.
leI's be special friends and escape
from life's boring routine. I'm well
travelled, educated, experienced,
and love massages. LeI's meet! Discretion requested and assured. CBW
Box 559. 'Zf 5098.

HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL~
PERSONAL CAlIQl} is a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers!
Ask for PERSONAL CALLQI} service when you place your Casco Bay Weekly personal ad. Then,
you' ll receive your own PERSONAL CALLQI} number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800

I: .

number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative! You can change your message
as often as you like to satisfy the whim of the moment.
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people responding to leave their
telephone numbers and best times for you to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number
or address.
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When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONAL CALLQI} number and your private
security code, the system will immediately tell you how many new responses you have. From there,
just follow the easy prompts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2 to hear your
responses .
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Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the same FREE 800 number as often
as you like, 24 hours a day, to listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ad appears
in the paper.
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RESPONDING TO A CASCO BAY WEEKLY PERSONAL AD
WITH PERSONAL CALL~ SERVICE:
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Using PERSONAL CALLQI} to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal ads is fast and fun!
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay Weekly personal column and circle
the ads that interest you.
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The small telephonesymbol-tt- next to the four digit number tells you the person has PERSONAL
CALLQI} service. With PERSONAL CALL~ you don't have to listen to one message after another until

,'

you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These messages remain on line for
three weeks after the ad appears in Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date of the paper you 're
reading!
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You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-370-2041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You will then hear that person 's oneminute voice greeting, and you can leave your response. And, you can enter another box number,
and another and another.... (If the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet on line, you can still leave
your response.)
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The cost for using PERSONAL CAL~ to respond to Casco Bay Weekly Personal ads is only 99
cents per minute and will appear on your telephone bill under "Prsnlcall."
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a tOUch-tone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALLQI} , iust call us at 775-6601 . We
like to hear from you.

Where Are The
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CONSERVATIVE SM 25. Desperate
enough to be advertising in the
CBWeakling. Seeks 25ish SF for Firing
Line and other fun. Sandalistas, shrub
huggers and other variations of the theme
needn't reply. CBW Box 570.
If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals,
your ad is automatically entered in the PERSONAL OF THE
WEEK contest. We are lookin\l for ads that are creative, witty
and fun . Winners will receive their tickets in the mail.
Many men suller from MAS (macho
asshole syndrome).
This one
doesn't. DWM 37 57', blond, blue.
eyed, 130 Ib, hardbody seeks SWF
for collee and conversation. I'm kind
and communicative, not afraid of my
feelings and not a wimp. I don't
drink, do smoke. CBW Box 556.
SWF, 30, Professional Maine native
(not woodchuck), looking for SWM
27·35 for 4 Seasons of Maine outdoor fun. Must be fit, chem·free,
honest and romantic. If you enjoy
skiing, hiking, beaching, camping,
etc. and you're not afraid of fun or
commitment, leI's meet. Write CBW
Box 564.
SWF, 38, No Smoke/Drink/Drugs.
Ukes Movies, Talks, PSO, Hugs, etc.
Looking for DISWM W/desire to start
with friendship and build a healthy
relationship.
P.O.
Box
8291 ,
Portland, ME 04104. 'Zf 5115.
SWM 39, 5"5' seeking SWF·DWF for
possible relationship. Enjoy health
ccnscious woman, sports and quite
evening with someone special (non·
smoker). Call me or write, photo ap'
preciated, but not necessary. 'Zl"
5118
SWM looking for female photog·
rapher to direct me in modeling, if
your interesting and freindly than
give me a calli 'Zl" 5120
SWM, 32, sensitive, attentive, very
affectionate and attractive, 5'6'
seeks a bold, passionate, buxom gal
for siZZling romantic fun . 'Zf 5103.
SWM, 50, seeking affectionate,
clean, sensuous buxom, SDMF,4570, who likes toys and make·believe
games. Who has a void in her life
and may be lonely. I'm haPPY-9o,
lucky guy, honest and dependable.
Give great massage and I'm very af·
fectionate. No one night stands
please. Write your likes and dislikes,
with phone numbar and maybe a
photo and I'll call. PO Box 4000,
Suite No.142 Windham, ME 04062.

SWM. 29, Desires romantic interlude. Maybe we can get to know
each other. Let's spend some time
together. Send letter so we can
mingle. CBW Box 566.
Semi·professional SWM, 27, spon·
taneous , seeks unique SlDF who en·
joys the Simpsons, romantic mas·
sage and dancing til dawn. Call now·
operators are standing by!! 'Zf 5107.
THE NEIGHBOR SAGA PART 5: For
those of you that have been following my mini-series, this is the final
installment!!! I have met some great
people and still want to meet more!l
So for the recap". I'm a SWF 27
looking for a companion to share
lifes ups and downs, someone who I
can trust and depend on and in
return I can oller you the same. This
is it, so call or write CBW Box 542
'B' 5090. The next time you hear
from the next-OOor· neighbor will be
in the summer re·runs .

LlVE-ONE-ON-ONEI
1.900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen. pal club call
702-451-3070 and leave your mail.
ing address.

li<~

Traveling Businessman, 41, who
visits the area weekly seeks in~mate
female friendship based upon
honesty for mutual rewarding en·
counters. I am manned, you may be
also. CBW Box 562.
WANTED . The ultimate Female
totaly Submissive with Role Reversal
upon command. Love of toys and hot
cross buns a must. 45 old white
male, demands your reply. CBW Box
567, 'Zf 5113.
Yes, I have a Rooster that swings
below my kneel DWM, (29) lOOking
for a girl that can't get enough. Be·
cause once a night isn't enough.
Wealthy with many interests. 'Zf
5111 .

REAL
GIRLS
IN MAINE!!
1-900-860-3377
$3/min.
Must be 18 years old
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The best ones are at Compatibles ...
aaive, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the right woman".
so they've come to Compatibles.
If you're a single woman who hasn 't
met the right rnan, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.

You see, we're not jUst another
dating service. We're Compatibles.
CaIJ Today f or a Per.sonallnlerview

883·1066 - Portland

IN

PORTLAND!!!

Compatibles

By request we are resuming treatm~t f~ the cessation of
smoking thru clinical hypnosis. 3 sessions Including free phone
consultation: $125. All treatment done by a qualified doctor.

Robinson Associates

773-5573

When have you felt this way before?
Sarah ]. Bulley LCSW

e

Psychod1crapist

e

87 1-9256

1-900-820-3033
$3/MIN. MUST BE 18 YRS.

DR. CHERYL FITCH-50HN
• Wholistic Family Health Care. Network Chiropractic •
• Applied Clinical Kinesiology •
Complimentary examination for new patients

Responding
to a
CBW Box #?
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.

o

Portland, ME, 04101

Chiropractic Center of Portland - 774-9666

THERAPEl.mC
MASSAGE

Deep muscle and Medical Massage

KAREN AUSTEN, M.A., LM.T.

Alleviate Back pain,
Neck & Shoulder stiffness,

Do It

Like
Thlsl

Swedish. Acupressure, Sports,

•

UCENSED MASSAGE 11IERAP1ST

BY APPOINTMENT••• 865·0672

CBW Box XXX

783· 1500 - Lewiston

~~t0~

STOP SMOKING thru HYPNOSIS

SINGLE
GIRLS

16 1
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Headaches, TMJ, SCiatica, Stress

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW

Correspondence is
forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue.

Psychotherapist
• Lift Transition· Guidtd Rt-Pa",nting

•

~If EsmmlEmpowerment

Insurance Rei mbu~le

ASTROLOGY READINGS • Need
clarity, affirmation, or a fresh outlook? Insightful, down-to-earth syn·
thesis of your birth chart. Call Ed
Chanin, 883-9255.
CELEBRATE
THE
DREAMI
Workshop April 5th (evening and 6th
Practical exploration of dream
theories integrated with opportunity
for EXPERIENTIAL process of par.
ticipants' dreams. Presented by
BARBARA HARE NOONAN at
Bouldaire . Wholistic Center over·
looking Blue Hill Bay $95 (everthing
included). Call 772· 1896.
T'ai Chi Chuan . An ancient Taoist
Chinese Martial Arts system, based
on mental & physical balance, unity
and harmony. A gentle discipline,
where one learns that by blending
with adversaries force, one gains
control of it. This can be applied to
channeling the greater forces that ex·
ist around us. By learning Tai Chi
one achieves a state of meditation in
movement Excellent for spiritual
growth, radiant physical health, and
unequalled in reducing the ellects of
stress and tension in ones life. An effective method of developing fludity,
awareness, focus and peace within
oneself. Beginners through advan'
ced classes, including Push· Hands.
Vistors welcome. For information and
sign-up, call Gene Golden, n2-9039
TAROT Personal readings / corporate consultations / classes avail·
able upon request / to schedule an
appointment or for more informa~on ,
call Jim at 772-3709.
TAROT READINGS - Give your inner
truths a voice. Clarify where you are
and where you're headed. Call
Jeanne 799·8648.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Relax
tired, aching, still muscles while im·
proving circulation and soothing ten·
sion. Sliding scale. Call Pam
Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified. n5·
6636.
Meditation in Everyday Life. Meditation is a way of cultivating inner calm
and becoming aware of our un·
broken integration with the universe.
I! can also be fun. A 5-week ccurse
focusing on Buddhist mindful/ness
techniques beginning in March on
Tuesday nights in Yarmouth . Call the
Yarmouth Meditation Group at 846·
0764 after 6 pm.

871-9256

"The Dating Service That Cares "

FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE? THURSDAY
For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL see details on page 23.

There's three Pretty Girls looking for
three Pretty Boys. Can laugh, enjoy
good times and free spirits. Not looking for mates, just dates. Tall
W/DWM 30·40. We dare you! 'Zf
5112.

dating services
A Date Tonight. Hear talking per.
sonals from local women and men
who would like to meet you. (Names
and phone numbers included). , .
900-346-33n $1 .951minute.

.".

Single Men?

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinema!

Two 16·week women's therapy
groups will be starting in March.
Diane Paige, MA and Jane McCarty,
LCSW will colead both groups. One
group will begin to explore and work
on acceptance of painful past life e~·
periences and the other group Will
build on healing work in progress
and will particularly explore the
women self in relationships. For further information contact Diane at
828-0526 or Jane at 761 . n83.

• Alternative to the 12-step approach We will meet Tuesdays, beginning
• Emphasis on feelings, not food
March 12 from 7:45-9:15 a.m.
The cost is $75. per month.
• Individual counseling available

Ll8ten to thouundll of Voice Ads recorded
by SEX¥ Men & Women who went to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
end Inctude. Voic:emeil for extra privacy.

BiDWF, 37, chooses comedy oyer
tragedy and loving laughter from the
gut over nervous titters or cruel
jokes. Am b\.Isy and creatively
fulfilled, yet long to share tender
romance with person of easY-9 oi ng
energy and humor both whimsical
and down·to earth. No whambarns. 'Zf 5116.

~

body & soul

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!
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rates and fine print

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

RATES
All charges are per week.

~g~-------------------------------------------

Up to 30 wonls
$ 9.00
31-45 words
11 .00
46-60 words
15.00
Each additional word
after 60
,15

Name ___________________________
Category - - - - -

DEADUNES

line ads: Monday 6 p.m. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Address

Tolal Number of Words _ _ _ __

POLICY

City, Zip

Basic Rale _ _ _ __

CBW will not print ads that seek to buy Dr sell mual services lor money Dr
goods or ads with purely sexual content, CBW will not print full names,
street addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section,
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must either provide aPost OIIice BOI
number in their ad or use the CBW BOI Service. All inlormation concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right 10 catagorize, rlfuse or edit ads due 10 inappropriate content, etc,

WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered aword when it has a space on both sides, Aphone
number is one word. Punctuation is free,
ERRORS

caw shall not be liable for any typographical errors, omissions, or cl!anges

in the ad which do no allect the value or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning,

REFUNDS
Classified ads are non· refundable, Credit will be Issued when aviable error
has been determined.

Phone (days) _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _____ + Extra Words at_c Each _ _ _ __
WOWI I WOULD like more information about Ihe Casco
Bay weekly & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please cal
to give me advertising
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising, NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge tor all returned checks.

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __
No
Personal CallQl} _~C:.:.:ha:.:.r.:a.:ge:..-_
Check One yuO 1100
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ __
MuHip/y cost by number
01 weeks ad will run ______

TOTAL DUE _ _ _ __
Bring or mail ads with paymenllo:
Casco Ba, Weeki,
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stop
Shopping Info 0
551A Congress Sireel
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9·6; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sal 12-3
Card , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date _ _ __
or call 775-6601

30

March 7, 1991

CIlSco Bay Wuldy

photography

body & soul
New Counseling group for recovering gay men and lesbians with six
months-two years of sobriety.
Wednesday nights starting 413191.
$701month. Rachel Sager, M.A.,
RSAC. 775-7927.

WORKSHOPS
TO CHALLENGE
RACISM
UNDOING RACISM explores
how our daily lives support or
challenge institutional racism.
Leeder: Sheila Garrett, artisU
activist. 6 Thursdays, Mar. 14Apr. 18, 7-9:30.

Small, intimate Dream Group. Image
work, Jungian oriented, Active imagination. Seeking a few new members. . Tuesdays evenings. Call
Deborah for more info at 767-5240.

RACISM: OFTEN UNSPOKEN,
ALL TOO REAL addresses
racism in Maine and our
responses. leaders: Anita &
Gerald ralbot, founders, Black
Educallon and Cultural History.
Sat., Mar. 16, 9-4.

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy
M.A., ReoIiIy n.....,. Cedlied

Psychotherapy
• Personal Growth • Depression
• Grief & Loss
• Addic/ions

Portland
.

Pre-registration necessary.
For location & cost call 442-7260.
Offered by the
Center for Vision and Policy.

774-814IJ

.

I
: l'
I .

Polarity Therapy is the healing
science of aligning the living
energy fields of the body. It is the
healing art of recognizing and
working with the life force to bring
about the highest level of clarity,
Inner truth and vitality.

roll.

filA

R. ~,:!5

A

NU~J~M~O~R.~"'~~!~~I~~

learning
BOOKBINDING CLASSES starting
3/15. learn a unique and ancient
craft, create your own book repair
family heirlooms. Call 871-1686 for
more information.
POTTERY CLASSES AT STUDIO
132 are a great way to spend your
time. Expanded hours, comfortable
setting, educational and fun! Come
make some pots! 772-4334 .

• Psychotherapy
• Stress Reduction
• Expressive Arts Therapy

FREE FIRST SESSION
Portland
773-5573
By Appointment

music lessons

David Cohen, M.S.

RICK LYNCH, M.A.

Counseling Services
• Men

, ; I

Life transitions,groups.
individual consulting

Our 160 hour Polartty Therapy
Certification Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months,
beginning March. The program
covers all aspects of Polarity
Therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.
Approved by Maine Dept. Ed.
Nurses CEUs. Member APTA.
A BMP affiliated school.
Please call for information.

'WAR' Uti! GooD GoO Y'AlL.' WHAT Ie; IT
GoOD FOR t M'{ SISTE R MAR L';IS KEPT
SING ~ NG THAl" SON G AI RECf SS HE" R
TEACi"\Elt SAI D STOP. MA Rl ':J S . AI D ITS A
fREE COV NTR':J. I-\E.R lE AU-IER CAL LE D ov/l.
G ~A.NDMA. Ii IS ~IOT A FReE cevNrR':!

OR ME . OuR GR"'ND/ilA SAID MAQl'::jS"
I,NOVlDN'\" BE So WO RKED vp AIlOVT TtI"WAR I \' II WASN 'T FO R ME. WE (,o T A
NeW RVL\, AI OVR \-lous e No TALKING
A \lou, I, I ~ \\ (OM t S ON T\-IE T V TvP-N
IT OFF. IF You WA Ni To TALK A 80 ~JT
WAR T\-IEN Go OVER To MR LVDERM
WI\O SfI'jS JUSI BOMB T\-I£'M ALL AND
l n C-(1) SoR, TI-IE M OVi

U-CAN-DO Faux finishing!! Learn
sponging, ragging, rag-rolling, colorwash, combing and marbeling. 2night wor\(shop starts March 12 &
March 19. Again April 3 & April 10.
6:30 -9 :00 PM . $85.00 supplies induded.

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine
508-356-9376

, I

by Lynda Barry

ALL-PURPOSE - Weddings and
Portrait work (and keep the
ne9atives, too!) Corporate/Publicity,
Legal, Print Media, Etc. RICK
CROCKETT PHOTOGRAPHY: The
Affordable Choice for All Occasions.
774-4732.

• Relationships
Couples, families

LAS . NIG 1-\1 MARLYS WoKE ME uP TO StI'j
tiER ORtAM \T WAS T':" Ai ALL TH E
PI: O\,lE WHO Go\" BOMBtD WENT INTO
nl E MATTR.ESS Of TI-\E PR.ESIDEN T !)hC
SAIl) \-115 BED WAS VER:! HIGI-\ I T\-IINK
T\-I E DREAM WAS F ROM \t\I\T STOR.\j·Tr\E
P\<.It-J( ESS ANOTt-TE VEA~ OlfHl<-fNCE
WAS T\-IOUGI-1 I\1E
IDENI COULD SLEEP.

• Adolescents
• ClinIcal Hypnosis

874-0681

MY GP..I'NDMA $A':lS TI-IERI: 5 NOI A PA~\N
ING I C.~~I DO AcouTnlE WAR.llVT
SHe IS WRoNG I C"'N '{ELL STOP. I
CA~I $\-IOI1\" \1 fiND SA.., II AND WRITE
IT AND 11-\1"IK IT I wA~JT 10 BE TH't
tVID~N~~ THAT NOT E'J!: R':)ON E HE!1.'C
51'111) ITS OK 10 KI _\. T\-'. E ?tOPL E ll-\ERE.
1'101 ~vEJl.YONE \-\ERc T\-IINKS ilMEf(.\(AN~
CoUNl MORE TO 60D, IN MY SE. D ~OOM .
MY PR.F\,:\tR. \5 SlltNT NIGI-IT NO \3oMBS
l-\oLI.j NIGI-\T NO KII_lING . A LL I S CALM
P E AC E.

23 West st. Portland

II

WE MAKE NEWS MAlTER
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FURNITURE NEEDED:
desk lamps, 1 or 2 more small metal
desks and a small cabinet to use for
supplies. If you possess these and
would like to sell them, call Robyn at
CBW. 775-S601 .

I;
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M or F roommate wanted to share
spacious sunny 2 bedroom apatment
with hardwood lloors and hugh win dows. First floor. Off street parking
located on Beacon SI. (Woodfords
area). $237/month plus utilities. Call
Marion or Kiehi at 761 -3950.

Comfortable, spacious, easygoing
house in quiet residential neighborhood, just a hop, skip and jump from
U.S.M. Only $181 .25 + 114 utilities.
Available 411 . Sorry, no smoke or furbearing mammals! 775-3875.

M'F share two bedroom first floor
apartment in quiet South Portland
area with M. $280/mo + 112 heat,
elec. Security, W-D, basement,
garage, parking, yard. Non-smoker,
chem-free, no pets. 767-412OM.

F/M two bedroom first floor apartment in South Portland family
neighborhhod with M graduate student 46. $260/mo + 112 heat, elec.
WD, basement, garage, yard. Nonsmoker, chem-free, no pets . 3/15.
767-4120.

Male professional wanted to share
small beautiful house in Northport
area. Large yard,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Well insulated and
cozy. Must have mature living habits.
$275 +. Call Sue at 772-2466.

Looking for M'F to rent a room in 3bedroom apartment on E. Prom.
Great waterfront view with a deck.
$234 + 1/3 utilities. Call after 6 pm,
774-4907.
Looking for male NS roommate to
share 3BR house in South Portland.
Should be neat, responsible w/good
sense of humor. Have pets, but no
more please. No party animals.
$300/month includes all utilities except phone. 767.0213.
Looking for male roommate to share
2 BR apartment. Nice kitchen, quiet
Munjoy neighborhood. Must be
responsible, good humored and fun.
$230 includes all utilities. 761 -2827.
~F

roommate wanted. Sunny spaCiOUS
Woodfords
Comer Apt.,
washer, outdoor porch. We are 2
males and one female. $155 .00 +
1/4 util. + sec. deposit 871-7028

OFFICE OR HOUSE CLEANING- 4U in the Portland area. Reasonable
rates. Call after 2PM. 773-9856 .
SCHOLARSHIPS - Need money for
college?
Undergraduate
and
graduate students - F.A .S.M. can
guarantee 6 or more scholarships or
grant sources. Very affordable. CALL
NOW 797-8724 .
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.

• QUICK REFUNDS·
Many Returns Completed
While You Wait
• Reasonable
• Experienced

• Confidential
• Bookkeeping
call John Hudson at

M'F nonsmoker to share country
home, 20 min. from Mall. WID and
storage . $275fmo. includes utilities
plus cable. 1-929-4864.

LIVE AT THE BEACH! Large sunny
house on Kettle Cove. Quiet area,
great view. 7 mi. from PtId. Mature
nls professional desired. $250 +
utilities. 799.0905

Need electrical work done? No job
too big or too small. Quality work
done at reasonable rate by licensed
master electrician . For a free estimate, call 773-5897 or 929.0923.

For estimate or appointment,

Clean, nls female wanted to share,
large, sunny Portland apartment.
Great location. $200 per month +
deposit. Call 879-1561 eves or MIW
AM.

Female roommate wanted to share
third story apartment in Cape
Elizabeth with two other females.
Third roommate leaving for school.
$208.33 + 1/3 utilities. 767-5817.

Cooking . Meals prepared in your
home ahead of time, ready for table,
just heat and serve. Over 10 years
experience cooking in home, USA
and England. Grocery shopping also.
767-1036.

• Prompt
BUYING ROLEX

roommates

;.

Services Four offers income tax
preparation,
bookkeeping
and
secretarial
services
at
854
Broadway, S. Portland. Stop by or
call 799-2599. Reasonable rates, in- I
quiries welcome.

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

DAYTONA' COSMOGRAPH

Beautiful, large, restored Deering
colonial needs roommate(s), 2 baths,
free wid, fireplace, off street parking,
deck, large yard, french doors , antiques, forced hot water oil, amenities.
$265 +. 878-2312 leave message.

biz services

PIANO LESSONS! Release the
pianist within you. No knuckle rapping or guilt trips . Ten years teaching
experience at Waynllete School. Call
Chrystal Wing 773-0476.

wanted

Meditator (male) seeks roommate.
Beautiful, warm (coal heat) West End
location. Quiet neighborhood across
from small park, roof-top deck. MlF
non-smoker. $275 + 1/2 utilities. 8710586 .
N/s female roommate to share large,
sunny 2 story duplex with 2 bedrooms, lots of storage, hardwood
lloors, private yard, garden, victorian
charm. Quiet residential street one
mile from millcreek and Ft. Williams
in Cape Elizabeth. $375 plus 1/2
utilities. No pets. Call 767-3615.
ROOMMATE NEEDED- lerge 3
bedroom condo near Higgins Beach.
Room available is hugh and has
bathroom. Share with two professionals. Rent through summer starting April. $350 + 113 utilities. 8839703, after 5:30 P.
Roommate to share spacious, bright
and beautiful East End apartment.
Sun porch and a place to plant, I'm
looking for someone who is fun and
full of common sense, smoking is
fine! I have two kitties. $282.50 plus
112 utilities. Call 772-3931 , leave

message .
Roommates wanted to share large,
sunny, 4 bedroom apartment with
part-time, out-of-town roommate.
$220 heated. No cats. 582.0297.

apts/rent
2
bedroom
on
East
Prom.
Oceanview, tennis courts, laundry,
parking, on bus route, $3121month
indudes heat and hot water. 761 7942.

North SI. 101 . Lovely, large 4-bedroom, sunny, views, parking . Nonsmokers. Available March 1. $775
indudes heat. 772-SOO5. leave

APARTMENT LOCATOR Cumberland Ave efficiency, $250+. Valley S~
loft style, $375+. Spring SI. Victorian,
hardwood floors , $395+. West SI.,
great studio, $435+. USM area, 1 112
bedrooms, $375+. USM area, 2 bedrooms, $400. Veranda SI., 2 bedrooms, $525+. Many others available. 774-9303.

OLD PORT AREA - 2 bedroom ,
heated
apt.
$525imonth
plus
electricity. Call 828-1200.

Beautiful North Deering 10 room , 3
bed, 2 baths, restored colonial, deck,
yard, double driveway, fireplace, free
wId, sunroom, oil heat, french doors,
some antiques. $750 +. Call 8782312 leave message.
CAPE ELiZABETH- Beautiful, quiet
location near the beach and Woods .
Newly decorated one bedroom and
two bedroom with deck. All appliances, parking and tennis. $525550. No pets. 779-5452 or 799-2853.
DANFORTH ST. near Brackett. One
bedroom in 1834 National Register
townhouse, newly renovated, two
fireplaces, wide wood lioors, fine
moulding,
dishwasher,
parking.
Owner occupied building. No smoking. $500 heated. 774-3465.
Downtown Portland ONE BEDROOM penthouses with sliders to
large deck, starting at $875. TWO
BEDROOM, two bath apartments
with brickwork, beams , and tall windows, starting at $825. Unique,
loaded with character. Prices include
heat, AlC, hIw, parking space. Pets
welcome. Baxter Place. 775-4710.
305 Commercial .
MMC-WEST END 2 bedroom newly
renovated
apartment.
Carpets,
hardwood floor. $485 + utilities indudes basic cable, on site laundry.
761-4567.
Minutes from Downtown petite one
bedroom with w/w, new kitchen and
bath plus porch with spectacular
view of Back Cove . Only $375/month
+ utilities. Call 774-S363.

-

772~1199
7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week

offices/rent

message.

Old Orchard Beach - Sunny, bright,
2-bedroom apt Newly renovated,
new kitchen and bath, dishwasher,
wlw carpet, sundeck, right near
beach.
$475fmonth.
773-5573,
Robinson.
Park Ave., across from Deering
Oaks, one bedroom with hardwood
Iloors, galley kitchen, spacious
livingroom in secure building only
$3751month. Heat and hot water induded 774-0363.

Fumished Oflice with secretarial and
bookkeeping services available. Approximately 400 sq. ft. Also available
800 sq. ft. unfumished office. Parking available. Monument Square
area. Call 772.0527.
Portland Performing Arts Center,
Forest Ave, Intown Portland, 1500
SF very visible space at below
market rent - be at the center of the
Portland art scene! DIRIGO COMMERCIAL BROKERS, 871 - 1080.
Therapists wanted to share bright,
sunny office, near Woodfords Corner, fully fumished, shared referrals,
$7.00 per hours, add hours as
needed. Call 773-5573 - Dr. Robinson.

Parkside - 55 Grant Street 2-bedroom. New kitchen, new bathroom,
new furnace, insulated. No utilities.
References and security deposit required. $425 per month. 773-5023.
Somero Management
Parkside - 55 Grant Street 2-bedroom. New kitchen, new bathroom,
new furnace, insulated. No utilities.
References and security deposit required. $425 per month. 773-5123.
Somero Management
Rent Subsidized: lerge 2 bedroom,
2 bath heated apartment in elevated
bulding for households of 18 years or
older. Must qulaify with HUD
Guidelines. 773-1814, Weekdays 84.
WEST END: Samll but nice! Furnished
1
bedroom
efficiency.
Kitchen , living area on 1st floor, bedroom and bath on 2nd lloor. Both
levels are connected by spiral stairs.
$325/month plus utilities + security.
ABACUS APARTMENTS

FOR RENT
FEATURED APARTMENT:
Deering Center- Large, sunny,
fireplace , laundry, perking , 3 BR
$675, 4 BR $750
lANOLOROSIHAVETENNANnu
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Small prominant historic brick
building, high ceilings, lots of
windows and natural light. Prime
waterfront location on comer of
Franklin & Commercial Sts. Reasonably priced from $275, includes heat & electricity. Copier,
Fax & parking also available.

studio/rent
Studio - Monument Square area perfect for artist/craftsperson. From 4001200 square foot. Light and heat induded. Parking available. No lease
required. Call 772-0527.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

~LECTRONIC

eJ#TAX FlUNG
Steel SlSDO-3000
141: S2000-5000
18k 54000-1500
Al!.O buy I ng Pilt~k Pl'll11ppe. Vdcheron

SConstantin , A.ude(!lar Piguet . Moy"~
T,ffany, Gubplin, Le(:ouitrp, 8riel11m;;, 1IIOst IhOdl'h uf tlu"::.e tllllPpipces
Cc1 1 Allyt Ifill"

714-002'5

By Appl.

employment
$200-$500
WEEKLY
Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direc\. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording . 801 -3792900 Ex\. MD115H.
$40,OOOlyr! READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. Easy! Fun relaxi ng at home,
beach, vacations. Labor shortage,
guaranteed paycheck. Also, Corrections ... $30,000. Read TV Scripts ...
$SO,OOO. Number Pages .. . $21 ,000.
Make Index... $30 ,000. FREE 24
Hour Recording. 801 -379-2925 Ext.
MG115B. Hurry! Offer ends soon l
$40,OOOlyr! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacation.
Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording .
801 -379-2925 Ext. MEI15B.
EASY ASSEMBLY any
hours,
$339.84 week, family of 3 eams
$4417.92 monthly. FREE 24 Hour
Recording Reveals. 801-379-2900
Ex\. M115H.
PART-TIME SALES REP for bi-annual publication of Greater Portland
Landmarks , Inc. Commission only,
some
established
accounts.
Relevant experience
necessary.
Send resume to Editor, 165 State
Stroot, Portland, ME 04101.
Phone
at
home
telephone
solicitations to make appointments in
your area. Commission, bonus, plus
incentives. Call 934-7738.
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N ASTY~N E AT
CO ~P U LSI V E

CLeANING
.. ilnd eth er life support services

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them .. .
You need me in your life.
Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential
commercial

CLASSICAL BEllY GRAMS
By Janitra

+ All occasions
parties - anniversaries birthdays - etc.

Rope trick
Each of the knots in the
string at the right corresponds
to a letter of the alphabet along
the key at the top. We simply
stretched the string from letter
to letter and knotted each point
accordingly .
The first four letters of our
message (D, R, 0 and P) are
easy. The next letter (V) is knot.
See if you can figure out the
rest.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There i s a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for the
first prize winner, who will
receive it in the mail. The
second prize winner receives
free admission for two to Knots
and Crosses, March 15, at 9 pm,
at Raoul's Roadside Attraction.
The winner should contact
Raoul's, at 773-6886, for details .
Drawings are done at random .
Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a fourweek span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed., March 13. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear
in the March 21 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

SKLVDYANFRJTZUCMOWQIXBHGEP

,

D R 0 P
----------

Real Puzzle #61
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real
Puzzle #59
(Quizinart)
Nine items were processed
in the Quizinart: a pencil, bottle
or can opener (churchkey, etc.),
tape dispenser, scissors, (claw)
hammer, knife, fork, spoon, and
screwdriver.
This week Elizabeth Matel
of Portland is the Real Puzzle' s
quizmaster. She'll dine with a

282-5374
Responding to a

PERSONAL CALL~
ad? All you have to do is...
Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day g9¢1min

business opps
Earn a FREE trip to the Carribbean
or the Bahamas. Call Mr. Gauci at 1800-464-2614 in Portland, Mon - Fri,
8:30 - 6pM.
Excellent MLM opportunity with a
Company that rewards hard work,
part time or full time. Small investment, tremendous rewards. Call 7672679 after 7 evenings.
Exdusive State Distributorship New
Revolutionary Braking and Jackknife
Control System for Trucking Industry.
Patented Worldwide . Profit Potential
in Millions. In Doubt? Check It Out,
1-800-B4S-S026 .

business opps
Part-time
Potential
year. Call
momings
ternoons.

of full-time. NO selling .
to make $40-70,000 per
for appointment. 856-7062
& evenings , 797-5277, af-

WANTED 25 hardwor\(ing individuals
for a business opportunity of a
lifetime. Make all the money you
want. This isn 't a get rich scheme.
Wor\( part or full-time. 773-1416 .

stuff for sale
IMAGEWRITER 11- matrix dot printerMacintosh compatible, practically
new. Call 76H)399.
UNIQUE JEWELRY: Handcrafted
using semi-precious stones, Austrian
crystal and natural uncut crystal.
Gold or sterling wires. Beautiful
selection or made to order. Save on
retail. Call 773-8927 for individual
showing .

stuff for sale
Superfo rCabinet
Savings
the d o...jt- yoursdf-cr
Atlantic Kitchen Center
351 Marginal Way Portland, ME
M-F 9-5 • Sat 9-3
MISCEIJANEOUS CABINETS

MAKE US AN OFFER!!!

wheels
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 84 VW...
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mercedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100. 84
Bronco, $50. 89 Blazer, $150. 75
Jeep CJ, $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Detai Is . 80 1-379-2930 Ext.
MK115C. U.S. HoUine copyright.

bulletin board
Are you interested in an exciting
career in the fashion industry? If so,
then International Model Makers is
the competition for you. Over tO,OOO
in prizes plus the opportunity to be
seen by top agencies . For more information, call207-B92-8661.
BATH ANTIQUES SHOW - 70
dealers, Mar. 10, 10am-3pm . Bath
Junior High School, off Congress
Ave.,Bath , ME. Admission $2.00.
With ad, $1.50. PT PROMOTIONS,
INC.
CARIBBEAN ONLY 189! Why freeze
here when for only $189 you can be
stretched out in the sun of the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
Call 212-864-2000.
FREE- Housesitting for Summer '91 .
Responsible retirees available for 1
month minimum. Will care for
grounds and pets. 919-073-0858.

...

Hearty Fare -That's Light on Your lNallet

HARP

CJtJl~TNI~SS
STOUT

KALiBER
\O~

AI£OHOIX: 8RI'\\

;'

Thanks for making
DEWEY'S
a success
for 1 0 years!

THREE·DOLLAR DEWEY'S INC.

PORTLAND'S
BEST
COPIED BY
THE REST!

446 Fore Street, Portland • 207-77223310

KITCHEN OPEN 11 A.M. - 8 P.M.

$5.95

$2.95

DINNER

LUNCH

SPECIALS

SPECIALS

including sirloin tips,
seafood lasagne, chicken
dishes, and more.'

in & out
in 30
minutes.'

Remember...
We're tbe only place for seafood!

th(fALLEy
RESTAURANT

EVERYBODY'S TALKING!
Parker's Hot New Menu is Here
- Hot Italian Sausage over Linguini .............5.95
with mari1Wra sauu

. Hot Crunchy Chicken ............................... 7.95
with honey-pecan butter
. Fettucini Primavera ................................... 7.95
with garden vegetables and alfredo sauu

ST. PATRICK'S WEEKEND SPECIALS

I
215 Forcsidc Road. Falmouth Foreside" 781-4262

RESERVATIONS WELCOME · AMPLE PARKING · 878-3339

mon-thurs, II :30-9 • fri-sat, II :30-10 • sun 11:30-8

ALLEN'S CORNER· WASHINGTON AVE· PORTLAND

March 15-17 See You at Parker's

Martin's Point
WOMEN'S FITNESS STUDIO MISSION
"Our goal is to help women live a longer, better quality life by
offering a well rounded health and fitness program. We strive to
have a good basic program and friendly, helpful service. We believe
in the abilities that women possess and encourage them to
succeed. Women's Fitness Studio achieves its goals only when our
members improve and reach their goals. "

Start Todayl
2 MONTHS

HEALTH CARE
CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE
Walk-In Medical Care
• Patients of all ages welcome

$69 00

Unlimited aerobic, calisthenic
classes and use of all aerobic equipment!
Expires 3/9/91

Portland's 11 Fitness Center For Women

Women's
Fitness
Studio ~
(rear) 170 US Rl 1

Falmouth 781-4502

• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

871-1588
Monday-Saturday, 8 AM-S PM; Sunday, 11 AM-5 PM

